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DANIEL. Lecture # 1 Septl3, 1982

In this class we are going to take up the study of a book
which is perhaps one of the best known and one of the least known
in Scripture. The first half of it is known to almost anyone who
has attended a Sunday School. Those six chs.-the first half of
Daniel--contain incidents and experiences that have been a
blessing to Jews and Christians all through the ages. There is
much in then that is of great value to study at length.

However we're going to pass over them rather quickly and
deal with the last half of the book most of the time. This last
half of the book is comparatively little known among Christians.
Yet is surelyy is a very important part of Scripture. Our text...
book for this class is the Bible. Now of course this is the
Hebrew and Aramaic Bible, but in this course we do not have any
pre-rcquizites. I will not give any assignments from the Hebrew
Bible in this course. But those of you who already know Hebrew
I hope will follow along in your Hebrew Bible.

I would like ou all to constantly have before you the
English Bible. I don't care what version of it you use. I myself
will use the NIV, but I will correct it at times in order to get
a more accurate rendering of the original. Some problems may be
raised by it and we may want to go into them. I hope many of you
will be using other versions because I would like to have you
notice if the rend4ering is different from what we present here.
They may raise problems or questions that you would like to
mention. In such a case I would be glad to have you call them to
our attention.

However it is not possible to have much discussion in a
class of this size. That's obvious. But I would like to have you
if I ever make a misstatement(which anyone speaking for an hour
is bound to make at least one or two and most of them are not
important) but I may say Amos when I mean Daniel or something
like that. If it's perfectly obvious don't bat er, but if
I make a misstatement that would clearly be confusing I wish
yoS would immediately put up your hand and help me correct t
imnedite1y.If something I say isn'tclear I wish you would ask
me to clarify it.

I would like you to be thinking about matters we discuss
and matters might come to your mind that would be worth our
iscuasing at some length, but we can't use up the class for that.
I wish then you would write out the question that occurs to you
Write it out and get it to me--any question that occurs to you in
connection with our investigation of Daniel. Or any point where
you think I have expressed something that I've not given sufficient
JustifIcation for. I wish you'd write out a statement, sign it with
your name and put it in the box that has my name on it out here
in the hail. The post post at the right on top that has my name
on it. If you;il put a note in there then I'll consider whether it
would be something that would be good for us to take time in class
to go into, whether it i5 something incidental and something I would
take care of anyway in a week or two, or it may be something about
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I would want to see you personally, and speak to you about. I
wish you would do that,

As I said our text is the Bible and in connection with
the assignment for study if there are points on which there are
particular questions that occur to you be sure and get them to
me. I've not assigned in this class study in other books on
the Bible. But if questions occur that you would like to look
into, for checking encyclopedias, Bible dctionaries, commen
taries, etc. I would be glad to have you do it. But do it after
you do the assignments. Do the assignments directly from the
Scripture. Then after the assignments if you want to check
further, that's fine. Thenyou might add on your assignment some
thing about that, but in that case please tell me what source
you used.

I do not give assignments in this c&ss that will be
graded. I simply grade you on whether you do it or not, but the
assignments are not for purposes of cecking your knowledge. They
are for thepurpose of stimulating your interest on preparing for
matters we will discuss in class. So most every week I'll give
an assignment which will be due by Friday of that week. Please
put these in the box right under the one that has my name on it.
Get that in before the next Friday.

The first assignment I'll give you deals with the
divisthon of chaspters. You don't need to take it down now be
cause it will be posted on the bulletin board(two copies).
Let me just sayy this about the assignment. The arrangement of
the book into cha. I hope you all know that the divisions into
chs. were not in the original text. In fact we don't have them
until the 13th cent. A.D. It is generally believed they were
put into the Latin Bible by an English Archbishop. He marked
them in his Latin Bible where he thought it would be good to
make a ch, division. Then these were taken over from the English
Bible Into the Hebrew Bible, by the Jews. Although in about one
case in ten they changed it a little to make it start in a
different place.

So the Archbishop sometimes made a very good division
and sometimes a very poor division. In most cases the divisions
I think are quite obvious. But there are one or two cases where
they are not obvious and the assignment will be to just skim
through the whole book. Just skim over it. You don't need to
read much of it for purposes of it. Maybe only a heeding will
be enough. Btf if you look at the last 2 or 3 vv, of the one
ch. and the next 2 or 3 vv. of the next ch., that will give you
a clue as to whether the ch, division is in the right place. I'd
like you to look at them and indicate in connectton with each
one whether you think it is in the right place ornot.

As I mebtioned the book of Daniel divides naturally
into two parts. The first part is principally narrative. The
second part is principally prophecy. That is, the second part
consists mostly of visions God gave to Daniel.
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We call the whole book the prophecy of Daniel. He was a
prophet and whatever a prophet spoke for God can properly be

. called prophecy. Prophecy is a Gr?ek word that means speak for
or on behalf of. A prophet is one who speaks for God. In. our
modern English we use prophecy to mean a prediction of the
future. In giving the title of this course I used it in the
modern English sense, that is we are not going to look at the
whole prophecy of Daniel in dotal. That is the whole book. Be
cause it all is God's Wor1. It all is prophecy. But we are going
to look at those sections of it in which Daniel looks forward to
some future events.

Prediction is a part--an important part, but by no means all
of prophecy, and in modern English the word prophecy has come
simply to mean prediction. We are intecested now mainly in the
predictions we find in the book of Dani1. Ter ar probably more
great predictions of the future in the book of Dsni! than in any
passage of similar length anywhere !se in the Bible,(How about
the book of Revelation?)

Daniel begins with a statement that tells us when the events
occur. Dan. 1:1 says "In the third year of the reign of ffehoiada
king o Judah, Nebuchadnezzar kin of Babylon came to Jerusalem
That was 605 B.C, as we know now. I heard someone say once that he
had heard of an archaeologist who discovered an ancient coin and
they discovered the data on th' coin was 605 B.C. That story is
apocryphal. Actually nobody ever flakes a B.C. date before Christ.
But neither was A.D. used until about 500 yrs. after Christ. Then
in the 5th cent. A,D. somebody tried to figure back to the time
of Christ, and we started the system of dating we have now.

So we figure from the various systems we have and various
records of differert kinds just how much earlier an event occurred.
There are some dates of which we are not at all sure as to the exact
date. But schoàurs are pretty well agreed on this dteof 605 s.C.
as the third year of the reLgnof Jehoiakim, when Nobuchadnezar
beseiged Jerusalem. The book of Daniel begins with Nebuchadnezer
taking off -a certain number of people from Jerusalem off to abylon,
tho Jerusalem still continued to have its independence for a few
years longer after that, in fact, up untl 586 B.C., or 587 it
is usually said when buch.dnezar came and beseiged the city
again and ddatroyed it.

But in 605 he took some of the brightest young men from there,
carried them off to Babylon in order to emply them in ts court.
One of these was Daniel. The first ch, of Daniel tells a story I
believe most Christians have heard in Sunday School--the story of
how Daniel refused to partake of the food that had been offered
to idols, and how God took care of hr an did not rake him suffer
for being loyal, but instead promoted hin.

The first thing that night be considderd a predict on is
in 1:11 where they had told Daniel and his associates that they
should eat the royal food and wine, and Daniel asked then to let
them not at it-,but i-at sinpie food. The official said, I'll be in
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great tbbexixt.vx trouble if you don't help after
taken care of you for a while, and the other young men.

Daniel answered (v.12) Please test your servant for 10 days and
give us nothing but ve;atables to eat and water to drink. Then
compare our appearance with that of the young rnenwho eat the
royal food and treat your servants according to what you see.

You know how God blessed Daniel and caused that they should
be fine as any in human knowledge and understanding.
They were promoted in the king's service. Someone might think
Daniel made a prediction. "You let us eat this food and you will
see that we look better." I don't think it is a prediction. It
is a hope. Daniel hoped God would enable them, in spite of the
fact they did not get the rich food the others got, God would
enable them to come through it in excellent condition. It was a
hope. I think there's a lesson for us in that. We may have to
if we stand for God arid do what is right, God will bless, but he
won't necessarily bless us immediately. We may have to suffer for
being true to the Lord. God wants us to be willing to suffer,
willing to take whatever comes, for being true to Him.

1 think Daniel was here 'that they would loose
their loose their opportun.!.ty., but they were not will.-
ing to go back on what they considered wis God's will for them.
But it could possibiy be th other way interpreted, but I think
wrongly.We.have-another very similar case a little later, in
the booK.

When we come to oh. 2 there we have a long passage of pre.-
diction. It's a passage tiat's well known among Christians to
some extent.eut there are many points in it that are not very
well undcr!tood.. There are some points on which we're not abso-
lutely sure, exactly-what is meant. Incidentally one-point I want
to stress in this class, it is very vital for us in studying the
Scripture to go-'to a passage end see what the passage says and be
careful not to read into a it.

Someone was saying the other day that there are many denomin-
ations tliat wrongly oppose each otter on vsr1u points, and yet
claim to be absolutely true to the bible and to take the Thible
as their final source, They said, This proves you can't be sure
what the Bible means. There's such a difference between pnopleo
Now I don't believe it works that way. I think the reason we
have differences is one of two. Wernay read into the Bible the
answer to some question that God didn't intend to give us the
answer to. Because there are many many things we don't know in
this life.

Some heard me refer to it already -the ad l saw on TV that
if you took all the knowledge it took to create a human being,
all the knowledge it would take for one individual and of every
part of his system, how it works, etc. it would take 1000 books
to contain it. Yet all of this is contained in a small cell so
small that 1000 of them could stand on the point of a needle. It
is a marvel--the tremendous intricacy of the human body
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And the tremendous intricacy of this world God has made. All our
scientists have learned is but a tiny fraction of what God knows
about the creation he has made. So when we go to the Bible and find
facts about God, His plans and purposes we cannot expect that we
will be given a full knowledge of them.. There are bound to be
many matters on which e there will be a great deat that simply
isn't stated. He hasn't gone into it. And when we go to it and
assume that it has the answer to a question that isn't answered
and we read into it things that are not there, I believe that a
great part of the disagreements among truly earnest Christians comes
from people going to theSeripture with an idea for which they look
for a proof text to support.

They look for evidence to fit with it. It may be a true idea
contained somewhere else in Scripture, but is it contained in the
particular passage you are looking at? It is all too easyyto read
our preconceived ideas into a passagel So Itm interested in Daniel
in fact in all my study of Scripture..-I am greatly inersted in
seeing just what is there, and not to read into it something that
isn't there but to get out of it as much as is there as I possible
can.




So in this second ch, we have a view of'God's plah for the world
looking ahead for a thousand years. We have a tremendous view of the
future. Naturally you can't tell everyting about it in one ch. So
it's very easy to read into it things that are not there, but there
is a great deal there that is not always seen. I think it's important
to get a clear understanding of this ch. which is sort of the basis
of the sixty ch. of the porphecy that we have in te latter part of
the book.

This ch. begins with Nebuchadnezzar having a dream. His mind
was troubled, end he summoned his magicians and atronomers to tell
him what he had dreamed. When they came in the king said, I have
a dream that trouble me: and 1 -want to know what it means. The
astrologers answered the king in Aramaic (v.4). KJV says in Syriac.
But the Hob. word used there is Aramaic. Syriac is not usually used
any more at to mean Aramaic because a particular dialect of the
Aramaic language was Syriac but that's not the dialect that is used
here. So the word Aramaic i more correct. I believe all your recent
translations used the word Aramaic.*

The strange thing is that the astrologers answered the king
in Aramaic, and it gives the words they said in Aramaic and it
continues using Aramaic all through the rest of the ch., and in
fact clear to the end of ch, 7. Thus we have Daniel divided in
one way into the first half-six chapters in narrative, end the
last half six chs. of prophecy. But in another way it's divided
into the first ch. and the first three vv. of the second in Heb,
and cbs. 8-12 are Hebrew, but the second in between(which isjust
aebout half the book) is in Aramaic.

Attempts have been made to explain it(sayâg)that certain
parts of it were meant to deal more with the Gentile nations and
a certain amount with the Jews and that's why part is in Aramaic
and part is in Hebrew. Varièus theories are made and I don't think
any of them can be proven to be true.
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I think it's just a fact of the particular way God gave
the books to us. I studied with a great OT SEW.Rt scholar a
great deal--Roert Dick Wilson, a great defender of the faith
andone who has done as much as many man in history to show the
intent(?) of this particular book. One time I was
going over some letters that had *ssed between Dr. Wilson and
th Professor undder whom he had studied in Germany, as a young
man. They two became very attached tto each other, and they kept
up a long correspondence.

Of course in classes in Germany they had all talked German.
This professor under whom he studied there and whom I had also
visited once when I studied there =naturally his native language
was German. But he was a man of very great knowledge and well
acquainted with English. So either one of them would start writing
in either English or German--say* in English, and after about a
page he would switch to German, and he'd go on in German for a
ways and then he'd go to ng1ish. He went back and forth.

I used to notice when I was in the university in Germany
how I was tryying to take notes as fast as I could. To take
down the whole sentence the professor gave in German, especially
when I was in my first year and did km not know the language quite
as well as I did later, was very difficult. So I'd write down the
gist of it in English very fast. But when I'd come to a particular
word in German that I knew exactly what It meant but could not
think quickly of an equivalent for it in English, I'd just write
down the German wordi So my notes were a mixture of English and
German. All mixed together.

The way that Dr. Wilson and Dr. STackhouse' letters switched
from one language to another is what I think happened in the book
of Daniel. Daniel was thoroughly familiar with the Hebrew lang.
and also with the Aramaic and when he said what they said in
Aramaic he simply went into Aramaic, and it was Aramaic from there
on to the end of ch. 7. Then it comes back to Heb. again.

The Aramaic lang. is -& lang. that is closely related to Heb.
perhaps about as closely related as Spanish and Portugees are to
each other. Much more closely related than for instance English
and German. Yet th3re are some very vital differences. betwen them.
I doubt if any of you will be able to follow the Aramaic though
there is enough similarity that you may be able to recognize them
at various points. Many of the words are the same.

Here it switches tot Aramaic and tells what the astrologers
answered the King of Babylon. Incidentally the Babylonians wrote
all their inscriptions,their historical documents, their great
literary works, n a language I like to call the Babylonian be
cause people know what I'm talking about. Most scholars of that
particular subject now prefer to call it &kkadian because it
was spoken in a city called Akkad before(?) Babylon was
founded. Eut nobody outside of that particular fieIQ of studies
ever hears of Akkadian while Babylon is known to everybody, and
this was the language that the Babylonians used.

I
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It is interesting that they spoke in Aramaic. We now

have many thousands of clay tablets from ancient Babylon and
- in these clay tablets which are written in cuneiform writing--

cuneiform means wedge-shaped. They are made with marks that
are made byy pressing a stylus in and making this wedge shaped
figure. There are 300 characters that are commonly used in the
Babylonian system of writings. The language has quite a bit of
similarity to Hebrew though much more difficult than Aramaic.

From the time of Nebuchadnezzar it's interesting that we
have these important cottracts, and business documents written
in the Babylonian language and you'll oftten have writings next
to it or along with it you will have a title written in Aramaic
which shows us that while Babylonian continues to be the formal
language, it had largely in Nebuchadnezzar's court been dis
placed by the Aramaic language.

It's sort of like if you went into a class in theology 150
years ago anywhere in the U.S. and almost anywhere in the world
all your textbooks would be in Latin, because Latin was the lan
guage used for most scholarship at that time. But the people of
course spoke their own modern a language whatever they were, and
just used Latin for study purposes. That is the way it had come
to be to qu&te an extent by the time of Nebuchadnezzar.

I don't know whether anybody would know this fact 400 yrs.
after the time of Daniel. The higher critics hold unanimously that
Daniel didn't write the book of Daniel, and that it wasn't written
until 400 years later. I would question very seriously whether
it people 400 years later would have realized that as Nebuchad
nezzar and his court would speak Aramaic rather than the actual
Babylonian language(? not clear?)

It goes into the Aramaic and tells how thekirid asked them
to tell what his dream was. They said, Let the king tell his
servants the dream,and we will intorpretit. The king answered
and(I'd like to read that next v. from the KJV) verse 8 of ch.
2 there is a statement that could easily he misundderstood. "The
king answered and said I know of a certainty that you would gain
the time because you see that the thing is gone from me." It
sounds as if the king had forgotten his dream and he rants them
to tell him what the dream is, and then give the interpretation.

I think that gives us an ntirely false idea of what happened.
The NIV says, "I am certain you are trying to gain time because
you realize that I have firmly decided." That last part of the V.
I'd call a paraphrase rather than a translation. It's almost
necessary to use a paraphaase to get the idea across. The 1(JV's
"the thing is gone from me" what does that mean? I know when I
was a boy and read it I thought it meant, I've forgotten the
dream."and now you tell me what the dream is and interpret it.
You could interpret it "thethinq is gone fromme" as meaning the
"order(that you must tell me the dream) has gone from me--tell
me the drean as well as the interpretation. We now know that s
what the Aramaic actually means. "The thing is firm from me."
The word rnans "firm," It's a rare word. We have further evidence
of this meaning.
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It moans "this is my decision" not that I have forgotten the
dream. Why did the king ask them to tell him what his dream was?
Isn't that an absurd thing to do? Why ask to tell you the dream
you had? It seems absurd but I think with a little thought we can
understand what it really meant.

People in those days had great faith in dreams. They often
thought a dream told then of something that would happen. There
are many in our day who havc. that !dea..I will not say it's im
possible that some evil spirit, or perhaps even a good spirit,
might give you a dream that will tellyou about the future. It
is said that Abrahm Lincoln before hear n!xtkssaa hearing the
news nf each f the great decisive httes of the Civil War had
a certain dream. His dream was that a ship was going along in the
water. He told how he dreamed. One morning he said, Last night
I had that same dream agaln,and I saw that ship but this time it
carte into harbor. It went up to the dock. e said, I wonder if
that means we'll get word from Sherman that actually the war is
over.

That didn't happen for some six weeks later. But what happened
then was that Lincoln was shot that night so it was not quite the
endof the war but it was th end of his life! I don't know whether
that story is true or not. But I've read it. But belief that dreams
could give you some important ideas of the future was very common.
We know that in the Bible that the Lord constantly spoke to the
people in dreams. We know that God has done that at various times.
Yet the Bible has warnings against putting toomuch faith in dreams.

I think- when one of us has a dream i is more likely the result
of something vie ate than anything prophetic. But the Babylonians
were very much attached to thinking they could find the means of
learning something about the future. One of their customs was to
kill an animal and examine its liver. They would see what the con
dition of the animal's liver was and then they would see what
happened--whether they won or lost a battle, and they would keep
record of these things. When they would ask the priest to kill an
animal, compare the liver with other previous livers and tell us
What it says about the future.

Well,Nebuchadnezzar I can well imagine had often had dreams
about which he asked these astrologers to explain to him what
they meant. The astrologers pretty soon got the habit of making
up something they thought would please the king. If they happened
to hit pon something that actually happened eventually they'd
r'et a reward. when it didn't happen Nebuchadnezzar began to catch
on they were just making up these dreams(interpretations). So in
this case Nebuchadnezzar decided, If these astrologers really know
what they claim to know, theyy will be able to tell me what the
dream means after I tell them what the dream was, but actually
to tell me-the dream. So Nebuchadnezzar asked them to bit interpret
his dream, but the astrologers said, Nobody can do that. That's
Impossible. The king said, I'm certain you'rejust tryying to gain
time. You've conspird to tell me wtcked,mtsleading things hoping
the situation will change. Tell me the dream and I'll know you can
interpret it for me. He must have been pretty dismsted with the
previous times when they had misled him
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So he said he was going to kill all these astrologers, these so
sailed wise men. And of course Daniel was considered one of the
wise men now in the land. The order was given tokill all of them.
That included Daniel too. So LIanil(v.l2) asked his friends to
pray that God would reveal it to him, and in the last part of the
ch, we rave how Daniel told the king what his dream was and Daniel
explained to him what it meant.

The dream was the picture of a large statue. This statue which
Nebuchadnezzar saw in front of him would not tell you anything.
Without the interpretation Daniel gave you would have no idea of
what the statue might mean. Some elements of this prophecy and also
of some later ones in the book, fit so exactly with the history of
the next few centuries after Daniel wrote, that the critics
unanimously say the whole thing must have been written after these
events happened.

Dr. Wilson used to say the book of Daniel is perhaps the
hardest in the Bible to defend aainst the attack of the critics.
Because, he said, it's the hardest from the viewpoint of philology,
and from the viewpoint of history, and from the viewpoint of
prophecy. He spent a great part of his life studying into it. But
this ther' which is unanimously held bydestructive critics today
was advanced as early as the 2nd cent. A.D. St. Jerome in his
commentary on Daniel has as his specific purpose to refute this
idea that Prophyry, a great enemy of Christianity, was advancing,
that the book of Daniel was written 400 years after Daniel's time.

- Because the book describes so exactly many things that happened
during those 400 years. Therefore it must have been written after
that time, aRtd he said.

The trouble is then these things that they tell us are
going to happen at the end of the age, they said those did not
fit w.th thehistory at the end of the 400 years, so they said,
those were just the guesses of the writer, the man who wrote the
book 400 yrs. after the ttma of Nehuchadnezzarl There ore it was
not any genuin prophecy from God. Jerome answered that and
Porphyry'sviews were pret¬yç well forgotten until within the last
200 years. But now there have been many very learned books written
holding that view, and even some fine Christian expositors have
adopted that view of the book of Daniel.

We could take months going into the evidence back arid forth
on this. I think Daniel will stand every test that is given it.
There is much detail. But that's not our purpose in this course.
We will look at certain points where the critics say it fits
the hIstory of the 400 years, and yet certain things they say
refer to that time just don't fit with it. They say then, the
authcr dust didn't know those particular factsl But we see in
those particular places he was looking beyond that time and it
can fit with things that happened later than that.

The great prophecy of this second ch. is probably well known
to most who have been to Sunday School. The thing Daniel saw.
The statue Nebuchadnezzar saw told certain things that are repeated
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and amplified later in the book. In order to understand the latter
remarks, one really needs to have this second ch. well in mind.
You cannot say the book is half history and half prophecy because
one of its greatest prophetic bections is right here in the
first half, in ch. 2. But the last 6 chs. are mostly about
Daniel's own vision. This is a vision
by King Nebuchadnezzar that Daniel explains.

Daniel told him how he saw a great statue, and the statue
stboa in front of him, and (v.32) "the head of the statue was
made of pure gold, its chest and arms of silver, its belly and
thigs of bronze, its legs of iron and its feet partly of iron
and partly of baked clay.' "While you were watching a rock was
cut out but not by human hands. It struck the statue on its feet
or iron and clays and smashed it." Then they were all broken up
and the wind blew it away. Whenhe finished that Uaniel Interpre
ted it(v..37) and said to Nebuchadnezzar, You Oh King are the
king of kings, the God of heaven has given you dominion, and
power and might . . . in your hands has he placed mankind and
the beasts of the fields and th birds of the air, " .Iou are
the head of gold." Nebuchadnezzar must have felt-pretty good He
must have thought there's a real er?retr1

But he goes on and says, AftGr 9U another kingdom will arise
inferior to yours, next . . . one of bronze . . .inalij there will
be a fourth kingdom strong as iron. . . and as iron breaks things
to pieces so it will, crush and break all the others." $o here was
a dream that Nebuchadnezzar saw. Now f you Just had the account
of the dream what could you learn about the 'uture from it? You
would have no reason to say, The&E: 4 part represent 4 kingdoms.
one after the other. You would have no reason to say that except
that God enabled Daniel to interpret it.

Daniel said, It stands for 4 kingdoms* You're the heac of gold,
and after you come these other three. If Daniel hadn't explained that,
for all we know t ntg't have started at thc bottom and ljone up.
Nebuchadnezzar might have represented the feet 'and the others subse
quent thins. But Daniel explained that it represents four separate
kingdoms that were qoinq to come. In history we have the i3abylonlan
kinodorn, then they were conquered by the Fersian kir.gdor wnc for
200 years had one of the strongest regimes in allthe world's
history. Then Alexander the Great conquered the Persian empire, and
established a situation in whicn therceks were in control which
lasted for about 300 years. Then att the end of that time the Romans
took over. They exactly fitted the destription or the fourth king
dome--strong as iron, for iron braeaks and smashes everything. We
find that no nation at that time was able to stand before Rome.
They took over a much larger area than any of the ones before it.had.

Now you look at this and you wond4er what ifl this imaje has
a meaning? He said, You're this head of gold. Does that mean that
Nebuchadnezzar had better eyes than anybody else? That he could
see better thanothers? That he was a better speaker than others?

- Whet do the ears mean? What does the neck mean? What do the differ
ent parts of t mean? They don't have any meaning. It's just the
picture of a man. The thing in it that means something is the four
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types of metal. There is, a break there -- four different king.-.
doms represented by the four kinds of metal. If we did not have
the interpretation it would be easy to Wage begin to let our
imagination go as to what the ears represented, or the nose, or
the teeth, etc. That would be very easy to do and you could get
into all sorts of vague areas that has no correspondence with
anything that has actually happened.

You have often seen pictures of this statue in some
books on prophecy in which they will say as the two legs fox
stand for the Roman Empire they represent the eastern and west
ern portions of the Roman Empire. The fact that the Roman Empire
was the tightly united organization for 400 years, and it was
only toward the end of the period that it was divided into two
parts. So to say that the two legs stand for something in the
history of the Roman empires is simply reading into it something
we have, no right to do. Daniel simply says the 4 parts of it
represent a succession. Four different kingdoms were to come.

You notice he said, You are the head of gold, and after
you there will come another kingdom. And then a third one that
will have rule over all the world. Then a fourth one that will
be strong as iron. He said to Nebuchadnezzar, You are this head
of gold. Did he mean that Nebuchadnezzar himself was the head of
gold? Or did he mean Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom was the head of
gold? The fact of the matter is that Nebuchadnezzar was succeeded
by his won son who reigned only 3 mo. and then was wkilled. Then
an old general took over; he was a very man but he was
quite elderly, and he only lived a few years and he was succeeded
by his son, Msxwaz who was so inferior that he was killed 3 mo.
after he took office and then another man Nabonidus took over
and he ruled for about 15 yrs.

So we have a period of about 50 yrs.' after the death of
Nebuchadnezzar before another kingdom succeeded him. So there
are two ways we might explain this: 1) Nebuchadnezzar is the
head of gold. After Nebuchadnezzar there is going to come another
kingdom, but there is a gap between them. There are three or
four inferior rulers of the Babylonian empire who succeed Nebu
chadnezzar before the Persians take over. That's one possibility
but in this case I don't think it's the right one. 2) I think
that what he means "you are the head of gold" is "your kingdom
is the head of gold."Nebuchadnezzar was the greatest of these
rulers of so called Neo-Babylonian kingdom. But I believe he
was referring to the full history of the Babylonian empire.
And the closely related Assyrian empire, which had preceeded it.

Closely related in language, culture, and in many re
gards. So he is referring to this first of the great empires.
The Assyro-Babyyloniart empire which had continued for many
centuries, by this time even though Nebuchadnezzar's particular
branchof it had begun with himself. But that he's referring to
that as the first great kingdom that was represented by the head
of gold, and then the others that followed did not=== they came
of course, the Persians conquered immediately after the Babylonians
came but not immediately after Nebuchadnezzar.
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So when he says, "You are this head of gold," I don't
think he means Nebuchadnezzar personally. But Nebuchadnezzar
as representative of his great people. This corresponds with
history as we know it because the Babylonian empire seemed to
be standing in all its glory and thenthe Persians attacked, and
overcame it and annexed it to their empire, and for 200 years
the Persian empire continued as a very, powerful machine over
a much wider territory than the Babylonians had controlled..

Then when the Persian empire was at the veryhieght of hk
its power and perhaps got overconfident --they were so strong
at that time but at the veryheight of its power, after 200 yrs.,
Alexander the Great came with his army--the excellent army his
father Philip of Nadedon had developed--and attacked him, and
after a dozen years of k fighting he overcame him completely and
annexed him and became a much greater empire than the Persian.

Then Alexander's empire was divided into sections. But these
various sections continued about 200 yrs. and they weee then taken
over one by one by the Romans. So we can't say just when it ends
and the next one begins. But it is a sa marvellous similarity to
the history of those next few centuries after the time of Daniel.

I think particularly in preparation for later prophecies its
good for us to know what has a meaning and what doesn't have a
meaning in symbols.

Now the assignment as it has been posted. You notices that
..be first ch. tells about Daniel's experience of King Nebuchad
nezzar's favor, and it ends "and Daniel continued even to the
,axafxkka first year of king Cyrus." Then in the second year
of king Nebuchadnezzar, Nebuchadnezzar dreamed dreams. That
is certainly the proper place for a ch. division. Before it was
all connnected. After it ** it is a different story, and that
is true of most of these first six cha. Is it true of the rest
of the book? That's the assignment for next time. Please get
them in on Friday. It should not take you more than a hour, I
would think at the most to glance over the material. We'll
continua here next time.



-
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I hooeyo will all, sit in your as*igned seats because

otherwise I will have to mark you absent. If you miss one or
two classes it won't make much differente. If you miss more
I doubt if you can qet credit for the course. I like to know
who is nere. And about the papers you turned in they do not
count much as tc how you do then, but the fact that you turn
then in is quète important to our work.

Now today I will look at different chapters and hastily
glance at them now. The first ch. starts with a date: In the
thira year of the reign of Jehoiakim" somethinq haoened. It
tells iiow )aniel was taken off and tells about his first
appearance.

The second ch. begins, "In the second year of his reign
ebucha41nezzar had a dream." Here is a clear definite referonce

and you are certain you have a definite divisior between the
first and second cn. When you come to the third ch.-- it is all
about the men who were put into the I irey furnace, and ends with
their being given particular positions at the court. Then the
third ch. begins with another incident, and we have no way cf
knowing whether this came soon after Nebuchadnezzar's dream
or a long time after. It aoes not tell us the time, but it's
clearly a different incident altogether, The incident of the
fiery furnace.

Then the fourth ch. It is very obvious the 3rd ends with
the promotion of these men, and the 4th ch, begins a new subject.
The 4th ch. is a unified account of this experience.

The 5th ch, starts with king Beishazzar, not previously
mentioned and tells an incident in connection with Beishazzar.
Clearly a chapter division was well made there.

The 6th ch. is quite alrioht the way the division is made
but there would be nothinq wrong in making it a verse earlier
because it is all about Beishazzar up to the last verse. Then
it says Darius the Meie took over the kingdom and it pleased
Darius to appoint 12U satraps. Probably the best place is where
it is but it wouldn't matter. Certainly it snoulo be in one
of those two places.

Those six cha, form a unit. They are all narrative; one
has a good jit of prophecy, but they are narratives. Then the
remaining chs. are mainly revelations,, visions, prophecy. So
there certainly is a definite break betweenJantmax the irst
six and the last six.

The 7th --it is very obvious it is a new start. "In tie first
year of Belshazzar, the king of Babylon, Daniel had a dream.
Then cli. 8, "In the third year of king Beishazzar, a vision
appeared to me." Then the 9th ch.--"In the first year f Darius,
son of Xerxes". Then the 10th ch., "In the third year of Cyrus
King of Persia . . "There's no question these are separate units.
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Then the 11th ch, begins, "In the first year of Darius . .
I'm sure the Archbishop must have been looking at his Latin
Bible rather hastily and his horse must have stumbled when he
got to this point, because it looks a little bit like the beginning
of the previous chs. but it's altogether different. It is actually
conclusion of what was told before. There is absolutely no excuse
to begin a ch. with 11:1. I'm glad to see that most of you saw that.
It's not a sensible place for a ch, division. That's an important
thing for us to have in mind. Namely, the ch. divisions are very
valuable in order that we can find places easily so we are grate
ful for their having been put in and giving us this excellent
system to enable us to find a ch, and verse at once.

We are grateful for them, and I would not want change and
confusion brought in. But it'simportant to remember that they are
useful only to find places. Here in our first 9 chs. they are well
made, but that doesn't necessarily mean they are well made in the
first 9 chs, of any other booki Sometimes they are not. Sometimes
it's a division of a ch. and a half. Sometimes it's half a ch.

I always like when I read to start a couple of vv. before the
end of the ch. and run a couple of vv. after the end of the next ch.
so I won't miss the connection that is there or be in a place that
interrupts the thought. In the book of Hebrews it is my impression
that just about every ch, is summarized by a verse which is actually
made the first v. of the next chapterl There might be an argument:
should we have the summary and stop there? Or should we go on and
put the summary at the beginning? There might be an argument. But
it is good to not be confused by the ch, divisionss. It is too bad
the Archbishop was confused by this v. superficially looking like
the start of so many previous chapters when actually it is very
diffrent.

But something more important than that is involved. Suppose
you start your ch, at v. 2. " And Now 1 -tell you the truth." Who
tells you the truth? How does it start? It is closely bound, not
just ot the v. before--the v before says "I took my stand" and
that isn't Daniell Who is it? You have to look back to see. So
actually there should be no ch, division between ch, 10 and ch, 1].,
There should be no division. Ch. 10 is simply preparation for the
giving of a message from God to Daniel. The two are bound together.
There is a paragraph division after v. 1 because t now gives the
message that he gives.

But before that it is all leading up to this message. It
greatly stresses the importance of the message that it has a whole
ch. of narrative to leadup to it. Then you have ch. 11 and when you
get to the end of ch. 11, you start ch. 12 and you don't say in
the such and such year of such a king , but you say "At that time
Micahel will arise" What time? The time gust discussed before. So
the beginning of ch. 12 certainly should not be a "ch. division,'
Many students suqqested there should be a ch. division at v 5.
An argument could be made for that. It starts, "Then I Daniel looked
and there before me stood two others and this seems to imply it's
closely tied with what is before. Spwe can say the first 9 chs, of
he book of Daniel are 9 separate sections. And 10 to 12 is one
section which you can divide into subsections if you want to.
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I always like to give this assignment ut to notice
how carefully you will notice them because it is good in all
our study to get the habit of seeing what are the natural
divisions. A text without a context is only a pretext. But
what 15 the context? When you take a verse it's always good
to see if it's t the heg1nntnc of a new section--not closely
related to what preceeded, or the end of one, oris it united
to both? It's very important to find the sections. So I thought
this would alert you a bit to that very important matter.

ow,we've looked at the fact ch. 2 tells about the dream.
Daniel gave Nebuchadnezzar the interpretation of the dream
by reminding him exactly of what the dream had been. We have in
vv.20-23 of Dan. 2 a very wonderful prayer of Daneil to God.
u.praIses God for giving him what he could not have possibly
have gotten out his head. For giving him this revelation of
exactly what was it that Nebuchadnezzar had dreamed anddalso
what it meant.

Then we have Uebuchadnezar's dream and then the interpre
tation of the dream. I trust you all have in mind the details
of the dreari. I thnk most people have who have attented Sunday
School. This is a ch, that is often referred to. The dream
starts with a static portion. He simply sees a statue. He sees
it before him. If that was all you'd have no reason to say this
shows a series of events. It could show a lot of things existing
at once.(?) just like you could have a map showing you a map
of a country, or you could have a chart showing you what happens
in various centuries.

You could have the writing to explain what it was. Here,
without the interpretation you have no reason to know this
shows a series of events rather than things that would happen
Et one time. You have a static portion. That static portion I
would like to divide into two parts.

I would like to note first he sees the statue madde up of
4 different metals. Then we nctice that there i a special
emphasis given on the second phase of the fourth.kingdom. In
the fourth there is a seccnd phase. Some might say we have
five different sections. But the feet and the legs together
constitute the fourth kingdom, so it's much better to say
four,but we have a change in the course of this fourth king
dom. So I think that's an. Important 2nd art of the dream.

Then the 3rd part of the dream ceases to be static and
becomes dynamic. As Nebuchadnezzar watches he sees a stone
cut without hands and he sees that stone come rolling down the
mountain and hit the statue andtkx destroys it and then the
stone begins to grow a unLil it fw fills the whole earth.
It must have been a very very vivid dream. This third part
of it is a dynamic sries of events which takes place at the
end of the account of the 4th kingdom.

Daniel suid to the king, You are the head of gold. A
As we noted. Does the "You are the head of gold" mean you,
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Nebuchadnezzar, or does it mean the kingdom you are ruler "t
over. This history of this succession. This long period. Well,
Nebuchadnezzar reigned for about 45 years. Atialy from 605
to 562 he reigned. But the second of these kingdoms lasted for
DFe tird for about 300 years. The fourth the longer
still. It hardly seems that the head of gold would be just
40 years.

Also, as I mentioned last time, Nebuchadnezzar was succeeded
by three very inferior kings who reigned a very brief time each.
Then the fourth one only reigned about 10 or 12 years. So that
to say these are the 3 kingd would just be nonsense. So if this
is the head of gold, there is a big gap--or interval-- between
that and the second kingdom. Now there could be such an inter
val. We have many such intervals in the book of Daniel and else
where. But I don't believe there's one in this place. I think
that parallelling the others following that it is reasonable
to say that the head of god represents the Assyro-abylonian
empire.

In Scripture they call them a kingdom. What is a kingdom?
When I was a boy I learned there are three kingdoms. There's
the animal kingdom, the vegetabèe kingdom, and the mineral
kingdom. I heard a story once about King Frederick the Great
of Prussia. He was visiting somewhere and there was a child
there. He asked the child, How many kingdoms are there? The
child said threes the animal, vegetable, and mineral. The
king said, And to which kingdom do I belong? The poor child
was in a bad position, because if he said, You belong to the
animal kingdom it might be a bad affront to the king. Strang].y
the child had sense enough to realize his danger, and he ans
wered, The kingdom of heaven.

There we have an illustration of how differentlyy the
word kingdom is used. I think most of us would think a king
dom was something a king reigns over. Certainly the animal,
vegetable, and mineral kingdoms are not something that a king
reigns over. In Scripture the word kingdom is used for these,
but I believe the word empire would be a better word to use
today. Because as human history began and andas griups began
to amalgamate together who spoke the same language and had
the same customs and formed national groups, this seemed
very natural that they should be together in national groups.

But then the time came when the Assyrians began trying
to conquer other language groups and other customs and they
extended their power over a very large area with diverse
groups. We today have come to speak of that as an empire.
Usually we speak of a nation, but we speak -=we would not
call something an empire unless we thought of it as ruling
over other groups unrelated to it. Etymology does not hel
us with either of tthese words. It'susage that determines the
meaning of any word. I believe we should say that these four
so-called kingdoms are what we today would call four empires.
.50 that's why I think it's gqlte reasonable that it starts
with the Assyria-Bab'lonian empire which continues for several
centuries, rather than to start with the Egyptians.
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The Egyptians had a great power but they were pretty much
one nation with one language and one culture, and there was a
comparatively brief period during which they held other regions
around them. The Assyro.-Babylonian power was the first of the
great empires. Nebuchadnezzar consolidate his empire and he said,
You are the head of gold! He wasn't talking specifically of
Nebuchadnezzar, but he was talking of the empire over which
Nebuchadnezzar was one of the very greatest rulers,

This empire continued after Nebuchadnezzar's death only s
few years because there was a region east of Babylonia, a region
where a people called the Medes lived. The Medes were a large
group of tribes that were related one to the other, and someone
had succeeded in amalgamating them. But you would not call that
an empire. They were related together, one language, one group
of customs. But the Medes had helped Nebuchadnezzar in destroying
the Assyrian empire.

In this region of the Medes there was a small section known
as Ansham. The king of Ansham had a son named Cyrus, and the people
of his small section were called Persians. He succeeded in over
coming the leader of the Medes andix getting control of the whole
group of Medes and his people in Persia who were very closely
related to the Medes, assumed supremacy over them and it was now
a Persian kingdom. But then Cyrus proceded to conquer other nation
and he came west and went north of Babylonia and conquered the
region there, in what is now Turkey there.

Then We went further north into Asia Minor. There k he came to
the kingdom of Lydia which was a Greek kingdom. Kroessus was the
king. When I was a boy we used to hear a greal deal about Koessus
He was supposed to be the riches man who had ever lived. I don't
know whether he's much known any more. But Kroessus had a large
kingdom and Cyrus overcame Kroessus and now he had an empire. Be
cause he not only had people related to him, but he had these
other people who were under his control. Then in a few years he
took=-turned sztkxsouth again from there and he attacked Baby
lonia and dux defeated its armies and captured Babylon. The
story of his conquest of Babylon is of course familiar to us all.
from the story of Beishazzar.

Cyrus then had established quite a large empire but he was
not satisified. After he took over Babylon, we don't know wehter
whether this Darius the Mede who is mentioned in the Bible it
the story of Daniel in the lions den was a man he made king under
him over the Babylonian part of his empire, or whether that inci
dent happened when Cyrus was still there and he had Darius as
another name. Rulers had several names. Scholars differ as to which
of the two it is. The edu modernists say there was no such
person and it simply shows the book of Daniel is unhistorical!
But at any rate Cyrus was not satisfied. He now went east again.
He conquered almost as big an ass area to the east as he had to
-he west. He even conquered the northern section of India, which
then belonged to the Persian empire for the next 200 years.
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This Persian empire then was a much larger empire than the
Babylonian empire. A large and very strong empire which lasted
for about 200 years. I should mention perhaps that after *i*xir*a

Cyrus's death, his son Caybyses, went on down to Egypt and conquered
Egypt and made it part of his empire.Assyrian and Babylonian kings
had occasionally attacked Egypt and held it for a brief time, but
had never really held Egypt at part of their empire. But Cyrus'
successor also held Egypt for about 100 years. Then Egypt revolted
and for 90 years it was independent again, and then the Persian
empire attacked Egypt again.

So you see the Persian empire continued very strong for its
for 200 years. Then after they had held Egypt again for 10 years
Alexander the Great attacked the Persian empire and the Persian
empire was at the very height of its strength, as you can see from
his re-conquest of Egypt. But Alexander had a very very well
takined army and was a very skillful military leader and in the
course of about a dozen years he conquered the whole Persian
empire, one of the fastest conquests in all the history of the
world.

That put a suddden end to the Persian empire. Then Alexander
the Great who in 331 conquered the Bersian empire and he led his
army clear across into India and back again through the desert
and when they got to Babylon, Alexander was taken suddenly 111
and after 10 days he died. Still a young man in his 30's.

The result was that a third empire was established which was
as large as the Persian empire, larger than the Babylonian empire-
much larger, maybe twice as large and which in addition to that
included Asia Minor, Greece and Macedonia. It was a much larger
empire than any of the previous ones. But Alexander the Great
death threw things into confusion. It would take some hours to
describe events of the next 30 years. His generals began dis
puting as to who should have control and eventually there were
three of them gained control over large sections of Alesander's
empire. Then there were several small sections of it.

But these were united in the fact that Greek civilization,
Greek language in the leadership at least, Greekculture was spread
th ough all this earea so it canproperly be called another empire.
Alexander established it even though it was divided into these
many sections. Then the parts of this empire were conquered by a
new power that rose over in Italy--thepower of Rome. Rome gradually
conquered Italy as long as it was still Italy you would call it
only a kingdom. Thenthey came into conflict with the Cartheginians
from Africa, and they conquered them. Then they proceddd eastward.
One after another they conquered a sections of Alexander's empire.

We can say the exact day when the Babylonian empire came to
an end, and the Persian empire began. Because Babylon was con
quered on a certain day. that was the end of the Babylonian
empire so we can considder the Persian empire started then. And
we can say the exact year when Alexander conquered the Persians
and we can say he establiheed his great empire. But the Hellenistic
or Greek empire(its called by both names)--we cannot say exactly

�
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when it ended because it had three main sections and one of the
areas from which Alexander came i.e. Macedonia, in ttxi.iikx
168 about 150 years --a little more than that-- after A]exandder
had conquered the Persian empire, and Macedonia the area from which
Alexander had come, that kingdom was conquered by the Romans in
168. Then another 90 years went by and then the second large
section of it, which we call Syria, (though that is a rather
rough term to describe it-- it's better perhaps to name it after
the ruler, but we'll look at this one more in detail later) this
section-for the present we'll call it Syria-included Asia Minor
and what is now Syria and Palestine and theoretically all of Asia
that had been in Alexander's empire. But the extreme eastern parts
of it were soon lost.

Syria was conquered by Pompeyin 72 B.C. See there mass
were 90 years after Macedonia was conquered before Syria was,
and then it was 42 years later before Octavious Caesar conquered
Anthony who was the paramour of Cleopatra, the last of the queens
of Egypt. So the end of the third kingdom would come in 30 B.C.
when Egypt becamé part of the Roman empire. So theén Uhè third
empire and the beginning of the fourth spread over a century and
a half. It wasn't a sudden, sharp division like the previous two.

Then the Roman empire began. Some historians now like
to call the part of it after the conquest of Egypt for the next
300 years, they u like to call it then principate instead of an
empire. Because it kept up all the forms of a republic, but
actually the emperor was absolutely supreme and could do anything
he wanted to, and most of them did. It certainly was an empire in
the true sense of the word, and it was an empire in the sense that
he held many lands(entirely different from the Romans) under his
sway. Roman government, Roman laws, Roman customs were completely
dominate in those areas. So the term empire in the sense we have
been using it would certainly apply to the Roman empire and this
u and it was far larger than any of the previous kingdoms. I could not
say far larger because it did not include India and sections close
to that.

But aside from that it did include a great deal in Euoope
bat had not been in the precious ones. So you have a general idea
of the four great empires that came and there has been nothing like
it since. There has been nothing comparable to these. So-- there
have been what have been called empires, but they have not been
comparable in power or the time they lasted to these four great
empires.

So there is a remarkable simi&arity between the picture of
the image he saw and the history going on for many centuries after
that. Now he saw a statue, as we said. You look at the statue and
you have no idea what the statue represents. But he gave him an
interpretation that shows a series of events--you are the head of
goiddand after you will be another kingdom and another and after
him another. I've had difficulty with all the tranls&tions be
cause they all say "after you will come a kingdom inferior to you."
The translations say "inferior", and it's pretty hard for me to see
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how the Persian empire which covers three times as much territry
as the Babylonian empire could be said to be "inferior." Different
people have tried vriouè ways to make out it was inferior. But
actually this aramaic word I have not been able to find anywhere
that it's-ever-used to meaninferior. The word is simply the word
lead like the Hebrew word etets (land) with the locative in it.
'Thward the ground." 1-think it simply means on the statue, lower
down, toward the ground on the statue from you who are the head
of gold there-is a section that indicates another kkingdom.that
follows.

It doesn't make sense to say it means inferior. I don't believe
the word-means inferior. I wrote to the professor at the University
of Chicago because I knew that for many years they had been collect
ing Aramaic inscriptions, and I thought h-6-would know as much
about the ancient Aramaic language as anyone I knew of. So I said," an you tell me of any case where this word is used of to mean
#!flferior. It is used in the translation of the Aramaic of the OT
-..that trans1t1on.weealle the Tárgum. A translation that was used
in the synagogue.

It is used of the lower part of the ark--the same word. It's lower
down. But that doesn't necessarily mean inferior. It's only lower
down on the statue. Because these kingdoms bad been increasing in
power, increasing in size rather than decreasing. He wrote back and
said, I know of no case where it means anything except lower physically
but of course, he said, in this case it must mean inferior. That's
what you call conjectural saying what a word means. No evidence for
it. But you feel it ought to mean that you zest you will say that it
does. Unfortunately there is no translation of the Bible which does
not contain some conjectural translation. There is none.

Becausewhen a person translates he's got to make sense for the
people who reçL" And there are many cases where he's not sure
exactly what it means and he says something he thinks fits the conQ
text. If you looked at it naturally you might say, Another kingdom
inferior to you. But he's talking about the statue 'and its another
kingdom lower lhanyou and there is not place anywhere I've been able
to find where the word means 'inferior.

If you have the word used many times to mean lower down physically
why even if it did find it used once .t would not mean that in this
place. There were two people who had their hands up. Yes?

Student: There are' some people whO say It 'me'ans infLibrior not
in respect to size but. in terms of its governmental structure.
Would you commeM on that?

Yes, some say' in the" first one the kihg was autocratic; in the
next ktx one he did not have quite as much power, and less inthe
next, and the next less. That is absolutely contrary to facts. Be
cause in the Babylonian empire they had very definite laws giving
the rights of individuals, and while the kings did stride over the
rights of many individuals and they had very great power, yet theo.
retically 'and often in reality they were very much boundk to follow
the laws as to how the people were to be treated.
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We have thousandsof clay tablets from ancient Babylonla
of contracts that were made which show the 14gal structure
that there was in which the king was very far rom'being
absolute. He had great power but he was far from being absolute.

When you take the Persian empire, the Persian ervperorhad
vry great power, but you read the book of Ester and you find
ttat when the Persian king had made a law giving people the
right to kill the Jews, he had no power to change it! The only
thing he could do-was to say on a certain day he gave the Jews
th"e right todefend themselves. He could not break the law that
he had-made. Now that 's prettyfar from having absolute power.

Then when you get to the Greeks, you find that some of
these rulers had very great power. Others much less. But when
yQu get to Rome,the Roman emperors, some of them, were mighty
close to being absolute. So 1ve heard that. That is one of
various attempts that have been made to show that they are in
fr&or, but if you show what the word simply means you don't
have to find a way to show their inferior. In many ways they
were.greater, stronger, more Their structure
varied, but there is no progression there either toward greeter
strength or less strength. Mr. Buses?

Question: You said this word was used to describe the lower
parts of the ark?

Yes, there were, the upper stories and the lower stories of
the ark. Or lower deck. The word is used there in the ark.

Incidentally, any time I mispeek myself or anything I do
not make.clear please don't hesidate to raise your-hand. Or any
question that I just answered rather quickly. If you have an
extended question I'd rather you would write It out and I'll
see how to fit it in.

Questions Can you comment on the value of the metals?

Yes That is of course.--the question is what is there in
this that has meaning?What has a meaning? As far as their value
is concerned there are many things you cquld do with iron you
could not do with gold. If you wanted to have a strong military
power, iron is much more valuable for that purpose than gold.
A little gold--people will give you as much for as for a lot
of iron. If you are trying to build the strength of an empire
I think you'd find iron more valuable.

That all brings us to the very vital question: What is there
in a symbol that we can take as being part of the meaning, and
what is there that is simply part of the symbol. Now I mentioned
last time on "You Nebuchadnezzar are the head of gold. Well the
head.has eyes. Does that mean Nebuchadnezzar had better sight
than others? Do the ears tell something abouthim? Does the neck
have a meaning? These are different features. It's simply a man
standing there. Which of the features have meaning; which don't?
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As far as the metals are concerned, I would say there are
four different metals. There -- They are different. Itmakes
a distinction between the parts. The fact that what is paid
for them--the gold is more valuable thanthe iron, the iron we
are told has a meaning. It means the Roman empire was stronger
than any of the others. That we are told. But we are not told
anything in the interpretation as to a meaning for the other
metals.

What then will tell us what has a meaning? The first thing
is, Is the interpretation--does it specifically say something
has a meaning? It tells us it oes from top to bottom. It tells
us there is a succession of events. It tells us that the iron
Shows us the strength of this fourth kingdom which breakes in
pieces everything just as iron does. The other powers were very
destructive too, but the Romans perhaps were stronger. than the
rest. But that's all the interpretation gives about that. But
if you have a specific interpretation given, that of course gives
you something to tell you it has a meaning.

Now as to the second thing that it can tell you: Is it some
iing quite out of the ordinary? If it said it is a statue and
the head has three eyes in it. That would be very unusual. Or
ten horns on it. That would be very unusual. It would be unusual
for a man to have any horns. If it was a beast, a beast might have
two or even three horns perhpas. But if a beast had ten horns
you would think that was an unusual feature. Something that is
quite out of the ordinary is quite apt to have a meaning and not
part of the picture.

Now there is a third thing that may be suggested: Are there
similarities to the thing symbolized? You will find many books
that will tell you the fact there are two legs indicates the
eastern and western parts of the Roman empire. Well, if it had
three legs that would be something out of the ordinary. Or if
it said the last kingdom will be divided, that would be some¬hing
in the interpretation. But, a statue (or a man) is pretty sure
to have two legs. Does it exactly correspond to the history? No.
The third kingdom includes the thighs* So the upper part of the
legs, perhaps as far as the knees 18 included in the third king
dom. And the fourth kingdom does thus begin in two parts and
tually the Roman empire was united for its first 400 years;

It was one great unity for that time. It was only after 400
years that they established two emperors, who were not separate
from each other--they were supposed to work together, and in
fact did--but found the area too large for one to control.

Of course the western empire lost its power before the east
did. It is methodologically wrong to say that it represents
eastern and western empire because it doesn't correspond to what
actually happened. And there's nothing in the interpretation
to suggest that this points to a division in the empire. If you
had the belly and thighs as t. the third empire, that would
suggest that the third empire was united for a long time and then
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divided nto two parts and actually it was united for less
than 20 years. Then for 200 or 300 it was divided! So these
do not correspond to the history of the empire. They are just
part of the picture.

Now a fourth way of seeing that something is symbolized,
and might be suggested, though caution should be taken on both
the 3rd and 4th is compare it with some other vision. And you
find sorrethgg in another vision that is cocrparable to it, and
you say this gives us a suggestion bf that. So there are many
who say the 4th beast in ch. 7 has 10 horns. And the feet of
this which represents the 4th kingdom has 10 toes. Well, the
account does not say I saw an image and it had ten toes. There
is no mention it had ten toes. It was 45 years at least before
Dan'iel had the other vision. If we read that beck and say that
is involved here, I would say it is methodologically wrong.

Now knowing the vision of Nebuchadnezzar end you have
" new vision that seems to be parallel 40 year. later, you might
say, Oh this in here fits with that. But to read beck something
that way, I do not think is juetUiable. So I do not think it
is proper to say the tees mean secifial.ly enythin distinctive.
Thus the 3rd and 4th must b used with great caution. The first
is the on to depend on. The second is pretty apt to be- accurate,

The vision, the statue has three(?) parts. The first part
1' the four kIngdcms The second part is the second phase of the
fourth kingdom which we are told here the iron has claymixed
with it, It becomes weakened by having potter's clay mixed in.
So this kingdom was pertly strong and partly brittle.

Turn to Dan. 1 and you have another vision which has
remarkable psrallelwith ch. 2. Ch. 2 i very well know! eoncj
Christians; ch. 7 is much less. ut in ch, 7 there are four
basts appear, not a bit like the statue ith 4 different parts,
but when you get to the nterpretation, he says the fou' beasts
represent 4 kingdoms. Then you have a second pkase'of the fourth
kingdom when it has clay mixed wtth iron, and you have in ch. 7

cqmparatavely little told about the first three, th6ugh more than
is told in ch. 2. Then you have an account of some things that
happened during the history of the foruth beast. So you have a
second phase o that also.

For next time t ould like you to look at ch.'2 and
çh. 1. 0lenc through these eh*. I'M not asking you to study
them in detail, Indicate which vv. refer to anyone of the fou
kingdoms. If the v. speaks of 4 kingdoms, but it under all, four.
list 1,2,3,4, and aive that v. under all four. But if the v. i

dealing with only one kingdom, give it unddet that kingom, in
ch. 2 end ch.7.á I would like you to note-which vv, in th.2 and 7,
uq either part' of the vision or part of the interpretation,
refer to the 2nd phase.of the fourth kingdom. I'm not asking Ic you
t do anything about' the 3rd part--the dynamic, when the stone comes
and hiss it. I'm not asking you to study these, you are welcome to
do so as much as you feel inclined, but it's not part of what is
required for the course.
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Tie. like by next Friday noon
on or which .zjmply men.tion, each-of--the tour. kingdcrn and then
under the'second phee of 'the fourth, just list the vv. in
ch. 2., .whehez t's the.tsLon, wteer it's the interpretation,

¬hc vv. in ch. 7 whcther it be vision or interpretation.
So you can nee. how they compa;-e..

Now. in ch. .7 some might, say ch. 7 is not a parallel to
ch. 2. The imUarit!es are too marked. There's a similarity
to the four "kir.qd,ma, ThrpSs a similarity to to each having
a ccond phso of the -urth kingdom. There is a similarity
to th"..great..changes which are to take place represented by
the Stne hitting the statue and completely destroying it and
then growing, to. lt.swto1eeart}i.

So we have this remarkable similarity batween the two.
There are therefore many things on which they will throw light
on each other., But -methodologicafly I think we ought to get
all we can out of the 2nd ch. before we throw light upon it
from:th*.-7th,..Sut it is quite right to throw light on the 7th
fron 2nd ecause it was given first.

That's the assignment. for next'tirne, and we'll continue
there. -. ',... ." . .. . -

" . . .
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DANIEL - Lecture # 3 Sept. 27, 1982

In the assignment for tody you looked at the passages in
ch. 2 and the passages in ch.7 that relate to the predictions
about the four kingdoms. You noticed in ch. 2:32-33 speaks of
the four kingdoms. You read there, "The head of the statue was
pure gold, the chest and arms of silver, its belly and thighs of
bronze, its legs of iron, its feet partly of iron and partly of
clay." In theinterpretation there was nothing specifically said
about the kingdoms further than that.

About the first kingdom you had in the interpretation in v.37
38, "You 0 king are the king of kings. You are that head of gold."
5o the first kingdom is definitely designated in this point. You
had that kingdom referred to again in ch. 7:5, "The first was like
a lion and it had the wings of an eagle. I watched until its wings
were torn off and it was lifted fromthe ground so that it stood
on two feet like a man and the heart of a man was given to it."
Quite a different picture you get from what you got in the other.
The head of gold. But if the two chs. are parallel there are
nough points of simi'arity to lead us to feel that they are, this
must be speaking about the same kingdom.

As you look at these you did not notice about any of the first
three any statement about it being destroyed. At the end of the
fourth kingdom you have the destruction of the image, and you have
all four mentioned at the end, in the destruction in ch. 2. But
you do not have in either ch. any mention of a specific ending of
any of these kingdoms unless this statement: " I watched until its
wings were torn off, and it was lifted from the ground and it stood
on two feet like a man and the heart of a man was given to it." Is
that an account or a prediction of the destruction of the first
kingdom?

If it is what is it? I wonder how many of you have just
that question. I think the immediate reaction any of us would get
is that this tells us how the first kingdom is destroyed It's
wings are torn off and it's lifted from the ground so it stands
on two feet like a man." Well, didn't the kingdom always stand on
two feet like a man? It's not destruction, is it? And the heart
of a man was given to it. Did the kingdom ever not have the heart
of a man? That's certainly not a statement about destruction. Mr.
Buses, did you indicate you had a suggestion?

Buses: Well, the thing that struck me as I read this was the
parallel with the person of Nebuchadnezzar and the imposition(?)
of humility involved. The Heb, word "be humble" means
like an eagle folding its wings. Having the wings plucked off it
stood up and heart of man spoke to me of (?)

Which ch. was that? Chapter 4. I think that is a very excellent
suggestion. Now we look back at ch. 4 we find that there the wings
were torn off "xstxM.axu*k. A figurative expression. He
loses his power and ability. In ch.(kxuk 4 Daniel told Nebuchad
nezzar that he would be driven out into the field. He would be
drenched with the dew of heaven and live with the animals among the
plants of the earth until his £heart was changed into that of a man
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and that his heart be changed from that of a man and that he
be given the heart of an animal, till seven times passed by.
If you have the NIV it says, Until his mind be changed and he
be given the mind of an animal. KJV says "heart." But .x both
of themin ch. 4 say the "heart." The word is the same in both
cases.




The heart. Naturally they don't meanhia physical heart
is going to be changed. It is a symbol for something, and it's
a good guess it's a symbol for mind. We're apt to use the term
heart for affection but they would be much more a apt in
biblical writings to use some other word for affections, and
feelings, and they are more apt to use the "heart" for mind.
So that is a very good interpretation to translate it mind
in the previous case. Sub the important thing is that it is the
same word in both cases.

What happened to Nebuchadnezzar was that his power
was taken away and that could be represented b\ the wings being
plucked and his mindor heart was changed from that of a man and
he was given the mind of an animal until seven times passedby
for him. Here we read he will be lifted up from the ground after"
the wings have been torn off, later he'll be lifted from the
ground and will stand on two feet like a man and the heart of
a manis given it. So I believe when Daniel heard this would
immediately say, The one who was previously called the head of
gold, we are here reminded how that at one time his wings were
plucked from him, his power was taken away. He was - lost the
mind or heart of a human being and seemed like an animal grovelling
on the ground, but again he was given the heart of a man, and he
stood up on his two feet and lived(?) again.

So Daniel would immediately have said, This shows that
the first kingdom referred to in the 7th ch. is the same onewho
is called the head of gold earlier, that is the kingdom of Nebu
chadnezzar! I think that's quite clear, quite definite. I don't
think there is any question that's the correct interpretation,
but I doubt that's the interpretation many would get upon the
first reading.

I know when I first read it I thought, There is going
to be a first kingdom and then it's going to be destroyed. But
you don't ddestroy something by giving it the heart of a man!
And causing it to stand upright on two feet. That is a picture
of Nebuchadnezaar's relief from the previous situation describe
as the wings being torn from him. It ties together and says to
Daniel: This first beast is one with which you are already
familiar. This is the very kingdom in which you're now living.

That is the first kingdom; the comparrison of the two
chs. Now the second kingdom we're told in 3 2:39, "After you
another kingdom will arise below you." That is to say lower down
onthe statue. The translation Inferior to you- there is no
evidence for it anyywhere even though most say it must mean this
so let's tranlateit that way. The word, however, is never used
elseWhere that I've ever found to mean inferior. It means lower down.
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Lower down could mean inferior but in this case there is no reason
to think that it is.

The second kingdom is described in ch. 7z5 'There before me
was a second beast which looked like a bear. It was raised up on
one of its sides. It has three ribes in its mouth between its
teeth. It was told get up and eat flesh." Many books will tell
you what these three ribs stand for. But Cyrus conquered many king
doms and I don't see any reason to pick three particular ones out
of all that he conquered. I believe it is a general term to show
he has conquered his conquering this kingdom bqs by
conquering many other kingdoms.

So t has three ribs !n its mouth bCtwtefl its teeth. It was
told, Get up and eat: your fill of flesh. I t was raised up on one
of its sides. This was written in the first year of i3elshazzar king
of Babylon. At that time Cyrus had already obtained control over
all the realm of the Medes. Now it was the laws of the ieaes and
Persians, a phrase we find repeatedly in the book of Esther and
other parts of the OT. Here a group of Medes and Persians and
the Persians were supreme. It was raised up on one of its sices.
I think that was very natural way to take it, and doubtless what
it impressed Daniel as meaning.

Even though there are those who do not wish this to refer
to the ?edo Persian empire and they say, Well that's just the
description of a bear. It's natural for it to rise up or on= of
its sides. I don't think we can be dogmatic about that. I've never
lived with tears or observed then. at length. I'm not in a position
to say whether this would charactaerize a tear or any other kind
of animal. I don't know.

But it is a thwry of the interpretation of Daniel taught in
all the universities that know anything about ariiel today ano
written in most of the commentaries on the subjectrn which takes
what I call the taccabean view. Accordin; to this view the book of
Daniel was not written by Daniel but 400 years later. It was wtitten
by somebody in the time of the Maccabs trying to ericourug the
people ;ooav, ar o tell them, Now you see this great. terrible
beast tha .s threatençj you--this c-1. lniztic kingdoi--and God
is going to qivn you de1iverne. That i: what au th lib2rals
accenmt and many that are .eneerally ccervatv.

For iutdnce 'arrar' Life of Christ is very ily thcuht
of -Farrc hi writt cntary on riel ii-, which 1',c taj,cs the
Maccaba4 viti. Iot that it was written by, Daniel but by some un-
known wrtter in the time of the Maccabees. But the problem with
doing that is that that is chc third kingdorn wt'or tie ccaoes
lived. So they get around it by sying thcr was. a Bayloniur king
domw, and then a odian kingdom, ar thr a Prciur, 1d
then there wa. the Hellenistic kin-dom. c th;y get an extra king
dom in there. Naturally it doesn't please thcri to say that the oar
raised up on one of .ts sicies niers the eo Fersiar enpire. Now
we ii look L th. Mrcc ar vi; oro oms later. I aosn' t
particularly açly herc cscept or this one point. But I believe God
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put this in in the vision he gave. Daniel in order that Daniel
would say, Yes, I have seen the way this Pesisn army is con
quering the countries resdn rounddabóut. tell, he suggests he
w!1l even eventually conquer Babylon, and will be the seedon
second great empire. It was given, I believe, to tell Daniel
that he could recognize it that it was now beginning to happen
that which would end in the change from the first empire to
t; second empire.

So we have the second empire given, -arid I think this is a
very important point in the prophecy. Hocftr. prophecy con-
tairs something like this in order ;ive people an assurance
that it's true. It contains something that they can actually see
happening so they can know or that they know has happened.
It only affects us at this one point. Most evangelical scholars,
but not all by any means, feel that the second kingdom is the
kingdom of the Medo Persians.

This description I don't think would fit the Persian empire
after its first 5G years. During Its first 50 years it conquered
all these nations round about, and made a tremendous effort to
conquer Greece. One of the great things the ksxkx Greeks in
classical times always celebrated was the inability of the
Persians to conquer them. The Persians failed in that conquest,
but in the next 150 years the Persiin empire was a well-run,
relatively peaceful empire. It was very strong. But this picture
of it--"eat much flesh"-- would not picture it after the first
50 years. Solt was a picture to show while it was coming, and
to assure Daniel that this is what is next.

We look at the third kingdom in 2:39, "Next a third kingdom
one of bronze will rule over the whole world.' That doesn't tell
much about it, does it? Except that it's going to have a large
area. The third kingdom is meantioned in 7:6, "After that 1 looked
and . . . one that looked like a leopard." That doesn't tell us
much--it looked like a leopard. A leopard is something that moves
rapidly. I don't know. Alexander's conquests were tre mendously
rapid. "On its back it had four wings like those of a bird. This
beast had 4 heads and was given authority to rule,"

Alexander's empire was a united empire for less than 20
years. Then he died, and his generals fought for 40 years in
order to get control over that empire. It ended up divided
among 3 large important kingdoms and 6 or 7 small separately
independent sections. All of them related to one another by
having the Greek language, Greek culture, and Creek people or
Macedonian people in control, So the emphasis you might say
on diversity with the four wings and four heads can fit with
that picture of the Hellenistic empire which came 200 years
after the time of Daniel.

Then we find a fourth kingdom(as I believe you all noticed
3n your piiprs) in 2:14. It has more told about it than any
previous kingdom. "Finally there will be a fourth kingdom, strong
as iron, for iron breaks and smashes everythin. As iron breaks
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things to pieces, so it will crush all the others." That could
b said about the second kingdom; it could be said about the
third one. But the fourth kingdom was certainly the most lasting
of them. It was a very strong group which was able to conquer
very effectively. The Romans did not come like the Persians and
in the brief period of a few years make a great conquest. It did
not come like the Hellenistic empire, like Alexander the Great,
in just a very short time conquering the Persian empire. But over
a long period of years, a century and a half or so, the Republic
--the Roman Republic succeeded in conquering one nation after
another, until eventually it covered a tremendous part of Europe
tht had never been in the prevIous kingdoms, and also a sub
stantial part o the previous kngdon. So t exactlyfits.

Now in ch. 7 we find the parallel to it, "After that
in ny vision at night in ny vision I looked and there before ma
was a fourth beast, terrifying and frightening, and very powerful.
It had large iron teeth; it crushed and devoured its victims and
trampled underfoot whatever was left. It was different from all
the former beasts and it had 10 horns.

That of course is a similar picture, but more stress
is its great power. The new feature of it is that it had ten
horns, which is not explained, Were these ten horns successive?
Were they all t once? Were they something that was in the beast
at the very bgtnning? Were they something that came later? Nothing
is told here about that. But this very strange thing that it had
tenhorn8.




So we have these parallels. In the fourth beasts there
is more told about it in Ch. 7 in v. 7 and v, 151, "Then I wanted
to know thc true menirg of the fourth beast which was diffsrent
from all the others end most terrifying, with its iron teeth,
its bronze claws, teeth that crushed and devoured its vict5.ims
and trampled them under foot . . . I also wanted to know about
the ten horns on its head." But he doesn't tell you. anything about
the ten horns, He wanted to know but he doesn't tell you.

Then you get the answer in v. 23. "The fourth beast
is a fourth kingdomthat will appear on earth. It will be different
from all the other kingdoms. It will devour the whole earth,
treamplthg it down and crushing it. The ten horns are ten kings
that will come from this ekingdom. It doesn't tell when they
will cote. Whether they are successive kings. Whether they are
toward the start. Whether they are toward the end. It does not
tell you. But we have this inforration about the four kingdoms.

You notice-- I wonder how many of you noticed a
contradiction in ch. 7. mv 2 he said, In my vision at night I
looked and there beffor me were the four winds of heaven churning
up the great sea. rour great beasts each different from the others
came up out of the sea." Now these beasts came out of the seal
But what does this mean? She interpretation beginning In 7:17
says, "The four great bests are four kingddoms that will arise
from the earth." Did they rise from the sea, or did they rise
from the earth? It's a contradiction isn't it? Well, it per
fectly obvious, one of them is a figure of speech. Naturally the
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kingdoms, the earth, would show their perhaps their_____
nature, and nothing heavenly about them. It's a figure.
They come up out of the earth. It's a figure, and another figure
about them is that they are coming out of the sea. Tempetusous
constantly changing nature of the sea. Wars, conflicts, changes.
Two different figures. The figures contradict bach other, but
the meaning does note at all.

I asked you also to note what we are told about the second
phase of the fourth kingdom. That we found in 2:32,33. "It's
legs were of iron; its feet were partly of iron and partly of
baked clay." That's not much information. But we find it referred
to again further on in u2 ch. 2:41-43 and there greatly stressed.
"Just as you saw the feet and toes were partly of clay and partly
or iron, so this will be a divided kingdom, yet will have some
of the strength of the iron in it just as you saw iron mixed
with calyx clay. As the toes were partly iron and partly clay,
so this kingdom will be partly strong and partly Drittle."

Some say the iron and clay shows an intermixture of the1/2
peoples. But you notice it &ays,"so this kingdom will be partly
strong and partly brittle." It suggests that the iron and the
clay show the weakening of the strong *iron-of the empire. 1
would not bedogmatice, but I certainly think that leans rather
definitely in that dit'ection. -

Now the seCond phase of the fourth kingdom is also described
in ch. 7:8, where we read: "As I was thinking about the horns be
for me was another horn, a little one, which came up among them,
and three of the first horns were uprooted before it. This horn
had eyes like eyes of a man, and a mouth that spoke boastfully."
That shows a definite ddevelopent during the history of this
fourth beast(kingdom). We find parallels to this second hsse
in 7: This was v.8 I just read, and further in the interpre
tation we find it referred to twice in ch. 7:2O2l where we read,
"1 also wanted to know what about the 10 horns on its head, and
about the other horn that came up before which the kingdom fell,
the horn that looked more imposing than the others that had eyes
and a mouth and that p apoe boastfully." That reiterates what
we've already a had.

The answer that is given him is in v.24-25s"The 10 hores are
10 kingd that will come from this kingdom; after them another king
will arise different from the earlier was ones. He will subdue three
kings. He will, speak against the Most High and oppress His saints,
and try to change the times and the laws. The saints will be handed
over to him for a time and times and a half." Thus we've seen that
the four kingdoms are described under entirely different figures
but it's quite easy to see how they fit together. But the g.ukk 2nd
phase of the fourth kingdom we are told that it is two different
metals, one of them a very weak metal, but still has some of the
strength of the iron. And the other one we're told about the 10
horns and a horn coming up among them which has eyes like the eyes
of a man, and speaks boastfully." Well, there's not much parallel
between those twol

So the parallel between chs. 2 and 7 at this pothnt all you
can say is that there is a 2nd phase to the fourth kingdom in both
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of them, and that this 2n' phase is described fdZt7)4 very
differently in the two. If it were not for the other parallels
we would hesittc about saying the two visions were parallels
And there have been interpreters who say they don't.

But they both have four kingdoms. They both have a second
phase of the fourth kingdom. They both have a dynamic phase at
the end, in which the whole succession of earthly kingdoms is
destroyed.. So we have enough similarity end then we have enough
the specific descriptions of individual kingdoms here that fits
with tkk?cx the history in such a way as to lead us to be quite
sure a that the two cbs. are parallel. I don't believe we
shculd take anything from the fourth and take it back to weave
Into meanings of the second because the second was what was told
to Nebuchadnezzar, and Daniel had 45 years to pondder over it
before he had the new vision, in ch. 7.

But when he had the new vision he must have remembered
the previous one, so I think we are justified in taking what
we found in ch. 2 and looking at ch. * 7 to see what It adds
to it.

At this point we can go on to look at the dynamic part
of the vision in Daniel.

Question: tnto two pahses of the fourth kingdom
in ch. 2--the first phase Is purely iron, and the second phase
is iron and clay?

Yes, iron mixed with clay. So there is great weakening.
That is not very similar to what you are told about the
second phase in the fourth(?) seventh ch., but the first
and the last part are simi'ar and its reasonable, and there
being a second phase to the fourth to parallels
for us to think that they should be dealing with the same.

After this inch. 2 w e have a dynamic phase following
a static phase. There was a kak*tX statue standing there.
But we're told the statue represented four successive phases.
We'd aever know that unless we were told it in. the
interpre-tation.In di. 2 there is a great dynamic phase which occurs.
The dynamic phase has three events In It* These three are:
1, The origin of the stone. That is in 2:34 -"While you were
watching a stone was cut out but not by human hands." The origin
of the stone was the first part, the dynamic event.

The second part in the dynamic event Is that " it
struck the statue on its feet of Iron and clay and smashed them,
---there is a dynamic event. Here's a str&ight statue standing
there in its glory with all these metals adxstexx in it. And
a stone hits it on its feet of iron and clay, and it has diz
s¬erous results for the statue. It smashed it. "Then the iron

mdd clay, the bronze and silver andd lied gold were broken to
pieces at the same time "AU the parts were borken topieces
at the same time. And became like chaff on the threshing flood
in the summer." Evidently they were brokeninto little tiny bits.
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How could a stone striking a statue on its feet break
all the other parts of it into little bits? You can see that
the figure cannot be taken too literally. Because it breaks led
then ALL, into little bits. "They were broken to bits like chaff
n a thresLngf1oor, arid the wind sweot their away without

a trace. That was a tremendous thing to happen-the
destruction of the statue. You act the impression of a sudden
destruction that completely erradcates it. It was swcpt away
without leaving a trace.

But the rock that struck the statue became huceˆ mountain
and filled the whole earth, That's the third. The rock that
strikes it is large and fills the whole earth. These are three
sets and its very important to have them in mind.

In oh. 2 we have the interpretation of these three steps.
In v. 44, the first part of the verse, and v. 45, the last part
of the verse, we have reference to the origin of the stone. Or
the middle part of v. 45. "In the time of thoee kings the God
of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be destroyed."
That's the the origin of the stone. It's the God of heaven who
does it. It's of suoernatural origin. And in v. 45, "This is
the meanigg of the vision of the rock cut out of the mountain
but not by human hands." It is a supernatural beginning of this
wtezz which destroys the stahue. That is the first part of
the dynamic movement.

The second part of it--the desttuctton of the image--we
find in v. 35; the interpretatio Tn V. 44, 45. The latter
part of v. 44 "it will crush all those people and bring their
to an end, but it will itself endure for ever. This is th
meaning of the vision of the rock cut out of the mountain but
not by human hands. A rock that broke the iron, the bronze,
the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces. The complete
destruction of all the parts of the image is brought to pass
by something that is supernatural,in its origin.

Then the growth of the--stone-Which we had brought out in
v. 35-- it fills the whole earth. It is discussed In theintar
pretacion simply in the words "but it will itself endure for
ever." It d esn't say anything about its growth--that it- will
fill the whole earth, but it does say in contrast to these
kingdoms which are completey destroyed, it will endure forever.

We have there a picture of human history. When we try to
see what it means, what does this second phase mean? The clay
and the iron intermixed; well, it is very definitely explained
in v. 43--"You saw the iron xa mixed with baked clay, so the
people will be a mixture and will. not remain united any more
than iron mixed with clay." And the previous verse, "And this
kingdom will be partly strnc and partly brittle." That is the
latter phase of this kingdom.

Now when did that occur, or will it occur? The Rcmar,
empire in the years between 200 B.C. and the time of Christ
(just a few years before the birth of Christ)--during that
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period it conquered the divisions of Alexander's empire one after
the other. I gave you the dates on that last time. So the Roman
Empire may be thought of as starting sometime between-200 Cand
the time of Christ. The history books is apt to y the Roman
Empire started.-and they give you a date when Augustus became
emperor shortly before Christ. Because before that it was a
Republic. But it was a Republic which conquered other nations and
held them subject so could probably be called an Empire!

And many recent historyy books won't begin the Roman Empire
until 284 2xxxxxwtmrw A.D, because the emperor during those
nearly three centuries called himself an Emperor. Of course the
word Emperor originally was just the word for commander of an army-
emperator. But he didn't use the word, but he pretended to be the
chief magistrate in the republic. And there were counsuls appointed
every year, until 284. Consuls appointed and tribunes appointed
and all these officers who supposedly ran the government but they
all had to do what the princepta toldthem to. So I think it's silly
to say the Roman empire didn't begin until 284 A.D. -- it was
certainly an empire all these years.

In 284 Diocletian saw theempire was getting weak in many places,
and he thought he could strengthen it by taking on all the trappings
of an emperor--making the people all bow before him and making the
people go through all this as though he were tremendously important
more than the rest of them. But his power was no greater than those
who were before. Actually less, I think, in some regards.

The Roman empire continued about as long as the previous three
put together. It continued all those years, and it was not until
about 380 that the Barbarians broke through acrosss the Danube and
began marching back and forth across the empire. So at about 400
A.D. you'd find that about 9 out of 10 people in the Roman Empire
could read and write; you had a high standard of literacy, and by
600 with these armies marching back and forth pillaging and destroy
ing, setting up temporary regimes which were destroyed by someone
else, after all that, about by 600 I doubt if there was one person
in 10 in the Roman empire who could read and write. It was a time
of tremendous turmoil.

And it was quite natural to say: This must be the time of the
mixture of the iron and the clay. I believe the greatest objection
to that is it says there will be in it the strength of the iron,
and there wasn't much strength in the Roman Empire! during those
years! There was perhaps up until about 350, but but between 400 and
600 there was very little strength. The emperor was just supposed
to He didn't have much power. These Germanic tribes marching
forth and forth, pillaging and destroying , settling in one place
a while and then moving on to another, settling there and taking
over more power.

So St Jerome who lived in Bethlehem about 400 A.D. made the
great translation of the Bible into Latin which was so popular
that the Roman Catholic church came to take it as the inspired
Scripturel rather than the Greek. They wouldn't say anything, but
actually it had tremendous importance here and rightly so because
it was an excelèent ttranslatlon which St. Jerome made into the
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language of the common people. So they called it the Vulgate.
In other words the Bible of the vulgar people, ordinary people.
When the people ceased to know the Latin language and got all
there other various languages, the R.C. church kept insisting
the Bible is the Vulgatet When the very name said this is the
Bible of the language of the people! It's an ironic thing.

But St. Jerome as he saw this Rome itself attack
and loot by these tribes marching back and forth, it looked as
if the very end of the world was coming.And St. Jerome must have
said, We must be in the time of the iron and the clay. If that
was the time of the iron and clay, then what is the stone? What
is the new kingdom that came? Someone in succeeding centuries
might have made a reason to any one of two very reasonable suggestions
The first would be it is the Mohammedan kingdom. Because at 600
A.D. in Arabia, there suddenly arose up among those roving Arabic
tribes a ;pveet when a man, a caravan driver, began preaching
and gathered people around him and said, There is no god but
Allah and Mohammed is his prophet.

Soon, after many years of preaching when nobody hardly
listened to him--hehad about 15 followers and finally in fear
of his life he fled from Mecca to Medina. There the people
gathered around him. He organized armies. They attacked caravans
from Mecca, and within his lifetime he conquered all of the
Arabian pennisula, and in the next 100 years the armies of the
Mohammedans conquered the great Medo-Persian empire to the east
and they conquesed to the West most of the old Roman empire.
Their armies came clear across N. Africa and clear up into Spain,
and it looked as if they were going to take all of Europe.

And it would have been very easy for someone to say
Mohammed (reading the book of Daniel) would say, We've got the
four kingds described. Then you wkax have the time when it be..
came weakened. Then the period between 400 and 600 and then
you have the stone coming. They claim a supernattural origin.
Mohammed claimed that. It certainly looked like that, when
from nothing there arose this tremendous force that conquered
this region and that region and the other region. And it looked
as if they were going to take over all of Lyrope.

So the was demolished practically, and thisnew
great power arose. It seemed to fit the picture very well. But
unfortunately for this being the true interpretation, they did
not succeed in getting all of Europe. They were stopped by the
French in the North of Spain. They helped Spain for several
centuries but eventually they lost it, and in time their empire
broke into pieces and different groups. So today it isnot a
great force. That is not the true interpretation tho it
certainly would have looked like it-- at least to a Mohammedan.

Now most of the early fathers said the stone cut without
hands must be a description of the virgin birth. Certainly the
figure sounds like it, doesn't it? So they said the stone cut
without hands means the virgin birth, so the stone is Christ.
They said Christ came and he established the force that would
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destroy all these great kingdoms, and eventually zt when
the Roman Empire practically disappeared by 600 A.D., the
Vice-regent on earth of the Bishop ,of Rome began to take
over and all the kingdoms of this world became the kingdoms
ofour 'Lord. And by the 12th century you have popes putting
down kings and raising up kings and declaring complete
con-trolOver all of Europe. You might say, Here is the new king
dose; the stone that has filled the whole earth and that has
destroyed all these different kingdomal

But the papal power began to, decline and it is today
a comparatively secondary force in the power of the world*

'There is no nation today that would like the nations in the
13th century say, Whatever Rome says is what we have to say.
So neither of these explanatiops work out. But as far
as the Roman empire is concerned at least We can say thiss the
Roman empire is not just the power - is not just a matter of
a power ruling and exerting control, but there was a xtuat*
cultural situation, a language situation, and influence, and

sngu had the Babylonian influence continuing unto the

'Persian. empire, and you had the Persian influence continuing
"untothe Hellenistic empirc and then the Greek language and
culture was very influential unto the Roman empire, yet
eventually, in fact in the Christian church in Roire for the
first 3 centuries, they used Greek almost exclusively, in their
services. But then Latin took over, And the culture of Rome be
came pervazlve throughout Europe, and the influences of the
Latin culture, the very name of'the first man who could deserve
the title of the emperor Caesar, all the early emperors were
called Caesar Ifter him .-

Way up in Russia they called their leader the Czar. An
abbreviation for the word Caesar. In Germany they called him the
Kaiser,-which is the very German word Caesar. If you had 100
years ago gone to seminary, 11 your textbooks wouldhave beenin
Latjn.d Even to this day Latin teris are used in our law course
-constantly.. The Latin culture and civilization errneeted most
of Europe and permeated to a great extent N. America, and was
very influential all throughout S. America even more than in
P4. America. So as you think of Daniel looking forwird through
the years and seeing the Babylonian kingdom-which didn't last
very long after )km his vision, and then seeing the Persian
empire lasted 200 years, and then theGreek about 200 years,
and thenbeyond that seeing this Roman, you might think of that
culture, of that general attitude as persisting to a very great
extent, being very influential at least up to 1900, and to quite
-an extent to mutxml this day over most of Europe, certbin1y
'over S. America and even to very great extent in N. America
,here. A great part of our legal spstem is derived directly from
the Romans. Alsothe great part of our language, and so on.

So you might say that there would be 'the possibility of
-saying that the coming, of the 1.. Stone was still future, rather
than in the sense ua and that in a sense the Roman empire was
still continuing. That would be certainly a possibility, of in
'rpretation.
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The great problem with that of course that the stone is still
future is the fact of the supernatural coming of Christ, and the
fact that he said, My kingdom Is not of this world. His people
went out and preached. So a great many of the commentators say; The
Stone IS the first coming of Christ; it struck the kingdoms of man
on the feet, and it is growing and permeating the world, and eventually
It will pull the whole world to itself.

The vision sounds as if it's sudden. The stone hitting it
and it being shattered and a new kingdom rising in its place.
But the figure of the stone falling and hitting it, and growing
could conceivably be thought of as the slow steady growth that is
gradually overcoming the earth and eventually taking control of
the whole earth and so the stone fills the whole earth.

So there are two did6erent views, each of which is held by
a good many commentators. As between them I do not believe that
ch. 2 gives us an answer, as to which of those two is the correct
view. I think we have to look into ch. 7 before we can give a
satisfactory answer to that problem. Now there are other problems
that come into the interpretation of ch, 2, but I don't think any
of them are as important as this one question.

Between these two views--z you might say there are three views:
There Is the Maccabean view that all this was written to encourage
the Maccabea and that this represents a hope they had which didn't
rk out. Of course I don't see how work out view,
but there are some who have.

Then there are the other two views--the stone hits when Christ
was born. The stone has been growing and filling the earth and

-gradually destroying theimage. And that the coming of the stone
still future, is going to be sudden, and alithat the statement

"made without hands" indicates is that it has a supernatural origin.

These are the 3 parts of the vision: The origin of the stone,
the destruction of the image and the growth of the stone. I hope I
have made clear exactly whet those are, and how they are clearly
presented in ch. 2.

I would like you for the next time to look at ch. 7 and see
what vv. in ch. 7 could come under any one of those 3 headings.
Just indicate those vv. in ch. 7 that represents, that are
parallel to the origin of the stone, to the destruction of the
image, or to the growth of the stone. Is that clear to everybody?
If you would see which vv, in ch. 7 come undder each of those
headings; indicate them and get that into me by next Firday.
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The arsionrnpnt for today rated to n1ing cions
in h. 7 that related to Sections in oh. 2. 3o I w:J1
briefly rerr you ain of thno ectons ch. 2. In ch.
2 we have parts: frst the four klngdons, then the second
phase of the fourth kingdom, and then third the dynamic events
that followed the static picture of the imac.

In oh. 7 we again have four kingdorrn represented entirely
differently h' 4 ntm*1s. Then we have a seconJ phi:e of the

urthkngdor' when crtnin events happened in connectior. with
the fourth ast, and nr. of thn wrv evidently rpresent a
ureat force in human affairs. Then we have the dynamic portion
which again i like the dynamic portion of oh. 2. In ott-er words
.t shows an tntrpos1tion from outside that makes a big dffercnce
in world ndton and ends n complete de5tructicn c'1 al.l that
the animals represent, and eplccd with something entirely
different.

So that is what is qiven in the two ohs. We hve a remarkable
similarity. The second phase of of the fourth kingdom is so differ
r-.-pt you wo1d'nt n ceszari1y Wr think they wre n siriy re
lated at a.l if it were not for the fact that the four kingdoms
are very definitely r1atad, and that the dynamic portion-'s
similar even thouqh it is an eitrEly different figure. o I asked
you to see what in ch. 7 represents the different parts of the
dynamic events described that we found in ch.2.

I will very very briefly look t then now. In oh. 2 w had
the origin of the stone in v.34a: "While yo were tchin,
roc! was ut out but not by human handF;." It is perfectly obvious
to u3 that this rock that war not cut out. by hun hands does not
represent an actual rock, hut it represent something that causes
what happens later on. It relates to the rause of the graat -hange.
When you ;y the rock wao c.it out not by human hands, it Is quite
evdert that what it means s that thers is supernatural oriçin
with a tremendous chan)o that rakes a complete destructthDn of the
fourth empire, and the substitution of sorething entirely differ
ent. W hav± that in ch. 2:34.

Then in ch.44:a?? ch.2:44a we have the verb(?) In the
time of those ktr the God of heaven will. st up a kIn
So gsir the rook cut without human hands. The God o haven
sets tin zi. fldOTi. It is of suoernatural orir.

Then in oh, "This t the menI nq of the vi1on of
the rock cut out of the mountain but not by human hands." So 3
times in the ch.2 !.t is stressed that it is upernatura1 origin
of that which makes tremendous change. Mr. tuses?

Buses; You saId ch.44 a?
No oh. 2 1 was speaking of. If 1 misspoke my5lf, think you

for cerrectlnc' Tie. t' all oh. 2.

Then I asked you for today to note the parallels to these
in oh. 7. So we not in oh. 7, you have in v.11 a suggestion of
supernatural origin, because you have Icture of the divine power
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in vv.9-10, then you read: Then I continued to witch because. . .
I kept looking until the beast was slain and its body was thrown
into the baizing fire." There you have an emphasis . . . a scene
where God is in heaven and is related to what happens before and
after. So it's of supernatural origin, vv.9-1O.

Then vv.13,14 "In my vision at night I looked and there before
me was one like a Son of Man coming with clouds of heaven. He
approached the Anicent of Days and was led into his presence."
What all this tells you of the destruction and of the new kingdom
so it's evident that this latest emphasis is upon the supernatural
origin of what happened. It parallels the statement-that-it was
cut without hands,

You have the seine note touched again in v.22: "Until the
Ancient of Days came and pronounced judgment in favor of the
saints of the Most High, and the time came when they possessed
the kingdom."

A new kingdom caused by the coming of a supernatural One.
It's brought out again in v. 26, "But the judgment will stand

"" So the cut without hands is divine power not
human power that's stressed in these three places.

The second thing was the destruction, the complete destruction.
We had that brought out in 2:34 "It struck the statue on its feet
of iron and clay and smashed them. Then the iron the clay, the
bronze, silver and gold were broken to pieces at the same time
and became like chaff upon the thresbingflood in summer. The wind
swept them away without leaving a trace. This is a dream.' It's
Something which he saw. It's not literal; it's a figure. But
what it stands for is very obviously the complete destruction of
the statue. It's completely destroyed. That's brought out in those
verses.

In the Interpretation in vv. 35, 36." no vv.45 "This is the
meaning of the rock cut out of the mountain but not by hands. A
rock that broke the iron, the bronze, theclay the silver and the
gold . . " So we have these stresses in ch. 2 on the complete
destruction of what the four great kingdoms represent.

Then you turn to ch. 7:11 "Then I continued to watch because
of the boastful words "t the horn was speaking. I kept looking
(not t11! the horn was destroyed) but until the beast was'des
troyed. The beast of which the horn is only one of many horns.
"The beast was destroyed. It's body destroyed and thrown into
the flaming fire. " t So the final beast is destroyed, and
it is assumed the others all came to an end, that they have no
fruther existence after that. That is not specifically mentioned
here but it's brought out very clearly in ch. 2.

In the inteppretation of it we find in v. He says I'd
like to know more about it, so he asked fruther questions and
in his questions he repreat.s this about the destruction. He says,
(v.26) in answer to his fruther question: "But the court will sit,
and the judgment will stand, and his power will be taken away and
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completely Idestroyed forever." So the second aspect of the dynamic
aspect is the destructin of the: image is in the two different
words but the same idea very clearly.

-

Then théthird of them was the growth of the stone until it fills
the whole earth. This is found in 2:37, --no v.35, "But the rock that
struck the statue became a hugh mountain and filled the whole earth."
Is that a picture of the Christian church? Certainly not today! when
the number of professing Christians is,.rot ever a. fourth t the very
most of all the .people in the world, and a great many who profess
the Name of Christ .certair.lydonot-know the Lord. This is not a
picture of the 'churchtodayJ if 'I this-is a.picture "of the church it
must be a picture of the church: "eb at sometime n the distant future.
It cannot represent the church today unless it represents it as in
the process of :jroing until itre-aches this point! Bècauseit says
the rock becap a uh ountai.

It would not:see, the rock ". the stone and then the rock
disappear end a great :mountain. There -must_ have been a growth
which mitt have been very very-fast but very slow.,as far as. the picture
is concetned. -

The interpretation of the growth of the stone is b±cuqhtut in
ch.2'twlcè in v.37 he says now .1 will interpret. No, in v.44. he says
he G0d of heaven wilL set Up a kingdom that will never e destroyed.
The Oter s'id it will fill the whole earth. Here it expresss
its stress is not its aize but its urbilSty...iit-wiU never be
destroyed no left to &other, people.

In v. It will ,crush all those kingdoms and-bring. them to an end
but it will itse1 endure. forever, It'.s stress is .upor its lasting
quality in ch. 2.

In ch'. 7 you have this same feature given again. In ch 7 the
assignment for today was the matter-of the st-one be.óoc ag ib,big
that it.fills the whole earth. Four times. In v.14 latter part,
"He was, given authority glory and sovereignty.. .,..that all men
of -everyy 1anguage.should worshp him. His dominion `is an ever
lasting .dorninion,..that will, no pass away, nd his kin'dórn one that
will never,be destroyed.

When the atom bomb first came out somebody made-a cartoon which
allowed' some monkeys..ón a. tree, and a land that was .u.tter].y devestated.
o e-monkey said to the other, Now we have to start all over again.
Apicture of the complete dde destrijctionof humanity hythe atomic
force, end who knows what will happen after that. Thts passage is very
clearthat whenthe human empire,. ungodly powers thatcoitttol the
world come t 5. end, it is' not, a *,condition of utter. desolation
but it rer;l'eeed by' arther.kingdom, . kingdom which wlllnot pass
away and car never be destroyed.

That brought ut in v.4, and again in v.18 where it says the
saints of the Most high will possess, it forever.. Fprever and ever.
In v.2' it Is brought 'out again- "a time came when they possessed
the kined" In V. 27 where it says,'the:pop1e of the Most High
and his kingdom will be an everlasting kingdom and all people will
worship Him and obey him." When Daniel spèke to Nebuchadnezzar he did
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that-isgoing to completely
replace the four king s, theour wickedd-.hman. kingdoms. He
touched upon it but mostly' on the figure of the stone becoming
a mountain and filling the thói-EartW.

But in ch. 7 in the vision God gave to him it is four times
touched upon that there is a new kingd.m when the old kingdom
disappears. There is not an end to humain existence. There is
not time will beat an eñdthat's AM Not 'the-kingdoms of this
world are ddestroyed and in its place there is the kingdom thbt
is established by the'coming of the Son of Man upon the clouds of
heaven, but -it i a kingdom(we are three times told here) that
is given tó.the saint 'of the Most High, and they will posses.
the kingdom, and it will be an everlasting kingdom.

So we have these'-parallels between ch. 4(?) 2 and ch; 7
Very Interet'4.-ng parallels and-justify- u In- 'figuring that we learn
more about what is meant by comparing the tWO together than when
we just have the one alone.

We noticed last time that the second phase of the-two is
quite different. All we are told of the second phase in ch. 2 is
that its feet are of iron 'mixed with mirey clay. And we are told
inch. 2 that the kingdomls to be partly weak and parly strong.
So we have a picture of.diSintegration, a'pit"üre of weakness.
As you look at Roman hi's¬'óry and as you find that the Roman empire
began you might say when Zqypt was conquered in 26 B.C. and there
after how = from thereafter how Octavious took the title of
Augustus and, became thè".àbsolute ruler of thi'Ràflàn"pire, That
empire was a. very strong empire and continued longer perhaps than
any other regime in all history. It continued in great strength
until about 400 A.D.-for 4 centuries.

Shortly before 400 A.D. a group of German barb8rtans forced
their way across the Danube. Before that time the Germans had been
entering the. eftpire during its whole history, in fact. even before
it became an empire the Romans had occasionally fought back the
Germanic tribes, but they had constrantly constantly received
individuals: from, them into the Roman army, until in the latter
years before,this the Reman army was very largely made up of
Germans, whc.were brought into the empire and became SOldiers
in the arrny,nd eventually were given pieces of land, were made
Roman citizens,-in the empire. So the population of the Roman
empire was 'tQ5very large extent people of Germanic background.

they were---people who had completely adopted 'Roman
customs, Latin- lartquage, and they were certainly were Romans
in every sense of the word tho their background was Germanic.
But shortly before 400 A.D. there was a large group of these
Germans who were prcssed from behind by the Huns and tried to
force their way across the Danube an&,ucceede,,in doing so
despite the efforts of the Roman emperor who fought them and
was killed. Then they went marching across the empire looking
for places where they could settle down and live, and another
tribe follwwed them, and another ttza tribe, and another tribe,
and during the years from 400 to 600 A.D. the Germanic tribes were
moving across the empire and eventually settled down-some in Spain,
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and we in France, some in eastern Europe, many of them in Italy.
whole character of these countries was changed. The Schaff

Church History, Vol I deals with the Apostolic Period up to 100
A.D. We usually don't pay a lot of attention to that mainly be
cause we have better materials on that. But the second volume of
Schaff which runs from 100 to 325 A.D. has a great deal of very
valuable information about that important period m in the history
of the church. Then the third volume of Schaff's Church History
is called 325 - 600 A.D. It has a lot of interesting material in it.

Butonce I went through it noting how much of it definitely
from 125 to 325 = how much of it dealt with the 125 years from
325-450, and howmuch of it dealt with the 150 years from 450-600.
At least 3/4 of it, probably more thanthat, deals with the period
from 325-450. The amount that deals with the period from 450-600
Is very little. The reason is this includes the 200 year peridd
when these Germanic tribes were moving across the country, and
it was all they could do to keep alive, and to keep body and soul
together. At the beginning ofthat period probably 90% of the people
were literate, and at the end I doubt if 10% were literate! So it
was the beginning of the dark ages, a period we know little about.

It immediately seems this is the natural thing to say--this
is what is represented by the feet of the image. That period of
200 years in which the Roman power had become so very very weak.
But the trouble is that the interpretation says in ch. 2, "there
will be ban weakness . . . . partly patter's clay, and there will
also be the strength of the iron." During those 200 years it's
mighty hard to find any strength in the Roman empire. So we can
hesitate about believing that this is what was represented by that
section of it.

the suggestion occurred to me that maybe there was an un
mentioned interval. There are many unmentioned intervals in
Scripture, particularly in the bookof Daniel. It may be that there
was an unmentioned interval here and the statue represented the
history from the time of Daniel on up until 400 A.D.---that would
be all of the statue except the feet. Then there was an unmentioned
intrva1 and the feet represent something that has not yet occurred.

That occurred to me as a possibility and it doesn't seem
to me to be the best interpretation. It is not a very reasonable
place to put such a division. It seems to me more reaeonable that
since the Roman civilization, tho the Roman power was crushed,
starting in 400 A.D. and became inthe west at least only a figure,
yet it was a figure that affected people's minds, and hearts, and
habits, and as the German tribes settled down, each of them tried
to find = to claim that its leader was at least a representative
of the nominal Roman emperor out of Constantinople. They tried
to claim that, to pretend that tho actually they had all the power
in their own hands,and as the institution, most of
them lost their former Germanic languages, and atsmx through Spain
and France and Italy and much of Switzerland and Scandanavia--thru
all this large area that had been in tie Roman empire--the languges
of these peoples was 1ot(tha.e new people) and they adopted Latin
as their common language and out of Latin there developed the modern
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language f Spanish, Portugeeø and French, Italian and Rumanian,
--differing greatly from Latin yet similar enough that it's easy
to trace how each of them developed out of Latin.

They adopted the Roman customs, the Roman names. You notice
how that ir,Russ.ta the leader took the name of Ceasar, of course
they abhrevitd it to Czar. The names of Ceasar, the names of
Roman customs, the features of Roman law, the very organization of
the Reman emptre--its dioceses war taken over by the RC church,
and extned throtgh that whole section of Europe on to Latin
America. So it seems to me that we can easily think from the
prophet's vision as he locks fcrward and seeing thisRoman empire
extending all on for limitless centuries, beyond that.

Thus hearing it represented by the combination of the iron and
of the clay, it might he somethinci that is still future. That is
a difficult point of interpretation. It seems thought
it has oe of the two ideas.

There are those who insist that the stone striking the image
immediately the stone began to grow and was gradually replacing
all the 1rcidoni. Il this case the stone would have had to strike
them at. the very beginning of the Roman empire. The coming of
Christ in 4 B.C.Us said to) represent the virgin birth: That
nans you would have the stone gradually growing, gradually pu3hing
against the kingdoms and eventually destroying them.

It seems to me that interpretation is twisting the meaning
of the apparent picture of the statue a great deal. I find it
difficult to accept that interpretation. Now I find a gcod many
commentators that either express that idea or assume it. I think
that one interesting exemple is the commentary by E. 3. Yung on
Daniel in which he said: The stone is definitely the first coming
of Christ. It grows and the church is growing. The new kingdom is
being fulfilled at the present time.

One very interesting thing struck me that in the picture, the
stone strikes the image on its feet which were of iron and$clay.
That would seem naturally to mean that the stone struck the image
not in the head--represen;ing the time of the Babylonian empire,
not in the shoulders and breast representing the Medo-Persian empire,
not in the thighs representing the Greek empire, not in the legs
representing the Roman empire, but in the feet representing the
second phase of the Roman empire. Consequently it would not at all
fit with the first coming of Chirat for he came at the very
beainnlnq of the roman empire.

Of course the question is, What features of the symbol have
a meaninq? Which of them are simply incidental to the picture?
f it simply said thestone struck the image, and demolished it,

it could give younothing to draw from it when it was going to
happen. But when it says that the stone struck the image upon
its feet which were of iron and clay,--when it puts it in those
words, I think a strong argument can be made that this represents
the coming toward the end of the long period of the Roman empire
and not right at its beginning.
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Now young is aware of that posibiiIty, so Young says:
If you wart to make the image topple, where else could you
strike it excet:t cri it feet? That sounds like a conclusive
arsewer, doesn't it Where else could you strtke it? Of course
f it doesn't have any meaning, that's naturally where you
are going to strtk it! Personally If I wanted to knock one of
you over, I don't think I'd hit you on the feet. So it seems
to me it is a figure that is unusual, rather V%,an usual, It is
stated so !ectfca1ly that it ought to convey a
meaning--meaning it corncs at the end of the Pcnan erpkrerather
rather than at 5.ts beginning.

I can irng1re knocking a statue, or oerson,over by hitting
them on the head and shoulders. Perhaps onthe thighs, though I
think that's unlikely. I thin' there would be a lot more power
by hitting it higher up. To hit it hard enouht on the feet. to
make it fall ovr,ipre.ses e as unnatural. I would not want
to build an argument on that, but it does seem to me that his
statement, Where elu would you strike it but on the feet, seems
rather silly! Contrary to fact.

We saw last time that if you take the time of the iron
mixed with -clay a- the last 200 years of tho Roman empire, from
400 to 600, why shortly After 600 a force cane out of the desert-
people that just seemed to have no power, nobody aid much attention
to these coming in the desert, they had been there
for thousands of years. People mentioned them, but they didn't pay
much attention to them. Then all the sudden a man claimed, to be a
representative of God and he' filled people with enthusiasm. They
went out and conquered all of Arabia, all of the great Medo
Persian empire to the east. They conquered a great deal of the
area of the Roman empire. They came right to th gates
of Constantinople within a few years, and if it w.-:!re not for
the invention of fire, they would have taken it too. But
it repulsed them.

Constantinople continued calling itself the Roman empire,
and head of the eastern Roman empire, but actually having only
a little territory around Constantinople. For the next 100C
kkes yeers(nearly C0 to 1453 A.D.) when the Mohammedansk took
Constantinople. Question?

invention
was it trm& through the intervention of what they were

given ? taken? 7 7

Yes. There had just been invented a new technology, which
they called Greek fire, It was a precursor of modern weapons.
Pcejectiles that shot fire, If it wasn't for that they would have
taken ConstantIropl and come right across Europe, After they
conquered Constantinople in '53 (1453)? They came right
across and. conquered all the balkans. They conquered Hungary.
It looked as If they were going to take of all of Europe then,
Before then, around 703 they had conquered all of South Africa,
and had none up anc! onqerd all of Spain. They were stopped
about 700 from entering France. Or they would have taken all of
Europe, it looked live.
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A Mohammedan might have said, Here's the fulfillment. The
last 200 years of the= Roman empire, riht after it comes this
great suoerr.tural force, that strikes the imae, cestroys the
Ponan empire, takes the whole world and establishes an entire
new reime. tt m1.ht have looked that way then, but of cours
4-hey wr sfonped after 100 years. They held the rest of that
territory with great power for over 1000 years, but they lid
fu1.f1J that promise of becoming a world poier and today they
are a comparatively weak nower aitho they have 7 :r'-- many

So that i.n¬eri,retation does not work out. Anoth.r iterpr-
tatlon would be the stone--the Latin for stone is petra. Jasj
said to a man named Peter, I will mak' your r1ae Cpah '.hfch
is the Aramaic for stone end which they letter tr td t-tc
Latin as Petros, so he became known as Peter and the bihoos of
Rome claim, to he the successors of Pet. They est.b1i'od
power over Europe. They c'ained control of all the people of
Europe. In 1214 the Pope declared that King John of ErIand must
submit to hir completely, He trolaimed an interdict over og1r. d
and gave t'-e French monarch his blessing to couer Erg1ar, and
the result was that John would have lost Erg1an entire to the
French, if he had not cocietely surrendered and cave the e'a a
pa'-er in which he id h turned over England to the Pope tobe
controlled by the Pope; it was a part e the Pore's ternpor power!

Of course it was so far away that the Popes never exercised
such power. an.d 200 years later the Pose tried to a1 the English
Parliament refused to admit it. 8y 1200 the Papacy had established
a power which looked as if it might be the nw reqim that would
rule the whole world, but it didn't work out. Today the papacy as
far as actual land rule is concerned has maybe half of tk a square
mile in the center of Rome, which Is the Pope's own oountr", It
is a separate country. AmhSsaOrS are sent to it by the oatons
as a great power, but the power of the papacy is through the church
rather than through their land and their power is only a fraction
of what. it was. So it did not work out that way.

So the establishment of the new kingdom, unless it is the
church, and It's hard to think of that as really fulling the.,
?picture? and yet unless there should he some tremendous
advance in th k church in the next few years, it would look other
wise and as if the coming of this stone represents something that
is still future. It would look as if it's a great fut. d'velcpment.

It's amazing the number of commentators that talk ab'ut how
the church is the kingdom that is here today. Yet evervon of them
would ay the church has not yet occunied the whole world, nd so
the picture is not complete. The great stress .s nut upon thn
church being the fulfillment and you wouldn't notico that art.
For a dec!son between these two it seems to me you'd hav to look
to '7. On oh. 7 the commentators are much more agred an to what
it means than they are on ch. 7 tho there are stIll many 61ffer"nces
between them.

Ch. 7 parallels ch. 2 start5.n with its picture of 4 It
tells us more about them. Then it has this stage where there are
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the 10 horns. It does not say it says th h¬'ast has 10 h orms
3o have raid th,se wre 10 successive rulers. You can't tell when
it says the beast hac 10 horns whether it represents 10 successive
ruler,, it might he t! 10 hills of ancient ome. Rome spokof
itself as a city -- no they speak of sewr hills, so it would not
represent them. It night conccivahly represent 10 ruler:; th.
succeeded one another, tntl you read that among then ther came up
a little morn before which 3 of the 10 disappeared, so 10 must'
be to some extent at the src time.

Then this little horn comes u amcno them which has the eyes
of i man and whtr.h boasts great thins. You miqht think this repre
aented Napoleon or Hitler or one of the Popes. 'You mioht make
various c'uesses like that but I don't think any of them would work
out very close. It would ;eem that t must represent something
that is still future.

But then we have a scene et in heaven. The mouth of the horn
was speaking boastfully. Then as he looked he saw a heavenly scene
(vv.9-10). You carthink of tht as he sees the picture he sees these
beasts with the horns and all that, and the little one coming up
and it has the eyes of a nan, and a mouth that speaks boastfully.
Just how, you see that in n dream? But. as he looked he sees a heavenly
scene. You could thInk of it as a scene in which he sees charges.
Another way you. cotld think of t was he was 1ook!nj at the earth
and then h roaUzed there war, a heavenly scere above. His eys look
up and he sees the heavenly scene.

The heavenly scene is described in vv.9-1O. Verse 11: "Then I
continued to watch because the horn was speaking and I kept looking
until th" hart c! , n " T1--.et suqciests he sees th heavenly scene
and then it disappears he sees an earthly scene with the beasts
slan. To me t se mero likely that he thinks of himself s looking
at tho hcavenly scene ar:d s he s coks he hears the horns boastful
words. Or perhps he rnmembcrs them. In any case he wonders. Here's
this wonderful heavenly scene, but here's this horn that is boasting
so and atteokiri heaven and persecutinq the saints; what's going to
kapper. to b!?

T'en ho look down from the heaveny scene, arih kept looking
until the bot was stain and hIs body destroyed and thrown into the
place of fire. So you see the vision of the destruction of the horn.
Not of the horn but of the beast, but that would imply hit th horn
was in ued with the beast.

Then v. 10. I read you rorn the '1V. I you read v.10 in KJV
you-+- . dtffernt Id of It-.* Not v. 10, but v.12. " I beheld
ever. until the beast ws slain and its body destroyed and 21ven to
the burning cf flame and concerning the rest of the hasts they had
their doming taken away, yt their live.-, were pe!tx ç.r1or.g¬d for
a season and timo. If you read that in KJV, the natural inter
pretation would be, He- 'oked and saw the .ast. slair and it body
gIven to th Thonhe lock at ths other 3 and they are con
tinuing to )IVC for a time. They are no longer ruling, their dominion
is cione, ut their 1i'r-s are prclcncuedor or(a time)
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That of course does not fii the pitture at all. Because when
the horn is slain, when the 4th kingdom is slain, certainly the other
3 can must == did not continue to exist. So I believe that NIV of
v. 12 Is correctly put in parenthesis and they say the other=a when
they say the other beasts had been stripped of their authority,
While KJV says, As concerning the rest of the beasts they had their
xtxt dominion taken away. In other woeds it's taken as a past,

as a pluperfect. "As concerning the rest of the beasts they had had
their dominion taken away." That is absolutely possible according
to the intefpretation because in English we have all kinds of verb
forms; He went, he had gone, he would have gone, he goes, he is going,
he will go, he would go. We have many different verb forms.

But in Hebrew you do not have all those forms. The two tenses
are the perf, and imperf. The perf. quite regularly can be somethin
that has happened, in thepast. But the imperf. in Heb, ordiaarliy
indicates something that will happen, or something that would happen
after something that has just been described. So we find in Gen.2
how there was sound no man to till the ground, but a mist woulddx come
up to water the garden. It says-- the form there is imperfect: a mist
will comeM up, but it meant just after what had been described.
To take that as a pluperfect -4- that a perfect can represent something

at happens before a previous perfect, just as the imperf. represents
something that happens after a rfek previous perfect as the NIV 4u
does is perfectly proper. It's the only way it can make sense. I
believe all the modern translations take it that way.

That suggests the possibility that Heb, is a much less precise
lang. than Greek. Greek has all kinds of forms, of tenses. Are always
arguing about the precise meaning of something. In Heb. we only have
these two tenses so there is a very wide range of meaning in connec
tion with them

For next time I would like you to look at 5 vv. in ch.7-- v.9,
10, 21, 22, 28. Look at these in the KJV .. . .Surely can get access
to one in the library . . . then look at some modern version. I don't
care what version it is but I want you to state on your paper what
version i it is. Look at. that. translation of these 5 vv. and see
what important differences they have. (Not any real difference
between meaning of a rock and a stone. Pay no attention to a change
like that.) Any differenàeof tense, of word, anything that seems
to make a real difference in meaning. I take these 5 vv. because
there is such a difference in every one of them. A difference in
meaning between what you find in KJV and in some modern version.
Tell what are the important differences.

For a moment I thought of saying if you've had Heb. look at
the Heb. . . but I can't say that because it's in We.AramaIc rather
than Hebrew.I don't think any of you know Aramaic tho Aramaic is
quite similar to Heb, in many ways. See what the differences are
and what they make in your understanding of thoee verses. What im
portant differences in each of these S vv. Don't bother with little
trival things. Is at least one important difference in each one.
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The assignment for next time will be posted before the

end of the hour. . .

Today I'd like to look again at ch. 7 which has a great

many interesting things in it. It starts with a dream Daniel

had in the 1st yr. of Beishazzar, king of Babylon. We don't

know when that wasp. Beishazzar is not mentioned in the list

of the kings of Babylon. The last king of Babylon, according

o the records is NaboniduS. So it used to be said this was

entirely fictitious. There was no such king as Beishazzar. But

it nowhas been proven that NaboniduS made his son Belshazzar

co-king with him. During the last years of Nabonidus' reign he

was off in Arabia studying archaeology, and his son Beishazzar

was doing the actual reigning!

But we don't know how long Belshazzar did that. So when
it says the first year of Belshazzar we know it was a little
time before the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus. We don't know
just how many years before. In that year Daniel had a dream.
In that dream he saw the four winds of heaven churnning up the
great sea and four beasts came up out of the sea, yet they
weren't fish! They were beasts. Such beasts don't ordinarily
come out of the sea.

When you read the interpretation further on you find they
represent four kingdoms that come out of the earth. Of course
both earth and sea here are figures of speech. There's no
contradiction. Many people say the Bible is full of contradic
tions. It is true that any book has many--any book of any length
has many seeming contradictions. That is where you find the words
that sound like the opposite of the same thing said. But often
its two sides of the same truth. That's what it is here.

The sea speaks of the changing conditions of human life.
The earth represents a natural coming out of a human development
--these four kings, they were earthly beings but they came out
of the shifting changing currents which can be well represented
by the sea. So we have these four kingdoms. You remember it was
mentioned that the first was like a lion and had the wings of
an eagle. That was the Babylonian kingdom. Better say the Assyr
Babylonian because it doesn't just represent the one kingdom.
It represents the succession of empires--one great empire which
had its ups and its downs for several centuries. The first of
the great empires. I mentioned to you why he did not take Egypt
as the first great empire earlier.

This was the Asyro-Babylonian empire. The rest of the v.
explains. I hope you remember what we said about it. Then the
second beast looked like a bear. It raised up on one side, and
we saw that was the Medo-Persian empire which conquered the
Babylonian empire. Belshazzar was king, when they conquered.
He was killed in connection with the conquering as we read
earlier in the book of Daniel.
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Then there was the third empire which was like a leopard.
On its back it had four wings and four heads , . . we have this
stress on different divisions-.-four heads, four wings. It is
the third great empire-...the empire of Alexander the Great,
the empire which within a very few years after its conquest
was divided into parts-...three great parts and many small parts.
That lasted for about 200 yrs. We call it one empire because
aitho there was not a single unified control there was a single
culture spread over this wide area with people of Greek or
Macedonian background in control and trying to carry on the
Greek language and culture all through this big empire that had
been conquered by Alexander the Great. So we have this stress
on the division in the mention of the four heads and four wings.
That wouldn't tell you. But when you find what happend you know
it fits. Yes?

Student: My question is in reference to the four wings
and the emphasis on the number four if it was divided into
three.

There can always be when you have a figure like that,
there is always the question: Is this a general figure? Is
it a specific figure? Those who say this must be a speifIc
figure, it was divided into four parts. And I hsve a sè.d
friend, a very fine scholar who is strongly convinced it was
divided into four parts, and that's It$ But in the history
you find there were three large parts and several small parts.
He wants to ignore the small parts and to imagine the fourth
large part. It's possible he's right. Because there's a good
deal we don't know about the history. But I've been unable to
find more than three. So I feel we are justified in saying here
the four is a general number: three main parts and the fourth
one covers a lot of smaller sections. It's not an extremely
important question but it is an interesting question for inter
pretation. I dont think we should try to twist history to fit
the prophecy. But see what history is and see the prophecy
and I think you'll find that the correct interpretation. Yes?

Students Is that the Roman empire(? 7 7)

Yes, the very latest Roman empire. That is after several
centuries. There was a brief time when Dicletian divided the
empire into four parts, but that lasted for only 2 or 3 decades.
Very brief thing. He wanted it to be one empire divided into
two parts either of which had an emperor ofer it, and each of
them dv!ded into two parts with a man over it called Ceasar,
a* who would have half of it and he would succeed the Emperor
and appoint a new Caesar, and the two would work together.
But it doesn't work out. Out of centuries of Roman history
there is only that 20 or 30 years that could possibly

Student: I was undder the impression that the empire was
divided by four generals ('1)

Yes, that Is a very widespread impression. But it doesn't
fit the history.
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Student question: (indistinct)

Well, there are three divisions. There was Egyot where
the Ptolomies reigned. There was Macedonia, and Thrace whien

_____the family ruled for a couple of centuries.
Then there is Syria. Those were the 3 large divisions. I know
of no other large division. There are about 8 small divisions.
There were generals that succeeded him--maybe a dozen of them.
Fought back and forth. . . A period when there were 5, a period
when there were 3, a petiod when there were 4. Ihey var:ied.

Many writers have picked four of these arbitrarily. They
seldom pick the save four. They say, these are the four! We have
so many I'oortant things I don't want to spend much time on this
particular point. I'll be glad to discuss it individually with
nvbo' . .

The main thing is that this empire was divided and yet it
was one empire because it wanted to have Greek culture, the
Greek attitude, ven the Greek language supreme in all of these.
Although there was auite a little fighting between them from
tire to time. Tht was the third empire.

Then the fourth emoire-- a beast terrifying, friotening
and very powerful with large iron teeth. It crushed and devoured
its victims and trampled under foot whatever was left. It was
different from all the former beasts and had 10 horns. Daniel
would have no way to know what this meant* it had ten horns.
xcrt that it must he something very unusual. Would the ten
horns represent 10 successive kinqs' Pen kings that rule at
the same time? Do they represent something else? He could not
know t this point.

He says, While I was thinking about the horns, there before
me was another hr horn, a little one which came up among them
and 3 of the first horns were uprooted before it. This horn had
eves like the eyes of a man and a mouth that spoke boestf]lv.
How could r. horn do that? It's evidently a very grotesque thing,
but it in a dream things that are very strange can seem real.
It was to reoresent sometnina that was going to come that would
seem to be a man. It had eyes like a man and a mouth that
spoke boastfully.

You have a condition where it looks forward to probably
there is a man, probably a powerful ruler. It says later on
that these represent 10 kings. So there is a king who speaks
boastfully. We read later on in the ch. that he onoressed
the saints. It did look as though he was going to utterly
destroy them. But r'ow(v.t) (v.a) as I looked (the K.JV says
in v.9) I beheld two of the thrones were cast down. This phrase
I beheld till- is used in this chapter. It means as I looked
a certain change took place. o NIV has "As I looked thrones
were s&- In olace." There is a striking difference in this v. a
a nut=of you noticed. KJV: "I beheld till the thrones were
cast down." All modern VS say something like: "As I looked
thrones were set in placeL"
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One modern version(NASB) says "thrones were set up." This
seems to be the opposite of "thrones were cast down." Actually
all the Aramaic wcrd means is "were placed." He looked and ne
saw thrones there. Did 'e see the thrones put into place, or
did he sea a scene in which the thrones were already there? in
place.? You cannot tell from the original, but most of the
modern translations seem to think it means " they were put in
place." At any rate he turns his eyes away from this earthly
scene and sees a havenl.y scene.

In this neavenly scene he sees the throne, and the Ancient
of Days did sit (KJV says). What does it mean? "He did sit."
Does that mean he sat down? Or does it mean as he looked he
saw the Ancient of Days sitting? There is quite a difference
isn't there? Did he see a scene in which there He did sit? Or
did he see a scene in which He came in and took His seat? It
makes quite a difference, though itys not the most important
difference here.

a scene
At any rata he saw/in which there was somebody called the

Ancient of Days who sat. What do we mean by Ancient of days.
Some translate it an oldman. Well it's a j does mean someone
who had been in existence a very long time. The Ancient of days
sounds certainly a lot nicer than an o]dman. But as you read the
c'ontext it's very clear that this represents God. This reprsets
=does it represent God the Father? Does it represent God the Jon?

'
Does It represent the Holy Spirit? I think we can all agree this
represents the triune God. The Ancient of God here is God as He
exited from all eternity--the Ancient of Days is the triune God.

God does not have .3 body as e man does. He didn't se one
person of the trthnity. He saw a representation there of the great
od whom we know Is triune. Three persons in one God. He saw the

Ancient of Days sitting. His garment was shite as snow. The shhair
of his head was like pure wool. His throne was like a fiery flame
end his wheels a burning fire. A tremendous scene of the magnitude
and '-ireat cower of God. His majesty. A fiery stream issued forth
from before him, thousands thousands ministered unto him . . .
and judgement was set and the books were opened.

Wbt does it mean "the judgment was set?" Practically all
recent translations render it NIV does "the court was seated
and the books were opened." It makes a difference. There is a
possibility between two pictures. I think we et one picture from
KJV. We get a different picture from all the modern versions.
Personally in this case I think KJV is correct. But it does not
make a tremendous difference. The difference is this: As it stands
in KJV you get a picture of the tremendous power and majesty of
God, Hors are thrones. Here is the great triune God sitting there.
Here are the flames shooting forth. Here are 10,000 of thousands
of thousands to do his will. The hoops are opened, The books which
show the decisions He has made from all eternity. The decisions
that tho wickedness reigns in this earth the four great empires
succd one another, and it ends with this terrible horn which
speaks blasphemy, yet God from all eternity has determined what
is going to be the fate of them, and He is going to bring wickedness
to an end and set up His glorious kingdom.
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He will set up his glorious kingdom of righteousness which can
never be destroyed. But the impression which I get from th KJV
here--an impression which is at least nossible from the Aramaic
and which I think is reoutrerl by the Ararn1c, but I would not
make a btq point of it mrticular1y since all the modern versions
tace it dtFerent1y.

They take it that as Daniel looks he sees a place ire and
in that place he sees the Ancient of days come in; he sees
thrones there.(I don't know whether you can draw f-om it. that
the thrones were already there or whether the thrones were out
there ashe saw. He saw thrones that wer placed there or he
saw thrones being put there.) Then he saw the Ancient o' days
come in and take his seat, and then he sat, othor hcincs around
him. Then the court was set, the books were opened and under
the leadership of the Ancient of days the court deoldod what
are we goini to do about this terrible horn here that is hir:g
blasphemous. You see the difference.

Was it a decision being made then as you would get from
all the moddern versions or was i a picture of the greatne3
of God as He had this tremendous power to carry out th¬ L!eoiion
which he has made from all eternity? I think we could spend quite
a bit of time lookinc at the evidence on it, and I dori think
the differnce is important. enough to tke the time a this
point. The main thing Ishe see' there the rett Power of Gcd.
As he looks, is he simply looking at the uper scene and there
below is the scene on earth? Or as he looks up there and the
scene on earth disappears but he still can hear it ringing in
his ears, the boastful words of the little horn?

At any rate he either turns his eyes down from the heavenly
scene to the earthly scene, or the scene in front of him changes
from the heavenly scene to the earthly scene. 3ecause as he saw
this happen then he says, I saw tnis happen and because of the
voice of the great words which thc horn :;ak, or "Then I con
tinued to watch because of the baostful words the horn wa3
eakina." H& turns his attention to the earthly scene. "I kept
looking until the-beast was sl1n and' it l;ody destroyed and
kxtax thrown into the blazino fire. A trem doc dcztruction
o what? He doesn't mention the horns He mentions the beast. The
horn is part of the beast, so we can assume that thc horn was

destroyed but the emphasis here is on the whole thing This dread
kingdom is destroyed and its both' is slain and thrown ir.tD the

blazing fire.

He sees the heavenly scene. He seS the earthly scene. He
sees the breat power of God. He sees the end of the anti-god
power on barth here as it is completely destroyed. Whether he
sees the carrying out of the decision that God had just made
or that the court had made over which He presided as you could
get the impression from the modern translations, or whetha: he
sees the great power of God that is so great in conparrisn with
this earthly thino tho wen you look at the oarhtly thino t seems
tremendous, that you know there's plenty of power there to carry
out God's decree from all eternity.to bring an end to it.
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Certainly God didn't just make a decree then, or the
could court just didn't. because we're told ahead of time about
it. So we know from His prediction what was going to happen.

At any rate we go on to the next v. which in KJV can be
quite puzzeling. I wished later I'd asked you to include that
v. in the ones I'd asked you to compare. Verse 12, "As concern
ing the rest of the beasts they had their dominion taken sway,
yet their lives were prolongues for a season and a time." As
that stands you'd get the impression the great beast was destroyed
--the fourth kingdom was destroyed, but the first three kingdoms
they still live on. If you got that impression of course it would
be absurd because the it parallels the whole image being destroyed
and broken into little pieces. To say the first three still con
tinue after the fourth was destroyed is of course nonsense, and
the modern versions translated it I believe correctly when they
say that (NIV puts it in parenthesis) "the other beasts had been
stripped of their authority but were allowed to live for a period
of time."

In other words as these beasts a succeeded one after another
they lost their power. The first lost it when the second came;
the second lost it when the third came. The fourth is destroyed.
The previous three had each been conquered by the succeeding one,
but they took over many of its qualities. They were allowed to
ntInue to live in that since. But they all are destroyed (you

might say) all the remnants of all of them when the fourth was
destroyed. Question?

Student: The little horn, is thatRome?

No. (What is it?) Well I'd rather not go into that here.
I'm just trying to draw from it what we can get from it for sure
and I don't want to go beyond that. That's not my purpose in
this course. You can draw what you think it should be, but it
says later on in the interpretation that the 10 horns are 10
kingdoms and the little horn is another kingdom. So the little
horn could hardly be Rome coming up after 10 previous kingdoms.
The little horn is something that comes out of the fourth kingdom.
But It-!s not Rome, certainly . . ...,_.,.

Then, we were looking at v.12. The Babylonian kingdom when
it was taken by the Persians, the Persians continued to use the
Babylonian language intheir inscriptions in Babylon. They took
over much of the Babylonian culture and civilization though the
Persian superceeded it. Then when the Persian empire was taken
over by Alexander the Great, he kept the divisions of the Persian
empire, as administrative divisions. He married the a Persian
princes. He encouraged his people to marry Persians, he wanted
to mix the two together. The Persian culture continued even tho
it lost its dominion.

Then when Rome took over, Alexander's empire section by
section Greek culture continued in the Roman empire. In fact in
the Church in Rome for its first three centuries you could read
Latin entirely. It did'nt use the Latin language at all. Some would
even say the Roman empire was conquered by the people it conqucedi
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So each of these, many of its qualities continued into the
other. But in the end the beast is destroyed, it's the end of
all of them, all of the earthly human aspects.

Then we have In v.13, ""In my vision at night, I looked
and there before me was one like a Son of man coming with the
clouds of heaven." That's a very interesting statement. When you
look on in the ch, you find there are three places where it
says, --v.18 for instance, "The saints of the most high will
receive the kingdom and possess it forever." In v.2g "the sovereignty
greatness and power under th whole heavens will be handed over
to the saints of the most hiQh. . . " There are two or thra ttmes
when the saints are said to receive the kingdom, afterwards.

So there are these who say, When he saw the on of man coming
in the clouds of heaven and receiving authority . . . that is
referring to the saints. Some take it that way-- this is a figure
--the Son of man-- for the saints, who receive the kingdom. Thr's
not rsference or mention later specifically of the son of man coigg
So one iqht consider the possibility of that Interpretation i.e.
the .on of man represents the saints. But I don't think it's the
correct interpretation. I think the Son of man here r;tan for
an individual.

I looked and there before me was a Son of man c:minq to the
clouds of heaven. The phrase a Son of man to -leb. an n Aramaic
i a common way of saying "a man." In ezekiel the phrase son of man
occurs dozens of times, Whenever God speaks to Ezekiel he says,
Son of man do this, Son of man do that, I'll tell you about this
Son of man, So Son of man is a common w' o' descrtbtni an individual
man. When you turn to ch. 8:17 as Is Gabriel came near the plc
where I was standing I was terrified and fell prostrate. Son of man
he said, Understand the vision concerns the time of the end.

o Daniel is called Son of man in the next ch. Son of man can
just mean a man, it is a rather common waay to say 't-hat. It occurs
dozens of times that way in £zekiel i.e. Son of nant for one ran,
You read of Abraham being visited by Cod when the twkes three men
visited him and he ran out to his flock and he took a son of the
herd. That means an individual calf or cow and ho killed !.t.and
made lunch for the company.

Qestiona In the first reference you gav W&5 the son of
man definite or Indefinite? A son of man, or the son of man

I don't think it would make a great difference, which was used.
The word in its general sense meant just a man. I saw one like a
man. I saw someone like a man who was coming in theclouds of heaven
and he approached the Ancèent of days and was led into his presence.
He was given authority, glory and sovereign power. KJV says: He was
given authority, glory and sovereign power that all people.
nations and languages should worship him." ?41V: "all peppl'es nations
and men of every language worshipped him." It makes it in the past.
I belèeve the other is the better interpretation, but x both are
possible. 'He was given power that they should." It does not Fe.),
it was done immediately. He gave them power and they all did, sounds
as if this was something that happened right then.
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This term Son of man originally just means a man, but this
is a very remarkable statement: the son of man coming in the
clouds or heaven and one who has great authooity, he approached
the ancient of dayL and was led into Ms presence and given this
tremendous authority. It would seem that God in his providence
caused that the Jews thru the years when they read this would say
This points to a marvellous, supernatural individual who comes
upon the clouds of heaven! They might assume that was what it
meant, That would not prove whether it was or not.

But we do have a most remarkable proof that that interpre
tation was the correct one. We find that proof In Matthew, a
statement that shows two things: what the Jews thought, and what
Christ definitely taught. That we find in Mat. 26(it's also
in hark and in Luke). The high priest said to Him, Icharge you
under oath by the living God, tell us if you are the Christ the
son of God. . . Yes it is as you say, Jesus replied. But I say
to all of you, in the future you will see the son of man sitting
at the right hand of the mighty one and coming on the clouds of
heaven. What d.16 that mean to the high priest? The high priest
tore his clothes and said, You have spoken blasphemy . . .

This shows iimediatly the way the high priest took it=u
that he understood, that the Jews understood that the Son of man
that Daniel said is going to sit at the right hand of God the
Father and is going to come on the clouds of heaven, is what I
am. Jesus was understood by the high priest to mean that. So that
i proof that this idea had developed amonq the Jews, though it

'
is not specifically stated in Uani?l, and the fact that ews
Jesus took it over and said this is what is going to happen and
used the terra from Daniel, shows that Jesus was saying
He said, Are you the Christ, and he said, Yes, and you will see
the Son of man coming on the slouds of heaven . . .

It is an exact parallel. We could not draw that from Daniel
alone. We could take it as a possiblity. But Jesus three times
is told in all three Gospels that this is the meaning . .

Question: The Jews then interpreted Messiah then to be deity
rather than just a human deliverer? There messianic hope was to
have God come physically and deliver them. Is that correct?

No, I don't think you can draw that conclusion.

Student: No I don't mean from this verse. I mean is that
why they interpret that when Jesus said, Yes I am th2 Son of
man that Daniel joke of, their view of messiah, their view of
deity delivering them rather than just a person sent by God.

We have no contemporary evidence except what we find in
the Gospels. We have latex statements by the Jews when they were
opppsinq Christianity, and we have Jewish corentarics on thc CT
but it's pretty hard to prove one way or the other on that. In
fact as they insisted later on God being one and the Messiah s
separate from God, not being deity, it's pretty hard to say what
they would have believed at this time, But they did believe this
was a picture of one coming, and what he said to Jesus was, Are you
the Christ the Son God?



/
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That doesn't say he thought he was God. Of course we
know that he was. But that gives us then the evidence----yes,

Questions Inv.9 you refer to the Ancient of days being
the triune God; in v. 13 the one whom we refer to as Christ
is presented to the Ancient of days, doesn't that preclude
the Ancient of days from being the triune God?

No, I don't think so. It will show the term is used in
two different ways. It would show the term was used in that
case to mean the triune God. When we say God, do we mean God
the Father? We mean the triune God? We say Jesus is God. It
is a mystery that nobody can understand, how there is only
one God and yet three persons. Jesus who was God prayed to
his heavenly Father who was God yet there is only one God.
It is the great central mystery of the Christian religion
which we cannot understand, but we have to accept what the
Scripture teaches.

So when it shows God ruling over all the world, ruling
over all he has created--that is very clearly I would say
the triune God. But when you see one like the Son o6 man
brought before the Ancidnë bf days and being given all this
authority, Jesus said the Son of man does what he sees his
Father doing. He does what his Father wishes, etc You have
the Ancient of days used in one case to mean the triune God,
and used a few vv. later to mean God the Father. Of course we
have the word God used the same way. Sometimes for God the
Father, sometimes for God the Son.

So we have this picture of one like the Son of man
coming and there's an interesting thing that the gospels
never call Jesus the Son of man. They never do. The Gospels
do not anywherexi say that anybody called him the Son of man.
You notice in this case the high priest said, Are you the
Christ the Son of God? Jesus said, You will see the Son of
man coming . . . The Gospels never call Jesus the Son of man
The Gospels never call him that. No person is represented in
the Gospels as calling him the Son of man. But in the Gospels
there are nearly 80 cases where he calls himself the Son of man.

That's a very interesting fact. Jesus took the term and
applied it to himself. Before I studied the book of Daniel I
thought the term Son of God represented Jesus as being divine,
and the term Son of man represented him as being truly man as
we are. But that is not the case. The term of Son of man means
that the one Daniel saw coming on the clouds of heaven, the
one sitting en the right hand of God the Father, that is the
one who Jesus when he used the term Son of man was saying I
am the one that Daniel talked about. He is not specifically
say it in so many words; he is implying it.

It'svery interesting In the gospels to note that fact.
80 t. approximately Jesus refers to himself as the Son of man.
N4 Gospel writer ever calls him the Son of man. Jesus said,
The Son of man came . . . But the Gospel writer doesn't say
The Son of man went to this R*ceo -
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But he does 80 times. He kex thereby takes this term
to himself from the book of Daniel, a term which is used
dozens of times in the book of Czkiel to mean Ezekiel. A
term which is used in the very next ch. In Daniel to mean
Daniel. But in this case it used one coming in the clouds of
heaven and Jesus takes it and applies it to himself.

We have these two elements In Daniel! he sees the Son
of man coming in the clouds of heaven; he sees him brought
before the Ancient of days and given all authority and power
that all should worship him. I take that as Jesus at his
resurrection being there a we read in Ps. 2, "Thou art my
Son this day have I begottenthee. That at his resurrection
God(the Father) gave him his place at God's right hand to
wait until all his enemies shall be be rnidehis and shall be
given to him. We have these two elements in whet Jesus quoted
to the high priest, and we have those two elements in those
two verses in Daniel.

So we have this tremendous picture of what is going to
happen and strangely we have it given in this statement in
a way which we could not take so definitely if we did not
have Jesus' statewerit that he himself made which is repeated
in al! 3 aospels(synoptic). If it was not for that w could
not be dournatic on that. But with thaL w can crt3nl' be
dogmatic. We are given this tremendous picture of Jesas who
was brought before the ancient of days, Jesus who went before
His Father and was given all power and authority and told to
"sit at my right hand untIl I make thtnc? east enemies the
footstool of they feet." e have this picture given to Daniel
and then to Peter in all the qoap.ls.

This dominion is an everlasting dominion that shall not
pass away; his kingdom is one that shall nevef be destroyed.
Then v.15, "1 Daniel was troubled in my spirit . . . I
approached one of those standing near and asked him the true
meaning of all this." So they cave him the interpretation.
What was it? Pie said, The four great beasts are four kfngdoms
that shall rise from the earth but the saints of the most high
shall receive the kingdom and possess it forever and ever,"
end that's all he says. A very brief summary of just the main
things. (Hardly an interpretation). But Daniel wasn't satisfied
with that. He asked him further questions which qive us more
detail about what he'd already seen e.than what he'd given
before.

"Then I wanted to knQw the true meaning of the fourth
beast which was more terrible than all the others . . the
beast that . . . trampled under foot whatever was left. I
Also wanted to know about the 10 horns on its head and about
the other horn which came up before which three of them fell.
The horn that looked more imposing that the others and that
had eyes and a mouth that spoke boastfully .

He's not seeing this now; he's repeating here what held
seen in the vision earlier. But he had not told us in the
vision earlier that this horn was fighting against the saints.
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He was fighting against the saints and defeating them. He had
not tolJ us LhaL beface, so he's going back and reversing us
part of the vision and giving us more understanding of what he's
already seen.

H: said, As I watched this horn was waging war against the
saints and di until the Ancient of days came. The KJV says:
"and udgmtrft was given in fdvor of the saints 'of the most high."
141V aix say,, '!pronounced judgment in favor of the saints of
the rot high." The word "pronounced" is not in the original.
It's just "judgment was given." And the time came when the saints
possess&d the kingdom. This word "judgment" here is the same
identical word as was translated "court" earlier. I think
its KJV to he translated "judgment" in both cases.
And also in the later case.

That was the big difference in the assignment I gave you
whetbec they say "the court will sit," or whether they say,
"the judgment is set." The judgment is the decision Isn't it?
for the case that you bring. It is the matter under investigation
or the iccision made on it. It's not the court. YOU don't call
a ettkxax court a judgment. But the word occurs 3 times in this
ch., L.rld everybody translates it "judgment" in v. 22.

In the other two cases where the word occurs, all the modern
translations I've seen translate it "court." Three's a difference
between a judgment and a court. The Aramaic din is similar to
the Hebrew word din Many of the words are very closely related
between the Hebrew and the Aramaic. In the Middle ages in the
Jewish writings it refers to a house of din, which means a court.
A house of judgment was a court. But to say a judgment alone means
a court

Probably th reason your modern translations want to make it
court lo hecaus I says "will sit." But it could just a well
be translated(like the KJV does) "it was set." I'd rather render
It the judgment stood." The judgment stands. That is, God has
determined from all eternity that is what is definitely set.
I don't know as it makes a great deal. o difference, but when you
take it God saw the terrible things taking place on earth and
he siys, Let's get a court together and make a decision and
decide what we're going to do about It, or whether it shows God's
trerndoub power and there is to be carried out the oecision he
has mad, from all eternity.

I think it's more natural to render the word the same way
in till three cases where it occurs, here. I think he is contrasting
the tremendous power of God k against,- the seemingly great power
of these han forces but their power in relation to God's power
is insignificant, and the power which God is going to destroy.

Then he gives the explanation: the fourth kingdom is a kingdom
,,,.different from all theother kingdoms, it will devour the whole
earth trarnp1in it down and crushing it. The 10 horns are 10 kings
who will corno from this kingdom. After them another klgg will arise
differat from ths earlier ones. He will subdue three kings.
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If he subdues three kings that would seem to suggest the ten
kings are at the same time rather than one after the other
akft. although it could possibly be there were seven of them
oneaftar the other and then three came at once. I mean we

can't be dogmatic on that. But I do not know of anything that
has yet happened that would seem to be what is here predicted.
So it would seem to me that it would have to be something
that is still future.

This one subdues three. He speaks against the Most High
and . . . will try to change the set times and the laws." Some
interpreters say that must be Julius Caesar because Caesar was
a Roman ruler wxk* who changed the calendar, made a much better
calendar than they had before--a calendar which the whole
western world followed for 1700 years after Julius Caesar,
then a slight change was made 300 years ago.

Julius Caesar changed the set times, he changed the set
times, he changed the laws, he improved many things but I don't
think this is referring to Julius Caesar. I think it is
referring to something still future because it seems to occur
just before the kingdom of the saints is set up. The kingdom
that is to be established by this Son of man.

Verse 26, "but the judgment will stand" is practically the
way KJV says it, "but the judgment is set." NIV: "but the court
will sit and his power will be taken away." Though it doesn't
make a tremendous difference which way you take it I think in
this case the KJV is right. "Then the sovereign power and great
ness of the kingdn under the whole heavens will be turned over
to the saints . " . " You'd think it would be turned over to
the Son of man. But I think it means the Son of man takes it
and he rules through the saints. He uses the saints for the
purpose as His representatives. It will be an everlasting
kingdom and all rulers will worship him. This is the end of the
matter.

Now the previous--in ch. 2 we noticed it seems to say, Here
comes then stone. It hits the statue and completely demolishes
it, and it itself grows up to fill the whole earth and replaces
it. at But there are others who say, No, here comes the virgin
birth; here comes the beginning of the Christian church. It
radually grows; it takes over and takes over more and eventually
it's got everything(of the world) and the old statue has disappeared.
But everybody seems to feel that ch. 7 is parallel to ch. 2 and
represents a tremendous change taking place after the end of the
fourth kingdom. One could make a strong argument for the two
being parallel. It would show then the end of the fourth king
domw which I incline to think is the Roman empire being thought
of as a kingdom until tkaxttu. this time as to so many elements
of Roman culture, Roman government, etc. are important in so
many parts of the world. We even name our days of the week--some
of them after Roman Gods. We do name many of our months after
Roman gods. We use the cleendar Julius Caesar invented.
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We think of that as contir.urg through, but it is going
to be destro" by the suddn coming M the Son of man. That

seems to me to be the most natural interpettio.

It's time t close. Let me say ;an, nytine I misspeak
myself or don't make myself clear in what I'm tryin to say
I wish vDU would intcrrut e. If yv have another point you
want to brinq, or you wish to ask questions on anything
further .1 wish you'd write it ut and give it to m.
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(Handout papers for review for mid-semester quiz .
Two weeks from today we'll have the mid-semester test.
Most if not all the questions on the test will be taken
from this sheet . . Giving them out two weeks ahead so
that if you have questions you want further help on I'd
appreciate it if you'd give me a note before the beginning
of the next class. If two or more ask about the same question
I would take time next week to briefly summarize it . . .)

Home work papers on the whole were very well done. The
first question asked you was "Compare in Dan. 8 the two
kingdoms there mentioned with the kingdoms in ohs. 2 and 7."
Practically everyone had it correct that the first kingdom
in ch,8 is the same as the second in chs. 2 and 4; and that
the 2nd kingdom in ch. 8 is the same as the third one in oh.
2 and 4. Most everyone had that correct.

Not so many had the other part correct. I asked you to
look at the mention of horm, of one horn in ch. 8 and one in
ch. 7 and tell whether they were the same or different. About
2/3 of you said they were different; a few said they were the
same. I believe we have to agree they are different because
the horn that Is described in ch. 7 that speaks boastfully
against the Lord, and that leads to the destruction of the
fourth beast, that horn came out of the fourth kingdom. The
honn in ch. 8 says it specifically came out of the Greek t
kingdom which according to our understanding is the th'rrl
kingdom. So you can't have the same horn coming out of two
different kingdoms. Both the third and the fourth. That reaor
was given on most papers. Some gave an additional reason:
that in ch. 7 you have 10 horns, and then one comes up from.
among them before which three of the others are destroyed. So
it comes out of a group of "l0 horns, while in ch. 8, the Grecian
kingdom is divided into four horns, and from one of them comes
a little horn. So the description of the is very differ
ent. Just as it comes from a different kingdom.

Now we were looking at 7z9-10 and we noticed that the
interpretation of this picture is the LIV and the one in the
most recent versions is quite different. The differences is partly

kux±±yxin minor things like "thrones were out in place and
the Anlceat of days did took his seat." KJV says"did sit." When
you saw the scene x there he was sitting. Or it can mean he
came in and sat down. That's a minor difference, because the
original could be translated either way.

But the major ifference between the two is that in the end
of v. 10 in the recent translations it says "the court wasseated
and the books= were opened." While KJV says, "The judgment was
set and the books were opened." That is an entirely different
picture of what happened, because according to the picture you
get from KJV In looking at these things from earth he either
looks up to heaven and sees them or the heavenly scene replaces
the earthly before him. £ In either case he sees a picture of the
tremendous power and majesty of God who from all eternity has
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derm!nd what's going to happen to this blas:hemous little
rr i ct o th '.h'e t th whole four bsts.

He sees the tremendous pwiˆr of o1. 10,000 waiting to go out
fulfill his 3ddin. He weoders what's oIo o pn to

the beast, H looks back to the earth and ss the
-oyd. Th.t' th: pctre you et ftnm KJV.

Fr-3m mit of the recant translations y.u t pIcture
of th opening of a court. In comes the judge and takes his
seat. The othors are sest.d around hin and theyth court

t:i opr t.hi.' books and, eci.de whit they r' going to
Go' sy:, ThIs thin-,z is ter:Ibl', What sh1i r about

It? So you take a vote and they decide to destroy the beast.!
Thit's the pIcture you get from l1 the clerr trnsiations.

That .s not major thing in the interpretat!on o the
passage. S--cause in either case what you have here is the
toss on tha graat power of God which solves the problem.

The only question i whether God is the judge presiding over
the sourt which is deciding now what they are going to do,
or whether the judgment was set already and he sees the great
oweer of Goc that's going to carry out his Bmst udg:ient
ad they procedo to carry it out.

You have similarly in v. 26, "but the crurt will sit."
KJ'! says !the jdcmsrit is sot and its power is taken away."
Three's a big differe.ce between those two. But as to the
irportanc of which Interorotation (is right) It is not a
major point. I don't want to take much time on it expect to
say I see no warrant whatever to tran1ate these words a
=the Aramaic word din there as "court." "Thehouse of judg
ment"- that wld a court. If you had a group to make
judgment, somethinglike that.

But the word is judmert. It i translated judgment
.it's ar Aramaic word tranlate1 judgment a good many tines
xactly the same as the related Hebrew word which is trans
lated udrngnet many many times in the OT. I know of no
warrant for taking the word "jument" and :nakingit mean
"court." The reason they do that may be because the judg-
ent was set, the actual word in the Hebrew is, will sit.

WIll sit. How will the judgment sit? How was the judgment
sat? YOU think it must be a court in which he aet. But the
actualy Aramaic word used there which is closely related to
very common Hebrew word is a word which means, which is

translated "sit" ordinarily in our beginning Hebrew classes
but which actually as used in Scripture it is translated
in KV "to dwell" 434 times; It is translated "sit down"
2 tie; "r-It still" 4 times; and "sit up" once. It is
translated "remain" 23 times; "abIde" 60 times. So you see
the meaning of the word is to be in a position of continuing,
nittirci, or dwelling. It is only tranl--eted "s-it- --'own," 25
tires, while it is translated "dwell" 434 times! So the
cment will sit... it would be just as accurate to the

original, probably more so to sayy "the judgment will abide"
or remain. I would say "the judgment will stand" in our
modern English idiom. It's set, fixed.
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That's not a major point. Between these two. The major

3olnt here is that you have the picture of God's tremendous
power. Then he looks at the earthly scene(v.1l) the beast
is slain, It3 body destreped and thrown Into the blazing fire,
That's a pretty strong statement of destruction o the beast.
It's just like what we have in ch. 2 when the great statue is
broken down and pulverized into tiny bits and the wind blows
it all away. It's a complete end of wicked human oov*rnment.
A complete end of the power of wickedness upon this earth.

He sees this happen, tho here the stress is upon the
fourth boast so the next v. mentions the a fact, and here I
think the nw versions are more clear to us than !<JVÔ The
parenthesis--the other beasts had been stripped of their
authority--were allowed to live for a period of time. The
2nd ch, makes it clear that all four parts of the statue
were destroyed. Here the emphasis is upon the fourth beast.
The parenthesis indicates that all the ua1itIes of the
first, second, and third which I think continued into the
fourth all are brought to an end when it is destroyed.

Then we have that great picture in vv. 13ff. In my vision
at night I looked and here before me was one like thtb Son of
ran." As I mntioned last time this word Son of man oocurse
dozens nf times in the book of zeki. The Lord said to
Ezeklie, Son of man do this, Son of man do that. It's just the
came as a rnn. That's what the word originally means--a man,
an individual man. Just like I mentioned where Abraham went
to his eaxx herd andhe got a son of the herd, means one of
the cows and killed and prepared itCOen 18). That Is a common
usage. We find it even here in Daniel 8:17.

"He came near where I was standing, Son of man he said to
me,"(B:17) So Daniel is called son of man. And here In ch. 7
you might think: I looked and there before me was a man coming
with the clouds of heaven and he approached the Ancient of days
and was led into his presence." There was a man--that's all the
impression one might necessarily get. But we have tkkauitx
ood reason to believe that as the Jews read Daniel in subsequent
years. they became more and more convine4d that thisSon of Man
who comes on the coulds of heaven and is led before the Ancient
of days and given power that all eroples of every lancuage and
nations should worship Him, that this ta coming great one who
could be called the Son of God Is now going to coming to earth.
We have reason to believe on the basis of the gospels that that
Is what the Jews came to believe that this passane teaches.

" Of course what they came to believe doesn't prove anything
to us except for the fact that Jesus put His seal of approval
on that interpretation. In Mat, when Jesus was before the San
hedrin(26:63), The high priest said to him, I charge you under
oath by the living God, tell us if you are the Christ the Son
of God." That was the high priest asking him this question. Then
Jesus gives an answer Yes it i as you say But I ay to all of-
you, in 8? qonhen.
right hand of the Mighty one a
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If the high priest and others with him never read the book
of Daniel, theymight say, Whet on earth is he talking about? Who
is this Son of man? But we find when Jesus said that, the high
priest tore his clothes and said, He has spoken blasphemy; what
more do we need? That gives absolutely proof that the high priest
and others there understood that this one use of Son of man out
of Dozens usages of it, is a specific prediction of one who was
actually the Son of God. So this interpretation then, Jesus set
his approaval upon it as the true interpretation by quoting the
words of Himself,

You Rka notice Jesus said two things about the Son of man:
1) you'll see him sitting on the right hand of the mightyone; and

2) you'll see him coming on the clouds of heaven. That is
exactly what we find in Daniel here, those two things. Except that
here you have them in the opposite order. " I saw one coming on
the clouds of heaven. He approached the Ancient of days and was
led into his presence and was given authority and glory . . . all
people . . . worshipped him." KJV has "that they should worship
him." Those are two equally two possible translations in the Aramaic
because in the Aramaic as in the Hebrew, the imperfect usually in
dicates some future-- something future, but it can be future j4
to what immediately precedes it, It doesn't have to be future from
our time. So it is future to what immediately precedes it.

You get the NIV translation: They worshipped him. But the more
common translationis like the KJVs "That they might worship him" of
"they will worship him." Of course what we find in the gospels is
that Jesus was at his death and resurrection set down at the right
hand of God. There he ever lives to make intercession for us. The
second Psalm describes his sitting there and waiting until his
enemies are made the footstood ofhis feet. So wehave the two passages
fitted together exactlyy. There will be two elements that he is (1)
given this power by God ad at hts resurrection. He is there at
the right hand of God, the right hand of power and all are to
worship( or the worshp may just as well be translated "serve")
him. (2) And That he is to come on the clouds of heaven.
Mr. Buses was there something. . .

If it were not for this NT interpretation we might ask: I
w one like the son of man coming. Does this mean a man, or is this
a figure for something. After all this is a vision inwhich there
is much that is symbolic or figurative. We have had the figure for
instance of these great kingdoms represented as beasts, and aman
represented as a horn. So is the Son of man tNaxtmsdux here a
figure for a group? Does it represent a Saviour 7 Does it
represent the church? Does it represent a great group of God's
people? or does it represent an individual? In favor of its
representing a great group of God's people, we find that there are
several cases later in the ch. e.g. v. 22 (NIV) "until the Ancient
of days came and pronounced judgment in favor of the saints of the
most hight , . and they possessed the kingdom." We find it again
(v.27) that "the sovereignty , power and greatness of the kingdom
under the whole heavens will be handed over to the saints of the
people of the most nigh. We have a number of statements that the
saints are going to rule. They will take over control of this earth.
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They will taken over the control of this earth which the wicked
kingdoms have held through the ages.

However when you look at the end of v. 27 you find that
after the greatness of h¬. kInçdom was turned over tothe saints
then you read 'hiskingdom shall be an everlasting kingdom and
all rulers will worship and obey him." Kingdom could be a figure
for the church but it would be very strange right in the same
verse where we've used the plural for them to use the singular
pronoun. So the use of the singular pronoun there i used to
mean the Jews--his kingdom, and they all worship and obey him
which suggests very strongly that it is pointing to an individual
and not a figure for his people, for the saints.

This word "saints" is a word which occurs a good many times
in the book of Daniel than you would think from looking in an
English concordance. Because the ng1ish word "saints" occurs
only in this chapter. It occurs in this ch. 6 times. We do not
have it anywhere else in the bcok of Daniel. But in the original
in the Aramaic, the very same word translated "s&!.nts" is trans
lated as "holy ones," In ch. 4 In 3 places. Itis there translated
"holy qods,"oly ones,". Holy gods 3 t., holy ones 2 t. So this
word is a word that is used for those who re devoted either to
the true God, or to false gods. Of course in our usage the words
"saints" means only those devoted to the true God, while saints
in cn. 4 i is Nebuchadnezzar who seaks and calling it holy ones
rather than saints leaves it open. Whereas saints would make it
clear it refers to the true God.

We have th1.s picture of the one coming on the clouds of
heaven. This Son of man, and we have the NT evidence that it was
something w that was still future when Christ was crucified, when
he stood before the Sanhedrin."It is not a picture s of something
that happened prior to that time. From Daniel alone we would not
know that. But we find Jesus said to the high priest, "You will
see" he did not necessarily mean the high priest would see him.
The disciples saw him ascend into heaven, but no one saw him
coming down from heaven at that time. I think he is taking the
high priest there as symbolic of humanity in general when he said
"Hereafter you will see, " ." He meant all people Incldutng the
ungodly will see the Son of man coming, so he points to this as
as something that will be still future.

There are those who interpret it as being the church gradually
taking over control of the world. A gradual taking over of some
thing like that. But when Jesus specifically said, You will see
the Son of man coning it would seem pretty strongly to suggest
that it is an individual actually coming on the clouds, and then
when you yet the statement that the two men made to the disciples
in Acts , that "this same Jesus ask shall so come in like manner
as you have seen him go intc heaven" and just before that it stated
he was taken up from them and a cloud received him out of their
.ght. That makes it clear he was going to come back with clouds
and that that is what is pointed to here in Daniel.
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The commentaries that try to make ch. 2 a picture of
the gradual destruction of the beast, as a good many do, and
say it represents a gradual progress, these commentaries when
they speak of Dan. 7(everyone of them does) make it clear they
believe this represents a sudden conclusion of events at the
end of the world. One that tries very hard to make ch. 2 refer
only to things most of which are already fulfilled, when it
comes to ch. 7 says, Thus we see in one great picture the com
plete history of the world from the time of Nebuchadneszar
right up to the end of the age.

So it seems to me we are justified in the fact that we are
required to interpret ch. 2 parallel to ch. 7 as both of them
pointing to the stone or to the coming of the Son of man on the
clouds as one great cataclysmix event that is going to take place
at the very end of the age.

We've look at v.22. There it says in NIV, Till the Ancient
of days came and pronouncedjudgment in favor of the saints of the
most high. That is a possible translation. The word judgment there
is exactly the same word as they translate court in two other
places. Here they translate it judgment the common
meaning. This is a word which isused in reference to a court in
Jewish writings in the Middle Ages. But they always put the word
house before it. They used the "house of judgment" for a court.
They never use the word "judgment" alone for a court. But it is

- a pretty good presentation of the general area of what the verse
means to say as NIV does "until the Ancient of days came and pro
nounced judgment."

But t gives you a little bit of the idea as if he just
made up his mind, and pronounced judgment. In reality atli that
the orginal says kkak is that judgment was given. He came and
judgment was given. Tt does not necessarily mean he pronounced
it then. But it does mean he put it into effect. He may have-
it leaves it open that the decision was made long before he
carried it into effect in judgment at that time.

This term Ancient of days occurs three times in the ch.
It is very interesting that the first time you have it is in v.9
where it says of the Ancient of days . . . showing him as having
this tremendous power. This is certainly a picture of the triune
God. There is no question of that. This is certainly not a picture
just of Christ. It's not a picture only of the Holy Spirit. It is
a picture of the triune God. God is one. That is the great point
of Judaism and it is ghe great point on which we are just as firm
as they are that there is only one God. This one God who is triune
is one God who is three persons. We cannot fathom it, we can oèly
accept it as what is taught in the Scripture.

In the early days of the Christian church they moved in the
direction of emphasizing the oneness of God, in the direction of
emphasizing the distinction of the persons, and there were big
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controversies over it until 400 years after the time of Christ
- the Council of Chalecedon adopted the statement in which they

simply restated what is clear in the NT teaching that there is
one God but that there are three persons in the Godhead and that
these three persons cannot be confused, cannot be separated.
It's a concept which we can't undersand, but both aspects of it
are true.

So in ch. 8 we have the Ancient of Days meaning the triune
God. But when we come to v. 13 we find the Son of man is led into
the presenceof the Ancient of days and given power, authority, and
glory. That's exactly what up happened ax to Christ at his
esurrection. The Lord said, lit thou on my right hand until I make
thine enemies thy footstool." So here it is the Lord Jesus Chttst
who is in the presence of the Ancient of days, and given this
authority. So it is quite clear it is here God the Father. So it
means the triune God(v.9), and it can be applied equally to any
person of the Godhead. because God is from all eternity. He is
certainly the Ancient of Days.

So here Jesus Christ is to be seated at the right hand of God
the Father, and God the Father is here called the Ancient of days.
When we get on to v22 verse 22, we find the horn was waging war
against the saints, and defeating them until the Ancient of days
came and judgment was given in favor of the saints of the most
high and the time came when they possessed the kingdom. This must
mean until Christ returns and the Son of man comes on the clouds
of heaven. Of course he is from all eternity, so he is just as
truly the Ancient of days as is the Father. So the term Ancient of
days--the eternal one you might say--is used once of the triune God
in this ch., once of God the Father, and once of God the Son.

Question: What is the justification on v.9 for saying it
refers to the triune God?

Simply that the picture here is certainly a picture of the
one God. There's no reason to find any distinction there. Certainly
it is not the Holy Spirit alone. It certainly is not Christ alone,
in that picture. It would seem to me quite definite there it must
mean the triune God.

We have this picture in Dan. 8 which like the picture in
ch. 2 leads us to the - reaches to the very end of this age in
the establishleent of a kingdom which can never be destroyed; it
is an everlasting kingdom and all rulers will worship Him. Yes?

Question: In regard to this kingdom, in the vision in ch.7
in v. 11 where Daniel sees the judgment pronounced by the Ancient
of DAys in the previous vv., he says the beast was destroyed and
his body thrown into the fire. Then after that he says the Son of
man was presented to the Ancient of days. Now if this presentation
was Christ being presented to God the Father after his resurrection,
how did the destruction from the fourth beast come after this event?
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It seems like Daniel is saying there is the destruction of the beast
and then there's the presentation of Christ to God the Father. But
it seems from what is happening is coming and the beast
is destroyed and the kingdom of the saints. How is that
reconciled?

The question there is one very important for general inter
pretation. That is when we have two events described, if it says
after this sheppened then this happened then you know a certain
order is given. You have in the NT the account of the temptation
of Christ. The temptations are given in different order. Some have
said it must be that Jesus was tempted by the devil on different
occasions so that the same temptation occurred in different orders.
But I don't think anybody believes that is actually what happened.
They are simply told in different order, but in one case the order
may be a chronological order; in another case it may be a logical
order. This is a picture of the order in which Daniel saw these

And in his tision he looked. He saw the enemies.
Then he saw the earthly scene reaching a conclusion so far as the
beast was concerned with its utterdestruction.

is
Then the next scene he sees/the is this destructthon is brought

about. He sees the Son of man coming who had been brought into the
presence of the Lord. So the order in which Daniel saw it is not
specified here.

Question: So then from vv.l3ff, it is more or less a detailed
explanation of how the beast was destroyed in v. 11.

Yes. He looked at what happened in connection with the destruction
of the beast, how the beast was destroyed and then he looks at how
this one had received the authority. He looks at the different
stages of it rather than as structly chronological. Yes. That is a
principle that's very important in Scripture study in general. We
must take whatever Scripture but we mast be careful about what
im-plicationswe draw from the order in which things are given and
particularly in Hebeew where the tenses are not nearly as specific
as they are in English.

The other beasts had been stripped of their authority but were
allowed to live for a period of time-- you'd think that the fourth
beast was destroyed and the others kept living after it. Of course
that doesn't make sense. It's clearly a pluperfect and all recent
tames translators take it that way.

Questionzl'm still a little confused on the Ancient of days
descripion in v. 9 . . . as having white garments and hair as wool
is similar to the description in Rev. 1*14 of Christ having the
same type of appearance. Wouldn't that indicate they are of Christ?

Certainly Christ was involved, yes. But was it Christ alone that
he saw there with the river of fire Islam flowing forth . . . and
thousands . . . ministering unto him, etc. Later on also we read how
he was given authority and power-- I don't think people would think
that was Christ. I can't rule it out as a possibility but I think
most would agree with the other being the better interpretation.
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I want to get into ch. 8 a pit. Ch. 8 we start in with an
interesting picture of futune events. "In the third year of
king Beishazzar's xt reign . . ." So it's two years after the
vision in ch.7. Daniel aw saw myself in the citidel of Suza, in
theprovince of Elam. In my vision I was beside the tilai canal."
Why did Daniel say that? What did Daniel know about Souza. Suza
was the dapital of the Persian empire. It had several capitol
cities and that became one of those.

By this time--the third year of Belshazzar--we don't know
yet whether that part there had been taken over by him or not,
most like].yyit had. And I would think that Daniel had in his life
gone on diplomatic missions for Nebuchadnezzar and his successor
and therefore he was familiar with this skuaax scene. So in his
vision he sees a scene that was familiar to him. The fact that
the vision was over in another in another country brings vividly
to his mind that he is now looking at things that are going to
happen that are going to relate to these great changes that are
going to take place through the coming of the Persian empire.

He looks up and there he sees this ram with its two horns.
Of course the fact it had two horns would not necessarily mean
anything. You'd expect a ram to have two horns. So it is -- I
gave you four characteristics, four features by which we can try
to find what features of a symbol have significance. In connection
with that we noted that a valid oracle picture, a symbolical
picture, whether in the 0? or the NT may have just one central
thought it's presenting and that's all. Or it may have several
features in the picture that symbolize what's going to happen
or some situation, It may )a either way.

How are you going to determine what features of it have a
meaning and what features of it simply aaxkx partof the picture
as he looks at it. So the first,--- the only way to be absolutely
clear that some particular feature in a picture has a significance
is that it is so stated in the interpretation given. Here we have
it specifically stated in the interpretation fruther along that
the two horned ram he saw represents the kingsof Media and Persia.
So that is specifically state.

The second feature is somethlngquite out of the ordinary. If
he saw a ram with three horns, that would certainly mean something.
But if the ram had two horns we would not know the ram had a
definite meaning. But when we look at the next part of the v. it
says "one of the horns was longerthan the other but grew up later."
That's not just an ordinary thing. So that would strongly suggest
it has a meaning. Of course the fact was the the Median power was
great and then thePersian, which was part of the Median, assumes
control of the whole thing. So it fits again with the picture in ch
7 of the second beast which was like a bear that was lifted up on
its side.

So we have the ram representing the coming of Cyrus the
- Persian. No animal could stand before him; none could rescue from

his power. He did as he pleased and became great. That is a very
clear picture of the Persian empire, the Persian conqueror which

Ivelcaml
the Babylonian empire and it is specifically explainedn he nterpretation.
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But then, he said, as I looked( as I was thinking about
this) suddenly a goat with a prominent horn beween his eves

- came from the west kk.eki touching the whole without
the ground. Crossing the whole earth without touching

the ground. That is a vivid picture of what Alexander the Great
did in 12 years conquering the mighty Persian empire. The tre
mendous speed of his conquest. The Persian empire was at the very
height of its power when Alexander attacked it and completely
overran it and overcame it.

It was a goat with a prominent horn. That was a rather
unusual feature. It is explained in the interpretation which you
looked at for today that it represents the first king i.e.
Alexander the Great. He crossed the whole earth without touch
ing the ground and came twoard the two-horned ram that was stand
ing beside the canal and charged at it with great rage and
attacked the ram furiously and shattered its two horns." A picture
of something that would happen 200 years after the timeof Daniel,
and itwas litera1y fulfilled.

She ram was powerless to stand against him and the goat knocked
him to the ground and trambled on him and none could rescue the
ram from his power. The goat became very great but at the height of
his power his large horn was broken off. Alexander the Great died
as a young man just in his early 30's, having made his tremendous
conquest. He was taken sick and in about 10 days died. The empire
was left with no leader. The empire was left with no power to
control it. They had 20 years of fighting back and forth until it
finally broke into three large sections and a number of small
sections, but all preserving the Greek culture, the Greek tyype of
government, the Greek control, so it can be represented as one
empire even though it was divided into these many portions though
these principal ones and then I believe one represents the others.
One of the four pictures.

There are those who say the four horns must be taken literally.
A very fine man insists on that. He insists there was a fourth great
kingdom but what he says it was I've been unable to find any historical
evidence for whatever. I don't think it's a thing worth making a big
ssue over, but my personal opinion is that the fourth represents a
number of smaller kingdoms, one of them even as
far as Afganistan. Where the Greek culture reigned for 200 years.
With Greek rulers over it even though it was separate in its
government from the rest.

Then we have this vision given M showing these things were
to happen. Then the interpretation of it a little later. Then out
of one of them came another horn which started small but grew in
power. This which started small is an interpretation which I
believe is entirely justified. As we look at these two in the KJV
we might assume that the little horn here and the little horn in
the other ch, were identical, but the wordsin the Aramaic are
quite different. In ch. 7 it is "another horn, a little" whereas
the horn here is described as "a horn from littleness." "A horn
from littleness" the LXX translates as "a strong horn" ias¬ad
of a "little horn" because it is a horn from littleness. I think
a better interpretation of it is the one the NIV gives:"A horn which

began small but became strong."
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It's a little horn in both but the phraseology is quite
different. It comes out of the third kingdom, not out of the
fourth like the one in ch, 7. In ch, 7 it comes out of 10 horns,
in ch. S it comes out of four horns. So it is quite different.

Then this little horn grew and reached the host of heaven
and drew some- threw some of the stary host down to the earth and
trampled on them. It set himself up to be the prince of the host.
a-as great as the prince of the host. Just how could the horn do
that in his dream? It's pretty hard to imagine just what it was in
the vision. Of course the meaningis clear. He took away the daily
sacrifice, and the place of his sanctuary was brought low. That is
hard to imagine just how he saw that inhis dream.

Of course that is exactly what took place 400 years after the
time of Daniel when out of one of these four kingdoms came a man
called Antiochus. This was the fourth king of that name. So he's
often called Antiochus IV, but actually those numbers are a modern
term. They didn't use numbers in those days. He was called Antiochus
Epipanes. The word Epiphanes means the manifest god. Antiochus
claimed to be a god. On the coins he had made he wrote his name
as Antiochus Epipahnes--Antiochus the manifest god. That fits
ecactly with what Daniel saw in his vision, i.e. he set himself up
to be as great as the Prince of the host.

Also he took away the daily sacrifice from him. Antiochus
persecuted the Jews trying to make them give up their religion,
ordering that anyone who would be circumcized would be killed,
ordering that all must worship Jupiter and put up the statue of
Jupiter in the temple in Jerusalem and for a period of years the
place wasu emed utterly desecrated. No pious Jew could go in
it. A few Jews fèèd into the wilderness and then under the leader
ship of a man called Maccabees they began to have a operation
against Antiochus and his successor and eventually won their free
dom. Judah became an independdent state with a treaty of alliance
with Rome. It stayed that way until Rome took it over about a
century later.

So this was one of the great crises in the history of Judaism
and is described in the books of 1 and 2 Maccabees, books which are
designated in most editions of the Bibletand they still are in the
German bible to this day) as books not inspired but worthy of being
read. This is one of those books which we call apocryphal. The RC's
dont call, it Apocryphal, they use that term only for false or
pernicious books and theyy consider it a part of the OT. 2 Macc. is
considered as a good historical document. It tells of this terrible
crisis whichis described in ch.8.

We'll continue there next time. Don't forget to get copies
of the (question) paper here.
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Or mtd-smter cot n.xf I vo '; this
et lst . . . L : the t-t will p:oab1y

all b' taken from this . . . 35hle opr before you . . .
The 11. P_ St four çu St o-ts WE v' t "j'. icue . . . I'll be
id to take uuetons if they ar. of general interest to the

c1a . .

Ouesticr: On "o8 You said the word "holy" there-

We

- -

said cui.te a bit about it.As much s you can remm5er
of et we ccvereo in class.

I tried to put two together sometimes . . . Like I said
'lcuss ach of the o11owinq vv. and gave 3 vv., and thnn I
sai- o briefly Jiscuss a number of others.

Question: No.3 Have you ever heard an interpretation of
that oh. where it has nothing to do wtbh ch. 2 bc3use in 7:17
It says tse four beasta are four kings that will arise from
the Earth. . . - C?) already there, so hoi c3n It be still
utur yt?()

The "will arise" that's a matter of thenlish. It's "which
arise." That would be an arumnt based only on nç1ih, not on
tie ctul wor I don't say it's an imoossibflfty . . . . I'm
Interested hare in what v1den ther ar for . . . If you
ti:ul: at the sconu phase of the fourth kingdom., and only
t that you'd say they aren't parall3l b'cause those re very
iffrnt, but thare are so many things that are sinilar that

I'd 1e interested !n having a rsentaL!on of that.

Queticn: Nc.#5 You say discuss ortenrorar" v5is r' the
statue. .ost coitemporary views of the books I real say t!
tatuo represents the fourth country. I dint derst.rd wh
.t contemporary

Nc.E 1. said full1l1mnt o± th dynamic portion.
I'm not interested in the four kingdoms In that particular question.
When did the stone )it the statue? Did it hit it at the con'ing
of Christ 2000 yar go and is it now gradually, destrc'yig the
statu, or i it a future thinoI'm interested 5ust in the
dynanic portion there.

(ˆuot±on: Ey contemporary views wr,uld that LrcludE the
V--v! about the ohaedans

'o. £'d ::,Lt thcm under .alse vielis. Those two are clearly
filse. The idea that it is the hrmedn -iJonare much
1 h said or that, but history proves it wrong. There is also
much to be said for th papacy but history proves it wror. So
under false views thoy should both he presented, but under
con-temporaryviews, th quest-ion is Drs thic point to cthir
that cotra. at th rd of the age? or does it noint to cn?thing
that is qraduaily happening that began long aqo and i:; still in
pro:res. hav3 eopl2 on both sides.
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One other thing. I asked for the approiimace dates when
th' vision was seen. Of course in ch. 2 we know exactly, be
cause it was the second year of Nebuchadnezzar. Perhaps I
should not say exactly--we know within one year. It depends
when it started, what month, etc. It was shortly before 6CC
B.C. It was in the previous 3 or 4 yrs. before 600 B.C. for
ch. , but ch.7 And P are dated in the reign of Belshazzar. We
know Reishazzar was killed in 539 B.C. But we don't know when
he started. So it was somewhere between 567 and 568. I said
approx. I did not expect the exact date on either of those
two. But know the relation between the., i.e. ch. 7 is at least
4! years, at least 40 years after ch. 2.

W'l1 turn to ch. 8. The matter that is very important
to notice is that the little horn comes out of the third £k
kingdom. Not the fourth kingdom. It comes out of the third
kingdom. That is very clear. It comes out of the Greecian king
dom, or the Hllenistic. There are those who try to make it come
out of the fourth kingdom, by taking Greece as being the fourth
kingdom, but to do that they have to make the Medes and the
Persians two different kingdoms.

When the writing was on the wall before Belshazzar, Dan
told them your kingdom is to be given to the Medes and Persians.
Thought ought to be clear enough. The Persians and ees are one
kingdom, not two. Many try to make it two. But they still would
make it the Grecian kingdom, the one which we believe to be the
third kingdom definitely.

The little horn in ch. 7 comes out of the fourth kingdom.
That would seem to me to be conclusive kingdom that they are
two different kingdom.s One comes up from among ten horns, three
of them are destroyed in front of him. The other comes from
among four horns, and one of them three horns are destroyed
before him, the other the fourtkxkingdoms continue, the four
branches of Alexander's kingdom. It's quite a different situation.

Someone could say, But look how similar they are. They are
both little horns. It sounds like that in KJV. But in the exact
tensiation one is another horn, a little one; the other is a
horn from littleness. The NIV has done a good job translating:
a horn that started small but became great.

You could take it like the ancient Greek VSS did i.e. a
strong horn. But either way you take it it certainly is not the
same as another horn, a little one which Is described in the
other ch. The word horn is in both of them, and there is some
thing about littleness. But there is no reason to say they are
the same. There is much reason to say they are different. I
think that's very important to have in mind.

Some say, Yes it is a horn; it comes out from other horns;
it has a thone that speaks blasphemy, a tongue that attacks God,
one that persecutes God's pe"ikx peoplej there are many
similarities between them, therefore they must be both be the
same one(some affirm)!
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Ah'n,t 1800 there was a man who coming from various
back-groundsgained ntrol over his notion; ther he let h1 armies
and cone'ere'' most o' ronc. ventua11y the English fought
against him, and finally he was destroyed, by forces in which
the English, Germans, and Russians cooperated against Napoleon
this great emperor, He tried to change times and seasons. In
fact he chnqed the whole system. He introduced the metric system.

About 100 years lter, there was a man whD came out of
a country in Europe. He came from very obscure beginnings. He
managed to get control of his nation. He led the armies of his
nation against the surrounding countries. For a time he had
most of the rations of Euroein his hands. Eventually he was
destroyed iarqely by the force of people from Anglo-Saxon
ountries(England orArerica). Russia in this case as in the
other case oons1nq him. Eventually he was dstroyecfl

How oarallel they ere T refore Napoloen and Hitler must
he the same person? Musn't they? Either they were the same person,
or ore was a type and symbol of the other! Once you go that way
you can make Lincoln the war president similar to W. Wilson the
war 9rsident! You can find sImilarlies all over. But here we
have 2 different horns, which are similar, but which have a
different origin. The origin is so different that they are clearly
different.

Rapidly looking at the first part of ch.8. "In the third
years of King Belshazar's reign, (that would be two yrs, after
he previous mmm one), Daniel saw a vision. He saw ran with
two horns one horn lonoer than the other that grew up later.
Of course thes reresents the Medo Persian empire with the Per
sian coming up later, but becoming stronger than the other.

"I watched the' ram as he charged toward the west, toward the
north and toward the south." I ould show you at least 5 good
commentaries o D niel which sa, This does not mention the east
because Cyrus mad no conquest in the east. The trouble is the
authors of thoo commentaries have not bothered to investigate
ancient hi.storv.Because Cyrus made a conquest .n thess iast
perhaps as big or beggar than any he made in the west or north
and south. But this describes the progress of Cyrus, as he led
his armies wrest of Persia, north of Babyylon, and then from there
he led them north into Asia Minor ani destroyed the great empire
of Koressus. Then he came back south again and destroyed Babylon.

He conquered Babylon, and that was the end o the first
emirs and the beginning of the secoic. So that i all wore
Interested in now. So he gives us the throe tnd its a picture
of CyyrusYaxx marches. Actually when he conquered the Bbv-
lonian emptre ho went further east and conquered rnanyy regions
to the east. Eventually his son-- and I don't know if wo know
for sure which-- actually conquered the northern part of India
--a larger territoty to the east than elsewhere. So it-
some commentaries make a lot of no mentenof east which is
un-fortunatehere.

and teerse
4. 1 watched the ram. It describes how he charoed
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and no one could stand against him. It stopped with that
because that's the cnd of the first empire and begInning
of the second.

Then, as he was thinking about thts(v.5) suddenly a
goat with a prominent horn between his eyes came from the
west. We're told later this was the Creek, and the prominent
horn was the first king i.e. Aleanc'ˆr the Great. H covered
the whole earth without touching the ground. Cyrus*s conquests
were very rapid; Alexander's were even more so! It exactly
fits what happened 2 or 3 hunJrt years atcr Daniel

"I saw it attacking the ram, furiously striking the ram
and shattering it's two horns . . . at the height of its power
its large horn was broken and four prominent horns grew tip
toward the four winds of heaven." Notice there were three im
portant kinont that came out of Alaxander's empire, and

number of small ones--Afganistan being one of them. They
called it Bactria in those days, but it was rutec by (reek
kings for some centuries and was one of the several important
sections that came out of Alexander's empire.

Question: You have Ptolcrnies, eleucicis, and what's t)
third one2

The kingdom(reek) from which Alexander came-Macedonia.
The kingdoms of Macedonia and Greece would of course be very
important in it. That was where Alexander came from. Then
the Ptolomies had Egypt; the Seleucids had most of the Asian
part of Alexander's empire.

Question: In ch. 7 you made a poibt of the some-
thing strikes that four heads and four wings. It
seems in ch. 8:22 when it interprets four horns,

Yes, that was a parallel to this v. I was just looking at.
That is it was divided into four parts. When we look at the
history we can definitely say there were 3 major parts and then
a number of smaller ones which he lumps together. This is a
picture of what happened 200 years after Daniel werte-- more than
2OC years.

In v. 9 . , . out of it came another horn which started
small but grew in power to the south and the cast and toward
the beautiful land, which refers to its power over the land
of Palestine. It grew until it reached the hosts of heaven and
t threw some of the host down to the ground and tramped on

them. That must have been quite a vision to have looked like
that. It set itself up to the great, the prince of the host. It
took away the daily sacrifice and the of his sanctuary
was brouaht low. It's hard to see just how this wu1d be repre
sented in a vision, but it certainly fits something that happened
c. 300 yrs. after the time of Daniel.
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Because of rebellion the host of saints of the daily scri
fiece were given over to him. It prospered and every good and
truth was thrown to the rnnd.

This is recognized I think by all interpreters as a picture
of Antiochus IV who Is discussed in our 10th question. I want to
say a wd ahouthlm because here is a ch. devoted mostlyy to this
man who was not previously mentioned.in our class. Of the divisions
of Alexander's empire, the one that covered the largest area was
Seleucld's empire. You don't need to bother much about the name
Seleucid t this oint. We'll say much more about it later on.

One of the qenerals named Seleucicl seized most of the Asiactic
dominion that Alexanderhad qonquered. His descendants ruled in this
area with Grek culture, Greek language. It was a part of what you
consider as one empire, because It was s the same culture, the
same lang-aoe,etc. throughout. In v. 23 i says in the lattes part
of their relng when rebels have become completely wicked, a stern
faced a ma5tei of intrigue wtll arise.

This 'ian was master of intrigue, and its shows in many
ways. On w In the way he beee king. His father had been a
.)re3t conquerer and a very powerful ruler(Antiochus III) until
he came face to face with the rising power of Rome. He refused
to keep from entering the territoryywhere Rome wanted to be in
control, and the result was that the Romans Fought him and utterly
defeatedhlrn. When they deF'ated him they demanded that he pay
a tremendous indemnity and that he send his sons and other soon
prominent power to Rome as hostages. So Antèochus IV was not the
oldest son, of his Father Antiochus III. He was a hostage in
Rome and lived there for a number o years.

Nobody ever thought he'd become kin). When is father died
his older brother succeeded him. When his older brother succeeded
him they say This man Is no lonoer right in line for the throne
so they let him go and made the older brother send his oldder son
to Rome as a hostage. So Antiochus left Rome. He went to Athens
and managed to get himself elected mayor of Athens. Then he learned
his brother had been a3sanabed. When he learned that he managed
by Intrigue and various devious arrangements to get himself into
the country and with a small army to seize control and become the
ruler of theSeleucid kingdom which was most of the Asiatic part
of Alexander's kingdom.

So you see him as the master of intrigue! Antiochus was very
devoted to Greek culture. Devoted to the worship of the Greek god
Jupiter. He tried throughout his empire to Hellnize it, to txx
try to make the people follow Greek customs. Most of the regions
he controlled were very happy to fall in line. Many of the Jews
were, and gave up their worship of God, and their Jewish customs
and began following Greek customs. It sys"because of rebellion"
in this v. "When rebells have become completely wicked" = there
were many Jews who aside. But there were others who refused to
do so. Antiochus became so angry at them he sent troops into
Jerusalem and seized the temple and put up the statue of Jupiter
(or Zeus) in the temple, and made sacrifice of swines'flesh to it
in the temple.
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He made sacrifices of swine flesh, to it in the temp1
which madde the altar in the temple seem so utterly corrupt
that no Jew could use it. Then he sent troops throughout the
country ordering everyone to make sacrifices to Jupiter. It
looked as if he would completelyy ddestroy the Jewish religion
and culture. But there were a number of people who refused to
sacrifice, and one of the--a ptiest--killed the men who were
trying to force him to sacrifice in the little town where he
lived. He and his seven sons fled then into the wilderness,
and other Jews fled into the wilderness.

After a year this priest died and his son was so success
ful as a leader that they called him the Hammar, from the
Heb. word derived from that of Maccabees. So these sons were
called the Maccabeas. Judas Maccabeas was Successful in fight
ing for a time and then his brother Jonathan took over, and
then his brother Simon, and they won freedom for their land
from the Seleucids. It was a long struggle but they won com
plete freedom, and the land continued to be free for over a
100 'ears until the Romans took over.

When Jerusalem was taken byy Nebuchadnezzar the exile
began.f We sometimes say the exile; sometimes the captivity.
But these two are quite different. The exile was when the Jews
were driven out of their land. The captivity was when the Jews
were subject to a foreign rule. When Cyrus let the Jews go
back it was the end of the exile. We speak of the writers s
post-exilic prophets i.e. after the exile. But it was not after
the captivity because the land of Israel was still subject to
the Persian ruler, then it was subject to Alexander, then it
was subject for 100 years to the Ptolomies, then it became
subject to the Selucids. So the captivltyy still went on until
the time of the Maccabees.

But that was the end of the captivity because these men
who fled into the wilderness, eventually they gained sufficient
force and sufficient strength to defeat the army that came from
the Syrian ruler. Antiochus himself died of some bad disease.
His successors continued the fight against the Jews but were
eventually beaten and with ups and downs through the next 100
years the land of Israel was freed from outside control. They
had treaty with Rome for the mutual protection of one another,
and eventually Rome simply seized it but that was over 100 yrs.
later--nearer 150 years aitarx later.

Sp Antiochus IV was one who almost destroyed Judaism, and
it would be strange indeed if God in preparing the people for
the times ahead did not prepare them for it by giving them a
warning. So he gave Dan. this vision in ch. 8 about the events
that would happen in that period. Thehlstoryyof that period is
old in two books called I and 2 Maccabees. There is also 3rd
and 4th Maccabeas which have nothing to do with the Maccabeas.
But these twoCI and 2) tell about the .accabeas. 1. Macc. tells
about their fighting and paining their freedom and is generally
considered on the whole to be a reliable document. 2 Macc. tells
about the persecution and difficulties of individual people and
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in general it is considered as containing a good deal that is itnag
mary. The RC church considers both of these books as part of the
OP. But some popes indicated they were not. St. Jerome, transla
tor of the Vulgate said they were not. We Protestants ca&l them
Apocryphal. The Apocrypha are not bad books, but they are good
books that are not inspired. The KJV originally included them in
a separate section entitled "books not inspired but profitable
for reading."

Se we have this leader of the Maccabees who is not mentioned
here but it mentions the great enemy, Antiochus IV, and we have
the account of him in the first part of ch.e and then in the last
part we have the interpretation and it exactly fits with the
history of Antiochus, but it ends in v. 25 . . ."yet he will be
destroyed but not by human hand." Antiochus when he had gone
further east was not at that moment concerning himself particu
larly the Jewish problems, but he was taken with a very bad nervous
disease and died there. So he was destroyed but not by human power.
It was an exact picture of what happened and it was to prepare
the Jews for standing true at this difficult situation, 400 yrs.
after the time when Daniel lived.

After the first part of the ch.(vv.l-14) we read(v.15),While
I Daniel was watching the vision and trying to understand it, there
appeared to me one that looked like a man, and a I heard a man's
voice from the Ulal saying, Gabriel, Tell this man the meaning of
the vision." You read that, now do you think the rest of the ch.
is going to talk about someone entirely different or is it going
to talk about the same thing he saw in the vision i.e. the attack
of Antiochus against the religion of Israel?

Well it seems the meaning of the vision all of which has been
concerned with events up to the time of Antiochus and no further
forward, preceded and he tells him the meaning of the
vision it would surely seem that what will follow will be an account
of Antiochus. Here the interpretation is given and everything in it
fits with what Antiochus did or what happened in those days. But it
begins with the words: "And I came near the place where I was stand
ing and I was terrified and fell prostrate. Son of man he said to
me understand the vision concerns the time of the end." So some
people say, The vision is not about Antiochus, it must be about the
very end of the age because it says it will be at the time of the end.

What is the end? The term end can be used= we can say, The
end of the school year. We can say, the end of your course; the end
of your life; the end of the century; the end of the world. What
does the word "end" mean? There are about 8 words in the Hebrew
that are translated "end" and about there is only one in the NT.
But the one in the NT(that one Greek word) has as wide a meaning
as the 8 or so words in the OP. Thus James says, You have seen the
end of the Lord. Does that mean you have seen the Lord destroyed?
The end of the Lord? Does it mean you have seen the very last days
in which the Lord will live? Everybody knows it means "you have seen
the end toward which the Lord is working" i.e. His purpose. So the
word end is used particularly to mean purpose; the end toward which
he goes. But it's often used many times in the OT and NT for the end
of a particular era. Here it points to the end of the captivity. To
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the time when the attempt will be made to destroy the religion of
Israel but when they it will riotk succeed.

So a superficial reading of v.17, "Understand that the vision
will be== concerns the time of the end," and also of v. 19, "I am
going to tell you what will happen later in the time of wrath,"
because the vision concerns the appointed tirre of the end" has led
some interpreters to say we agree that the vision is about Antbochus,
but when he makes the interpretation he looks forward to Antichrist.
He lsnot talking about antiochus at all. Of course that makes nonsense
of the chapter. He has a vision. He says, Tell me the meaning of the
vision, and then he goes on and does not talk about anything he's
seen .n the vision, but talks about something that will be thousands
of years laterl That doesn't make sense.

So there are others who say, Yes, the first part talks about
Antiochus. But, they say also, the latter part talks about Antiochus,
but they say, Antiochus is a type of Antichrist! I think that is
just as sensible as for somebody to predict Napoloen and for some
body to say Napoleon is a type of Hitler. Hitler comes after
Napoleon and there are many similarities. The word type is usually
used in the OT for things that point to Christ or something about
Christ. I don't think we have any right to assume there are types
of Anticirist, and when he looks forward to see Antiochus, he is
seeing Antiocnus as a type of something later.

They are similar. He talks about one, or he talks about the
other. I,, this ch. he is talking about Antiochus Epipanes. Every
thing in it fits him. It is the meaning of the vision which is
directlyconnected with the third kingdom; it is nob connected
with the fourth kingdom. It is a picture of one of the greatest
crises in the history of the Judea-Ch.fttian religion. The attempt
of Antlochus IV to completely wipe it out. Yes?

Question: Would you say there is no typical significance to
Antiochus prefiguring the artichrist2

I would say that there is a similarity, but a type is some
thing that looks to Christ, not something that looks to antichrist
If you are going to say of two similar things that one is a type
of the other, I would say that Napoleon is a typo of Hitler. May
be Abraham Lincoln was a type of Woodrow Wilson because Lincoln
freed the slaves and W. Wilson tried to free the enslaved rations
of Europe. I mean you can al- yy find eimlaritie between things
that are somewhat alike. But I believe we should reserve the word
type for that which looks to Christ, and that === Mars'; Bible
students say, We should not call something a type unless it is
specifically designated in the Bible.

There is no such designation unless you take it as t the
time of the end, as meaning at the very end. Of couree there are
many ends, and this is at the cnd of th captivityy. A comentar'
by a very fine Christian writer and a good scholar has said that
at this point it must refer to *k Antichrist becuase
it says "the time of the end" and nothing ending at Antiochus' time!
I think he must have been a little drowsy when he wrote that be
cause that's when the captivity ended!







Because that's when the captivity ended! That's when the
attempt of Antiochus to destroy the worship of the Lord ended.

Question: Is there anyone else in history that you know
of who wbuld have done something similar to what Antiochus did
where someone almost wiped out the Jewish race as antichrist
will do. It seems like a very similar act. I just wonder if
there was anybody else who was ever like that?

Hitler tried to wipe it out. Killed millions of Jews.
Might have won the war if it were not for his determination
to destroy them. In fact in the last 2 or 3 months of the war,
when Hitler needed all the means of transportation he could
get to continue the war, he kept trains working carrying Jews
off to death camps. If that energy at that time and expense
had been used to try to win the war, humanly speaking he might
have won it. I would say Hitler was just as much an enemy of
Jewv and Judiasm as Antiochus was. I'm sure there have been
others as well.

Now of course We have prophecies about antichrist very
clearly in different parts of the Bible, but Ithink we only
confuse ourselves by taking prophecies that speak of somebody
being an enemy of Christ and saying this must be atype of anti
ch-ist. That's my feeling.

Question: Perhaps I missed this. Could you give a
reference for the end of the captivity and
the Maccabean revolt?

No you have to get that from history. There's no question
about it. All students agree about the fact which is that the
Jews were captive to other nations up to the Time of Antiochus.
Any good history will mention the fact that they ta gained
their freedom when they finally Antiochus. His successors
weren't able to have any control over them because they were
independent and they actually had a treaty as an independent
nation with Rome during the next century. For over a century
they were free. Then a new captivity came when the Romans took
them over.

Most students overlook those facts and do not think of
the fact that this is when the captivity ended. Like this very
prominent man to whom I referred who said, Nothing ended at that
time. I'm sure if you asked him, Were the Jews captive to other
nations until the time of Antiochus he would say Yes, certainly.
If you would say, After Antiochus time were they captives?
He would say, Yes, unto the Romans. But the Romans did not come
for another century. And during that century theyy were independent.
So it's a fact that is not ordinarily noticed, but it's a clear
fact of history. So you can very properly call it the end of
that, but of course the word end does not necessarily have to
point to the end of a big era like tket. It could point to the
end of this particular vision. It doesn't say what it's the end
of. It could point to the end of most anyything.
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Question: What were you referring to there in v. 19 as the
final period of nation?

Verse 19 has the phrase "what will happen later in the
time of wrath." The wrath of God was hurled against the Jews
in the time of Nebuchadnezzar. He turned Israel over to them,
and Nebuchadnezzar destroyed Jerusalem and carried the Jews into
exile. The Jews still continued to be under the control of their
enemies. So you could easily say perhaps the time of wrath here
is the time in which God for their sins continued to leave them
under the control of their enemies even though many of them were
back in the land, until that time when they gained their freedom.
It is the latter part.

The word there is translated. This is v. 19. The appointed
time of the end of the wrath. Those are general terms and can
fit this period, very well. It is the appointed time. The time
of antichrist is the appointed time. The time of Christ was an
appointed time. Any time when something happens that God predicts.
is an appointed time. In Leviticus we're told that the Jews will
be unfaithful to God; he will give them over to their enemies
In captivity, and they will return to God as they did in the
wilderness under the Maccabees truly did and God will free them
from captivity and bring them back. They had a series of those
in the book of Judges. Here you have the longest one but the
same process as is described in Leviticus.

It is important to undesstandlng of this ch. to see the
application of this to this great enemy of God's eop1e, Antiochus.
There are many details of his life and activities which are im
portant in connection with our study of ch. 11. This ch. S just
gives us a brief picture of Antiochus. But in ch. 11 wehvee much
we have much more detail about Antiochus. Much more detail of
him there which all interpreters agree is a picture of Antiochus.

Also in ch. 11 we have other persons,atxtstkxak
after it talks about Antiochus, it talks about Antichrist. Two
pictures are given one after the other, In ch. 11. We will not
at this point go into much more detail about Antiochus because
then we will look at some very interesting details about his life.

The way he is described in the Maccabees, the picture the
Jews saw of him was indeed one side of his character in his
scheeming, vicious, the one who was determined to destcy God's
people. That is entirely true, but that's not the whole of his
character. In recent yrs. the attempt has been made by various
historians to reestablish Antiochus and free him from all those
statements against him, tho they cannot deny the facts. But he
was a very peculiar character. He would go out attack and rob
people and get a lot of money, and then he would walk down the
street and just throw coins right and left. And lauyhtx as he
watched people scramble to et the coins. He wasone who could be
veryy mean and bitter; at the same time one who could be very
qenerous,dnd friendly. He built a big temple to Jupiter in
Athens which still remains to this day in Athens, tho most of the
ret things in Athens were built hundreds of years earlier, there
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is still that great tremendous temple, on which he sent thousands
of dollars way over in Athena. Antiochus built it. He' was unable
to complete it during his life, but it was completed by one of the
Roman emperors later. He was a man of complex character. A man who
was the devil's instrument in trying to destroy the knowledge of
God compltely.

So it is altogether proper that Daniel should look forward
to thdt great crisis. There was an antichristian writer in the 2nd
cent. A.D. who wrote a book against Christianity in which he said
the Christians say the book of Daniel was written at the time of
Nebuchadnezzar, and you read what t says about the history of
Antiochus and you see that the man who wrote the book knew all about
Antiochus so that must be when the book was writtent He said,
everything in the book is leading up to Antiochus and the author of
the book wanted to encourage the Jews to fight against Antiochus.
So he wrote this book in which he gave supposed visions by Daniel
400 years earlier looking forward to that time, then when he got
to his time he made guesses as to what would happen later. And his
guesses didn't turn outL

So the history up to that time is accurate and beyond that
it is just his guesses as to what was going to happen, and pre
tended to be written by Daniel. That theory of Porphyry, St. Jerome
tried to answer. Today most commentaries(all the liberal and even
some of the conservative) say that this book was not written by
Daniel but byy a man in the tn-e of the raccabees who claimed k
that everyythir.q in th book was looking forward to that Now I
don't belive you can possibly take th little horn of D n. 7 as
referring to Antochus. It doesn't fit. It comes out of the 4th
beast. This horn comes out o the third kingdom.

The only way they can do it is by saying there was a nediate
kingdom between the Bahylonain and Persian kingdom, but there is
no historic evidence of such a thing. It was Cyrus the Persian who
conquered the Babylonian kingdom. But that theoryy which we have
not said much about so far, that theory is based upon the fact that

it gives such an accurate picture both in ch. and in ch. 11 of
ntiochus. Inch. 11. it traces the previous kingdoms right up to
Antiochus and then tells us In considdeable length about him. Then
it goes on to give a picture of the antichrst. That is still about
Antiochus, the liberals say, but 1¬ doesn't fit Antlochus, where
he makes the jump from Ant.tochus forward to the Antichrist in ch. 11

We'll have the full hour for the text next Monday. I would
appreciate it if at that time you would spread out through the
room so nobody sits next to anyone else. We will have a test to
take the roll from.

I mentioned the sass saints earlier but did not spend much
t.tnc on it. The word Is used in ch. 7. The same word is used earlier
in Dan. simply to meanholy ones. When Neb, said the spirit of the
holy gods is in Dan. he uses the same word. It occurs a number of
times in this general sense.We infer when the k. was given to the a.
it must be the people of G. and it is used several times with that
meaning here. I'm glad you mentioned that.
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The test papers have been marked . . . I'll give them back
to you about a week from now.

We have covered as much 1km. as we've had time for of the
prophecies in chs. 2, 7, and 8. In ch. 2 it told about another
horn, a little one before which three of the ten horns were
removed, torn up. This horn proceeded to make war against the
saints and to overcome them, but the coming of the Son of man
put an end to that and he gave the kingdom to the saints.

Then in ch. 8 we had a horn that came out of the Greek
kingdom. There were four kx..x horns and then this new
one began small and became great. It was a great enemy of God's
people but it ended simply with saying that he will come to his
end and says nothing about the coming f of the Son of man or of
the saints being given the kingdom.

Thers are those who say the book of Daniel was not written
by Daniel but that it was written 400 years after Daniel's time.
This argument was given began in the 2nd century A.D. There was
a great anti-Christian writer who wrote a book attacking Christ
ianity who said the book of Daniel was written 400 years after
the alleged tLe of Daniel, and that everything in it that looks
forward to the future, looks forward to a king who would persecute
the Jews, Antiochus Epipahnes, and that is the little horn of ch.
8 and the little horn of ch. 7.

But as we saw the background of the little horn of oh. 8, and
the background of the little horn of ch. 7 is different. The term
used of them is not identical; the background Is quite different.
As we saw in ch. 2 and 7 there are four kingdoms and the only way
we can figure it is that first there is the Babylonian, second the
Persian empire. God said to Belehazzar thru Daniel, Your kingdom
is divided and given to the Medes and Persians. So this is the
second kingdom, the kingdom of the Medes and Persians, In whch
the Persians were supreme at the time when they conquered the
Babylonian empire. The third kingdom is the Greek kingdom, and the
fourthkingdom Is=would have to the the Roman kingdom.

Now these who say this book was not written at the time of
Nebuchadnezzar but 400 years later, they say these two horns are
identical, They ignore the fact that one comes 10 horns and the
other from a situation of four horns. They don't bother a great
deal about that. But the thing they had to deal with is that the
Greek kingdom according to our figuring is the third kingdom.,Sp
it makes it come from a different kingdom than from the one which
the little horn of ch. 7 comes.

So they get around that, or try to, by saying that in between
the Babylonian empire and the Persian empire there was the Median
empire. This Median empire is the second empire. The Persian, the
third; the Greek, the fourtht 2 To say that means that it does not
fit the Ihistoryl So they have to say, Well, the unknown writer
of it got his history mixed. So we believing that this is God's
Word, do not believe that that is possible. We believe that this is
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true, that the author diddn't get his history mixed and that he
looked forward to two different persecutors of God's people,
not to one.

Question: How does this solve the problem? If they made the
fourth kingdom Greece? Since the little horn in ch. 7 could be
Antiochus, in ch. 8 it says the horn was raised up out of the
third kingdom which would be the Persian empire.

No. Ch. 8 says it is raised out of the Greecian kingdom.
Ch. 7 says it was raised out of the fourth kingdom, So the
question is, Which is the Greecian kingdom? Third or fourth?
According to the actual development of events, it has to be
the thtrd.

Question; What do they do with the Roman empire? Where
would they place it?

They would say the man who wrote this in the Antiochus
Epiphanes knew nothing about the so there is no
Roman empire. He describes historyy as he knew it, past history,
and thenhe makes guesses, about what's going tohappen in the
future. Thbt's their interpretation which you see makes the
book of Daniel a fraud. It pretends to have been writtenby
Daniel but was written 400 years later. It makes it have a
pretty good picture of history before that time and some guesses
that didn't work o ut after that time. So it's hard for me to
see how any evangelical can hold that view. Yet there are some
scholarly evangelicals who claim to be in the great Christian
doctrines, who write commentaries in which they adopt this
critical view. I don't see how they can do it logically.

This is not a course in criticism. We arenot in this course
trying to defend the Bible from attacks upon it, we are trying
to interpret the prophecies of the book. But when we get to this
ch., and of course as I've already mentioned in chs. 7 and 8,
we have a situation where the critics interpret the statements
quite differently than we do. We see the differency in the earlier
cbs, but in ch. 11 they will be more involved and that's why I
bring in the references to criticism at this time. In this class
we do not go into the criticism in any length or detail. That's
not the purpose of this particular course.

To understand ch. 11 we will have to have in mind this
difference of viewpoint. Mr. 2

Question: The man who advanced that view in the 2nd century,
was that Porphyry?

Yes. Pophyry. A neo-platonist writer in the 2nd centuu.
Jermoe answered him in the 4th century.

We had looked at chs. 2, 7 and 8. Theee is a great prophecy
in ch. 9. That prophecy I believe is not usually correctly in
erpreted " There have been many interpretations of it, but there
is one interpretation which many in our day agree upon which I
think does not follow it correctly. I will go into that, but I'm
not going into that today. I'll skip that and g into ch. 11/
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We will take it up later. The reason we do that is because ch.
2,7,8,11 are closely related. The prophecy in ch. 9 has little

So I'd like while the others
are fairly fresh in your minds to go on to ch. 11,

(By the wky I will post the assignment by tomorrow " .

Cha. 10,11,12 we have already noticed are one unit. It
begins in the third year of Cyrus king of persia, a revelation
was given to Daniel, ch. 10. But ch. 10 continues with telling
about the angel coming to Daniel, and begththning to speak to him,
etc. !t does not get into the prophecy yet. Ch. 11:1 the angel
still speaks: "In the first year of Daries the Made I took my
stand a,ix to support and protecthim. When the English Archbishop
in the 13th century was dividing the Bible into chs. he noticed
this "in the first yr. of Darios the Mede" end so he said,
There is a date given so that must be a new chapter." So he
put the ch, division there.

But the previous ch. said "in the third yr. of Cyyus
king of Persia a revelation was given to Daniel."It goes on
to give us the revelation in the next 3 chs., but 11:1 is
still the angel speaking referring back to something in the
first yr, of Darius, the Mede.

So* begin with v.2 in which the angel begins to talk,
and gives his marvellous prediction about the future. This
11th ch. of Daniel is absolutely without parallel in the
Bible. It is without parallel in that it predicts a great:
numberof historical events thcough aperiod of some centuries.
We have nothing like it exactly anywhere.

There is one evangelical man I know of who has written
on the book of Daniel who in his book claims Daniel wrote
the book, it correctly predictsthings in the future. But
ch. 11, at least the first part of it, is an interpolation
because he says there is nowhere else in the Bible where
future events are described in so much detail, as here and
over such a long period. Now we who believe that the Bible
is inerrant do not accept that view. We believe Daniel was
able to predict historical events in the future with a con
siderable amount of detail.

But this picture in ch. 11 would not enable you to write
a history of those 400 years because the fut. events are pre
dicted often in a rather vague way. They are predicted in such
a way that when it happens you can see that prediction has
been fulfilled. But not in such a way that you can say, This
is what is going to happen. That is very interesting to trace
through and see how that is. Unfortunately it deals with a
period inhistory of which most people boday know comparatively
little. Therefore it is difficult for the average person to
get a great deal of sense out of ch. 11 because they don't
know anything much about the historic background.
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P So I have mimeographed(dittoed) a sheet in which I
give a few dates and names. I am not asking you to memorize
this by any means, but if you have it in front of you it
will help you to follow the history as we look at it in the ch.
Will tv of you pass them out quickly .. . . I've condensed
a good bit of the historical material on to this sheet. It
may look confusing and needs a bit of explanation.

As we look into this ch. we will see this ch. actually
combines the insights of ch. 7 and ch. Band thus makes it
easier for us to understand them in the order in which they
came. lYm not sure we'll get to that feature of it today.

Looking at the ch. starting with v.2. "Now I tell you the
truth three more kings will appear in Persia, and then a fourth
who will be far richer than all the others." This statement
is east to understand historically. This was in the days of
Cyrus. After Cyrus he was succeeded by his son, and then a
usurper took the throne for a brief time. Then a nephew of
Cyrus defeated the usurper and took the throne and became the
third ruler after Cyrus. His name was Darius. The fourth one
was Xerxes. They are familiar to anyone who has had ancient
history.

As you read the verse it says "three more kings will
appear in Persia and then a fourth who will be far richer
Lhan all the others.! Thus you see the third one would be
King Darius. The fourth who would be far richer than all the
preceeing ones would be Xerxes who organized an army to attack
Greece, an armyyso a large that they say it took a week for
them to walk across the Hellespont. That is the short area
near Conatantinpp].e, the shortest place between Europe and
Asia where the water is at least under half a mile, quite a
bit underhalf a mile I believe. They put boats across
and it took the army a whole week to get across there.

He had a tremendous territory which he possessed. Cyrus
had conquered even part of India. His son had conquered Egypt.
They had this tremendous area and they gathered troops from
a].] the different nations subject to them. He was indeed the
most powerful and richest of the kings of Persia up to that
time.

The critics say this writer in the time 400 years after
this was all mixed up because he thought there were only four
more kings of Persia. He says, Three more kings will appear
in Persia and then a fourth who will be far richer than all
the other. So they say, Ikay He thought there were only four
more kings of Persia when actually there were ten more. So
they say this historyy is wrong here. But if you look at it

P exactly, I think it does not say how many kings will be in
Persia at all. It ape says there will be three more, and then
a fourth who will be far richer than all the others and it
goes on to tell what this fourth will do.
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That's what he is interested in--the fourth one. He;s not
interested in what follows. There is an interval in the prophecy
which is not specifically mentioned. There are many sEch inter
vals, in the book of Daniel, which are passed over. W noticed
one in ch. 2 where it says Nebuchadnezzar is the head of gold
in the statue. Then the next one is the Persian empire and there
was a period of about 50 years between Nebuchadnezzar's time and
the coming of the Persian empire, in whtch there were three more
rulers over his empire. A space is skipped over in the picture.
That's very common in prophecy for that to happen.

He does this to call attention to the fourth one rather
than saying that is all there are. It is a misreading of it to
insist this proves the writer was mistaken about the number of
the kings of Persia. But he points to the fourth king after
Cyrus. "When he had gained power by his wealth he itirred up
everyone against the kingdom of Greece." The fact is that the
third king after Cyrus who possessed all that great territory
conquered by Cyrus and his son Cambyses--Darius found he had
all Asia Minor in his possession, but Asia Minor was just across
the Egean Sea from Greece.

The people in Asia Minor, a great many of them were Greeksz
and closely related to the people in Greece, and they wanted
their freedomi The Greeks were helping them when they would
have revolts and attempts to gain freedom. So Darius said, In
order to hold Asia Minor, I've got to get hold of Greece too.
So Darius sent a great expeditions in orde ordder to try to
conquer Greece end his expeditions failed. The weather turned
bad; his ships were wrecked, and he came to make an attack
against Athens. They had a battle in which a smaller number
of well trained Greeks defeated a large Persian force.

The battle was at Marathon. A man ran 26 miles from
there to Athens to tell them of the vicotry and dropped dead,
from running so fast. From there we have our Marathon because
of the running there to tell that the army of Darius a had
been defeated by the Athenian troops.

Darius was much upset about his failure to conquer Greece.
He made two or three attempts. He began to gather equipment in
order to gather all Greece under his control but when he had
gathered a considerable amount of equipment he died. His
successor, Xerxes proceeded to gather more equipment and troops
from every portion of his empire and then this great attack
upon Greece. Daniel predicts, it. He says that atk.z this
fourth king of Persia, after Cyrus, will stirr up everyone
against the kingdom of Greece. Then he looks forward to the
reaction of this attack upon Greece. Because the attack was
made by Xerxes' tremendous army and navy but the Greeks were
able to hold them back after taking .11 the territoryy north
of them conquering Macedonia and all the region north of them
between them andd Constantinople. They had come into Greece
itself at Thermoplyle. The Greeks held him back for a time. But
they managed to get around them and through there. They conquered
mat
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Most of these but eventually they were defeated. The im
pressed it made upon the Greeks was tremendous. So for the
period of the next 80 yrs. the Greeks were constantly cele
brating their victory over the Persians and many of the people
were saying, We wax, would like to overcome the Persian
empire which made such a tremendous effort to injure us. In
addition there were many Greeks in Asia Minor who were under
the Persian empire. They wanted their freedom and could'nt
get it. They we tried to revolt but it didn't help them.

The Persians were strong enough to defeat such an effort.

So the next v. looks, forward to something that was a
reaction of the Greeks against this. "He will stirr up every
one against the kingdom of Greece; then a mighty king will
appear who will rule with great power and do eshe pleases."
All interpreters agree, whether they believe it is history
intended to be prophecy, or whether as we believe it is the
true prophecy God give to Daniel, they agree this shows the
reaction to Exerxes attempt to conquer Greece.

"A mighty king will appear who will rule with great power
and do as he pleases." This is Alexander the Great about 80 yrs.
later. We've already seen predictions of his conquest in earlier
cha. Alexander the Great in the space of about a dozen years
succeeded in conquering the great Persian empire and in reducing
it all to subjection to himself.

Verse 4 says that after he appears his empire will be broken
up and parcelled out toward the four winds of heaven. Alexander
the Great in 330 B.C. put an end to the Persian empire and he
wanted to unite it with his into one tremendous empire so he
married a Persian princess end he encouraged his soldiers to
marry Persians. He wanted to unite them all into one great
nation that he would control. In 323 when he was in Babylon,
he was taken ill and after 10 days there he died. He was still
a young man. In his early 30's. He had made these tremendous
conquests. Nobody had ever dreamed that their leader would be
gone. "His empire will be broken up and parcelled out to the
four winds of heaven."

Sothe thtrd great empire( the Grecian) is different from
the previous two. The Babyloncian empire was a united, centralized
control. The Persian empire was a centralized controlled empire
But the Greek was one empire in that one langauge(Greek), one
set of customs was in control. Not only in control but the idaders
of it were determined to Hellenize the whole area. Sothis next
peridd is generally referred to by Historians as the Hellenistic
age. A period of 300 years in whichthere was Greek control of
this area. There were 3 large kingdoms, and a number of smaller
ones which held the area that had formerly been the Persian
empire plus what Alexander had inherrited from his father.

So it says, "It will be broken up and parcelled out among
the four winds of heaven; it will not go to his descendants.
Nor will it have the power he exercised because his empire will
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r
he uprooted and given to others. This is a very good description
of what happened. Whether it was written as we believe and niven
to Danirl in advance, or as the critics say screonc who knew the
history was pretending to cive a good desctotion of what occurred.

IL d1 nnt :c to his descndants, nor did any pcrt
it hve the mower that he exercised. Alexander the Great was

v-on: forceful character, had a tremendous army, and was able
to held oil this t:rritcry during the short tiiu that he lived.
List ish:-n he didn't know what to uo. Tiev were
way .)v-,r in Babylon th..rc. do t,cc-ernarals ob touetbr and said

t u or-annn that L-ech of us will rule over certain sections
o this :crire, eoc wo will have one eira workirie Lother
but -och nf us will hTlv: cyrtain sections.

'h w.r 2C whc ettmrt:C to JfvI]c Un L: ar oven the
j. th-t wa. But nrn man was ssed to hav su rvision

over tho antira empir:. Thcy raid ;\lexndor' n wife, a r-rsin
erincu;, was oxooctind a son in a faw months. Thny said he will
hO th kino but in thc ioantinc we will carry en tiliha born.
Put tb soldiers, when they heard this, said, don't went any
ol- orsian to be our kinq. Let's take lexanc:eo' s nal -crotner
we we:: n ann who not nave :iucn hrans " i-n- we3 -1 r--I- t et

~i 12 U t, rt. - at h- -055 it wan r--r0-ctly

-- t.::r: wee ii es rocLont . n r ecxt C C veers tb armies
an:. neuntermarchas od C.:sse so-nerds as one or the her

of tnCr1-sd to cost control of the whole eripirs anr would h
d. fnoy would try to rule it in the nama f .d xendcr s

brets: r, nr in the name n his son who was born 6 mc. eft:-r his
-- thy would " 1: his mother for a ti-c- to rui.

3ut in tb- n' nsa -sf that t no all of Alcxansbr' rc iattv
it didn't :e to his dasctn'danL. dvorv relative

of l:xand:r we:: killed. fh various ;enerals triad to "nontrel
the- whole Chin . The-v did not eunnecai. Ccc af tar - the othsr as

It woald Lek-. 2 or 3 hr.:. to iv tb: main sHteIin, hut
1 t r v ry ii 1 tabian a "C
-':-ac,; t,-) Al w.r-n nuib: dd 5rIt 1': eet-eblishJ.

In the r I aveynu i hrv:- the stat-asant: it1r 1e'-nder'
anrlv ddastth tao nor3 is of b s cmv ddss eesir-- to his
vast c:rnpir-: toqcther as a unit. -bout 2d of them asrurne:I tb
ruI of th:: various provinces. tolemy who became nova-macn
Cnypt real .z: I the :ireat potential as a base from which o
to rain control of the whol: ericira. This was tolomv. h-: b-name
mvrrnor :;uoposedlv of qyypt. E:u¬ he deni:1e ho was coin to

try From byypt te :--:t control of the rest. Pther nenorois xd had
sirii am ideas " or many years there were wars and. al -1 lane-es es
the various == cha. ;in: alliances as various rulers foucrit
one anotho:. .ftcr the stron:cst of thcri , nti:onus adir:aO

r a c1rrat v5 st nra ir 3sC a. C. ho eccid.sd that he coihis son
)ar-:cnnen. woulu each assume the title o1 kind, Thereuocr tolemy
and three- other powerful leaders had th four of them each
take t',: title of king, and toqether to overthcow
Antigonus.
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Antigonus was killed at the battle of Ipsus 301 s.C.
You notice this is 20 years after Alexander's death. But his
son Demetrius continued his effort to get control of the
empire. In 294 B.C. he succeeded in establishing himself over
Macedonia, the original domain of Alexander. After his death
a series of others(artd here I have a group you don't need
to bother particularly about them, but I have put them in
here in case someone is quite familiar with the history
and raise a question at this point)--they became kings of
Macedonia for brief periods, but Demetrius's son, Antigonus
Donatus, eventually regained control of Macedonia and his
descendants ruled it most of the time until its conquest by
the Romans in 166 B.C.

The reason I mention that is because most commentaries
today agree on listing four men who were thea supposed men ho
who took over Alexander's empire, andtoday theysli leave
Antigonus out of the four. After all Antigonus was the strong
est of tkaxf"MZ them all of the men who first took the name
of king. That you don't need to worry about for this course.
But I put these facts in there because there may be some who
might raise a question about it as his being one of the
alleged four. Actually there were five and then it became
reduced to three.

Ptolemy and his descendants ruled in Egypt until the Romans
defeated Cleopatra VI and annexed in 30 B.C. Palestine and
southern Syria were part of the Egyptian empire for over 100
yrs.--until 100 B.C.(?)--A.D.(Z)

Now look at the next verse, v.5."The king of the south"-
and which of these various sections would you logically think
to be the king of the south? Well the northern part of Egypt
is further south than most of the rest of the territory. It's
very b obvious that it refers to Ptolemy. "The king of the south
will become strong but one of his commanders will become even
stronger than him, and will rule his own kingdom with great
power." This happened because Seleucus(who is named here on this
sheet),another general, had taken over power in the area around
Babylon. Seleucus had been drived from Babylon and went to
Egypt and became one of Ptolemy's generals for a brief time.

But then the situation became such it looked as if Seleucus
could regain his power in Babylon. He with a small force rushed
up to Babylon and established himself there. His descendants
ruled in Babylon for the next nearly 300 yrs. We call them the
Sa1awidsaik Seleuceds after Seleucus' name, the rulers who
succeeded him there in Babylon. But when he went back to Baby
long and established his control there, that was marked as
the beginning of an era. That was the first point in history
that we know from which people ever proceeded to name years
as year 1, 2, 3, etc. and that they kept it up. Previously a
king would say that this happened in the 20th year of this
king's reign. But then if he died in the 25th year, you'd start
over again with his successor.
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It never before, as far as we know, had ever been carried
on for a long term of years naming years from a particular
point. That date was still continued as a series of years even
way up into the Middle ages. We find a Jewish writing which
will say written in the year 793, andit will be 793 years after
312 B.C. when Seleucus went to Babylon. That shows you how strong
Seleucus was. It says inthe verse "He will become stronger than
he and will rule his own kingdom with great power."

Seleucus controlled Asia Minor. He controlled northern
Syria. He controlled all the rest of the area of the Persian
empire to the east. All the rest of the Asiatic portions of
the Persian empire. Antigonus'asxwmxsakxutrattmx descendants
controlled Alexander's original kingdom, Macedonia and most of
Greece. It varied off and on as to how much of Greece they could
hold because they were always a little rebellious indifferent
parts of Greece. Those are the three main sections of the empire.
This is predicted. "The king of the South will become strong, but
one of his commanders will become even stronger than he amd will
rule his own kingdom with great power."

On this sheet I have listed the Seleucid kings up until the
time of Antiochus IV. I've listed the kings of Egypt up to that
time. I'm not asking anyone to memorize these. I'm certainly not
asking anyone to memorize the dates. You have it in front of you
to show who lived at the same time as someone else. We have a
running history in some of the eventst that follow. It is easier
to follow with this sheet in front of you.

Verse 6, "After some years, they will become allies. The
daughter of the king of the South will go tb the king of the
North to make an alliance . . ." I have indicated that on this
sheet where you have at the left Seleucus I who reigned from
312 to 281. His son Antiochus I who ruled from 281-261. Then
Antiochus II, you notice I have an sign at one side of his
name and the name Leodici there. Leodici was his wife. His
son Seleucus II who reigned after him is next. But them over
at the right I have another - sign, equals Bernice, who married
him in 252 B.C. As you see frOm the list he had already been
king 9 yrs, and this was only 5 yrs before his death. Bernice
is the daughter of Ptolemy II.

So we read(v.6) "They will become allies. The daughter of
the king of the South will go to the king of the North to make
an alliance." So the daughter of Ptolemy II who is called Ptolemy
Philadelphus married Antlochus II and he put away his wife,
Laodthc. So he lived in northern Syria wth his headquarters
at Antioch, named after his father, and Laodici went up into
Asia Minor. His disp&eced wife and her son(s) went up to Asia
Minor, part of his kingdom, and they continued to live there,
at Sardis with plenty of money and everything she needed but
he stayed down here with his new wife Bernice whom he married
in order to make an alliance between these two kingdoms.
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It didn't work out in the way they were hosing, so we
raad in v. "But she will not retain her power, and he and
his power will not last. In those days she will be handed over,
together with her royal escort and her father and the one who
supported her." That is a rather vague statement but it tells
you sh3 is goinç to have a great catastrophe. He life is going
to come to an end and so will those of most of thoae connected
with her. That is what actually happened in the history. A
very sordid history of what happened though perhaps in a way
you can't blame Laodici as much as you might think.

Laodici. was displaced kind did not like it a bit. The thing
she particularly didn't like was she was afraid that f Bernice
had a son and Arttiochus would make Bernice's son his successor
instead of her son. Consequently Leodici got some spies working
for her down there seeing what was happening in Syria, and
tventually after a fw years Antiochus got tired of BernIce
and h. went up to Asia Minor and rejoined Leodici.

But Laodici was still worried as to whether he son would
uccecd and so sh poisoned Antiochus. At least it is generally
thought sho poisoned him, and it is generally considered that
s1 sent someone acting for her to kill BernIce and kill Bernice's
irfait son. So Antiochus died, Bernice died, and Bernice's infant
son died, and just about that time Bernice's father Ptolemy II
di. :ou notice he reigned until 247 B.C. In the next year
AntIOChUS II died. This is giving you in brief language in this
account ki her power --"she will not retain her power", and
ho and his power will not last. She will be handed over to
d;ath together with her royal escort and her father will die
about that time.. So you have just a glimpse in rather vaque
liiiuace which when it happens if you had the book of Daniel
before you you'd say how exactly it has been fulfilled.

Versa 7 "One from her family line will arise to take her
place." We find that from her family line, she was the daughter
of Ptolemy II, and Ptolemy III did not like the way his sister
had baoi treited. He didn't like that a bit. So he arose to
take her place."He will attack the forces of the king of the
Nacth." X 3ttacked with great success. He will enter his
F ortras; ho will fight against them and be victorious. He
will also ssize their gods, their metal images and their
valuable articles of silver and gold and carry them off t Egypt."

In the history we find that Ptolemy II! was able to corn-
letelyy defeat the Seleucids, and it's easy to see how he

would after half of them though Laodici was right, and half
thought Dernice was right and they were in considerable con
fusion. Antiochus himself was dead and his son Seleucus II
tryin to get control of things, so he marched thru a lot of
the territory of Seleucus and took a great amount of it in
sci1 and carried it down to Egypt. For some years he will leave
the king of the North alone(v.8). z As a matter of fact,
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Seleucus II, the king was not strong enoughk to get
back at th gyptian king Ptolemy but he was very unhappy
about what had happened. It was in a minor minor way parallel
to what happoned earlier when the Greeks for 80 years nursed
their irritation at the Persians who made such an effort
to conquer them, and were so ready to join with Alexander in
conquering the Persian empire.

So-than the-King of the North wil-Lin-vade the realm -
of the king of the South but will retreat to his vjn own - -

ó hSe1eucus II making an attmmpt to
vada but--not---.-suaedi - retreats- his - -

country. He dies. But his sons You notice I have
two sons listed under Seleucus II. "His sons will prepare

----------------for-- war -assembie- - within -- -- -
3 yrs. his oldest son Ji.±d. So his youngest Son= so his
younger son, AntirChuS III, the Great, succeeded. We say the
Gr.at after that bcause that's what he is called in history,
Antiochus the Great. He was a very great conqueror. -

k4e was-one-who defeated the Egyyies and took away
Palestine and Syria from them and even tried to conquer Greece.
For 30 years prImarily Antiochus carried on a great succession
o ons----e- w-"ey uces-uI ur-t-il he- -eam into conflict
with tie power of Rome. Verse 10 recognizes the fact that here we
Tiavetöwsons ofSeieücus II who prepared for war. The older one
died, arid the younger one continued.

WHá lIpèare for war and assemble a Treat army
wi -1 sweep n like--an Irresistible flood and carry the
battle as far as his fortress." Verse 11, "Then the king of the
Suth will tharh out4n a rage and fight against the king of the
-rth,--who-wIM---rai-e---a--iar-ge army,-but -it- will -be -defeated.
when the army is carried off, the king of the South will be filled
with pride and w1-llslaaghter many thousands, yet he wilinot
rain triuipaht. For-- the- king -of the Neth will muster another
army, larger than the first; and after several ears, he will advance
with a huge-army fully equipped, .I those times many will rise
against the -king--of the- Seuth " The -- vieFent -men- among your -own
people will rebel in fulfillment of the vision, but without
success."

- - S

This statement hera which NIV translates "in fulfillment
of the vision" 1&11eVC-.kV -ha to fulfill the vision" which

--------------------is an equally posbl translation. It is quite generally agreed
by interpreters that "the violent men among their own people"
refers to the Jews, some of the Jews. It is an historic fact
that when tiochs-th çeat attacked Egypt,. for the previous
100 years Palestine arid Sthern Syria had been int control
of the Egyptià.ThePtolérn[és asfar as the history goes seem
to have treated-the Jews very decently. But there were some of
them who were dissatisfied and did not feel did not like to
be conquered by the Egyptian power and said, If we could only
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be under the Seleucids we'd be much better off instead of being
under the Egyptians. They did not feel they had power to try
to get their independence. They would rather be under the
Seleucids. So they tried to help in getting awayyfrom the Egyptians.

It says the violent men among your own people will rebel
in fulfillment of the vision, but without success. That "without
accss" came true very definitely because their ambition failed.
In other words they succeeded in helping Antèochus to get the
territory away from Egypt, that is Palestine and southern Syria,
which had been under Egyptian control for 100 years. Now they
became free from Egypt. They were under the Seleucids. Antiochus' son
XXXX)4 Antiochus IV was one of the greatest persecutors the
Jews ever had.

They tried to fulfIll their vision of getting away from
Ptolemy but without success.

Questions I got a little lost back in v. 14 Is bat the
rebellion of the Jews against Ptolemy which played into the hands
of the Seleucids?

Yes. Right. Well, why does he give us all this detail?
Why do we have this? It is universally agreed among interpreters
of the book of Daniel that the reason for giving these glimpses of
history is to point to Antiochus IV who was the great persecutor
He was the little horn of ch. 8. It is leading right up to him.
We have a few more vv. here about Antiochus III and then there
are interpreters who say after coming up to this point now he
tells us about antichrist, from here on. That would not be im
possible. The prophet's vision could go up to a certain point and
then jump over to another poit. But you wonder why he gives all
this detail.

Then you besides what he says after this just fits what
Antiochus IV did. So the most of the interpreters agree that the
history moves up to Antiochus Iv and we have a picture of his
persecution of the Jews here which is the little horn of ch. 8.
Then evangelical interpreters say it 'umps from him to Antichrist
and we have a picture of antichrist. The two are separate the one
right after the other.

Qeustion: On what basis do they reject this as a picture
of Antiochus?IV ?

Limply because they feel it must parallel ch. 7 or the
picture of antichrist. But you see it can(t)parallel ch. B
and as a matter of fact he gives the little horn of ch. 8 and
then the little horn of ch. 7. The critical interpreters say, every
thing here is about Antiochus IV; the whole book is written to pro
tect the Jews against Antiochus IV's persecution. On the other hand
those who believe(as w do) Daniel wrote it and find pictures of
antichrist in the book, some of us come and say everything in it is
about antichrist!
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When as a matter of fact you have in ch. 7 definitely
antichrist out of he fourth kingdom Lñh8
Antlechus out--of--the third kingdom-i in ch. 11. you hay. both -
of them,




But I believe we have first -on.--and--I-hen the other.-
Some have tried to merge them together and I think that is a
mistake.




We'll continue there next time.
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There were about 15 who did not turn in the assignment
for today. I don't know whether that was because you were busy
with the missionary conference and did not get to it or whether
you did not understand something about it. I hardly think it W&
the latter because the papers that were turned in were pretty
good. I expected six divisions, and five of those almost everyone
had. There was one division which many did notnotice. But it was
tremendously important. The fact you got five of them pleased

me very much . .

(Instructions regarding the next assignment . . . )
The RSV is ordinarily a very fine translation in beautiful

English so long as there's nothing important involved. But if
it deals with a Messianic prophecy it usually twists it and tries
to how good you are. They
are to prepare you for better understanding. Because if you have
the questions in mind you notice the answer and understand if
better than if you come to it with no knowledge of it at all. I
am anxious-you do these assignments and I keep careful track of
how many each of you has done and whether it is clear that you
have put some time on it.

We have noticed that in Dan. 7 there was a picture of a little
horn that comes out of the fourth kingdom., from among 10 horns
3 are broken before it. In the 8th ch. there is a little horn that
comes out of the Greek kingdom which is we believe is the third
kingdom. All those except those who take the Maccabean view of
the higher critics think that the Greek kingdom is the third king
dom. There it comes out from a group of four. Those are quite
different. We're not quite up to that in ch. 11, so I want to come
back. I hope you have your sheet in front of you in which I made
the rulers, because that will be helpful in following.

We noticed the account of the daughter of Ptolemy, one of the
Ptolemies who came.-who married the king who put aside his Laodice
and how Laodice got this woman murdered and her son murdered. Laodice's
own on eventually go t the throne.

Then we daw how Laodice's grandson, Antiochus III who has been
called Antiochus the Great, and he certainly was the greatest of
all 13 men who bore the name Antiochus. I don't know how early(?)
they stsrted uttsx calling him the great. Incidentally these
numbers are a modern thing. Antiochus III, IV, V, etc. They didn't
use such numbers. They alit had a name after it. The one we're most
interested in Is Antiochus IV who is called Antiochus Epiphanes.
On, the list I did not bother to give the title each one took. It's
easier for us to remember them by number.

You notice there is quite an account of Antiochus III. We
noticed in that account how Antiochus had a long war against the
king of the south, and he eventually defeated him but we noticed
that(v.14) "In those times many will rise against the king of the
south and violent men from among your own people will rebel." The
NIV says "in fulfillment of the vision." This of course is not
exactly what it is. You can't exactly translate from one language
to another. They will rebel in connection with the fulfillment of
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the vision. The translators of NIV make it "they rebel in fulfill-
ment". Rebel to fulfill is just as accurate and possible a trans
lation. It's the way KJV task takes it. It also fits with the
history. I was not present when the NIV considered this passage
but I'm quite sure they would have seen the reasonableness of
translate it "to fulfill." Because it exactly fits the history that
in Palestine which had been under Egypt for 100 years, the people
who were Jewish leaders there who were dissatisfied with being under
Ptolemy, although the Ptolemy during those 100 years seem to have
on the whole treated them very well, but there were some of them
who thought, Oh if we could only get away from the Ptolemies and
we had the Seleucids as our rulers we'd be better off!

So in order to fulfill their vision they turned against the
Ptolemies and joined with the Seleucids. I don't know how much
they contributed to the final result. Antiochus III was a very
powerful man. In face he reconquered most of the region to the
east that had slipped away and eventually had practically all, that
had been in the old Persian empire except Egypt, under his control.

They did this to fulfill the vision but without success. In
other words what he really means is that their hopes of bettering
themselves in this way failed because they found that under the
Seleucids they were far far worse off than they had been under the
Ptolemies. Tt goes on to what happened after this.

"Then the king of the north will come and build up seige ramps
and will capture their fortified city," That's the city of Gaza.(?)

Question: Going back to v.14 in the two versions, what would
yousay is the difference "in fulfillment" and "to fulfill." Would
"in fulfillment" be more a passive thing where they had no choice
in it whereas "to fulfill" would be 2

Very good question. Perhaps the way they translate it is just
as good. "In fulfillment" meant they had a vision before now and
theyy are fulfilling it (is what I thought it meant) but when it
means--perhaps it could be interpreted that way that in the effort
to fulfill a vision they had they turned against the ones who had
been their rulers 100 years and tried to help the others. So "in
fulfillment" might convey exactly the meaning but I would think
"to fulfill" would come a little closer to the (meaning).

Question: Would the vision spoken of here be the vision
Daniel had seen? Or the vision of the Jews?

No. The vision that they had of improved conditions under the
other people. Thank you. Anywhere something I say isn't clear please
interrupt me. If you have a big question, a different view, etc.
or something that is quite aside, please write it out and give
it to me. I'll either talk to you personally r touch on it in the
next class.

"Then the king of the north built up siege ramps and captured
Gaza and the horses of the south were powerless to resist even their
best troops will not have the strength to stand. The invader will
do as he pleases. No one will be able to stand against him.
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He will establish himself in the beautiful as land and will have
the power to destory it." The beautiful land clearly here refers
to the land of Judea, the land of Israel. This had been utterly
under the Egyptians 100 years; now it comes under the Seleucids.
Under Antiochus III and he would have power to destroy it, power
he did not use at all. Antiochus III was too busy trying to con
quer great areas to bother much with it. He got Palestine and
Syria and was glad to have it. He had to power to destroy it, but
didn't use it. His son, Antiochus I'! tried to use it. We come to
that a little later.

He will have the power to destroy it. He will determine to
conquer the might of his entire kingdom and will make an alliance
with the king of the south. Here the king of the south is
to fight him C'?) He is taking Palestine and Syria away
from him. But he decided not to conquer all of Egypt. He thought
instead he would annex Macedonia, and Greece " He would like to
have all this territory in Asia. He would like instead of going
further south and taking Palestine and Syria, to go north, get
the sections of Asia Minor away from the Macedonians which they
were holding and even get a good it of Greece.

He decided then to change his attitude toward the king of
the south. He had taken Palestine and Syria from him He'd been
sutcesaful in the war. But instead of making a great effort to

completely conquer Egypt he said, Let's make peace with Egypt and

go ahead and conquer more in the north.

Se we read, He will determine to come with themight of
his entire kingdom and will make an alliance with the king of the
south having just fought against him he now will make an alliance
with him. He did. The present Ptolemy there was very glad to make
an alliance with him rather than fight him. "He will give him his
daughter in marriage in order to overthrow his kingdom. But his
plan will not succeed or help him." KJV has "but she will not stand
nor be on his part." Is it his plan or his daughter? The result
is the same. (It doesn't help him.) Hisplan did not work out.

That is to say, he had a daughter named Cleopatra whom
I metnioned on yours sheet, I indicated she was married to
Ptolemy V. Antiochus III said, Let's make peace and let's cement
our relation by your marrying my daughter. You see this king
Ptolemy V was much younger than he was. He said, You rnayyy my
daughter. Cleopatra will go down there; she will work with me;
she will help me; I'll have big influence in Egypt from now onE
But his plan didn't work out because his daughter gave her full
allegiance to her husband instead of to her father. She was the
first person of any great importance in Egypt to be called
Cleopatra. The same you see came from the Seleucid.

So his daughter went there and married Ptolemy V but she
did not support her father but when her husband died and her
children were still very young--you notice Ptolemy V reigned from
205-181, and Ptolemy VI did not become king until 173E In other
words there was a period of 8 yrs, there when the two sons were
too smal].to be really rulers at all, and during that period
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Cleopatra was a very excellent ruler of Egypt. He whole loyalty was
given to her adopted country. Daniel predicted this not in a way you- could know what was going to happen, but in such a wayy that when it
did happen you could see it exactly fit!

I think that is true of a great deal of prophecy. The Lord
does not intend to satisfy our curiosity about the future. When we
try to figure out all kinds of little details and even big details
about the future, we may often be wrong. He gives us prophecies to
prepare us for the future; to prepare us for situations we have to
meet. He gives prophecy so we can see when they are fulfilled that
He knew in advance what would happen and this strengthens our faith.
But when we begin to try to tell exactly what's going to happen, we
are more apt to be wrong than right.

Question: You gave us dates on the handout sheet on Cleo
patra and Ptolemy V. Are those dates for both their reigns or one
of the other?

They are for Ptolemy V?

Question: Do you have

She was Ptolemy's wife in I think it was about 198 she
married him. She she had been married nearly 20 yearswhen he died,
and I suppose they may have considered her son the real monarchs
but theyy were little tiny infants so she really was ruler of Egypt.
She was not officially installed as ruler but she exercised the power
of and was a very able ruler of Egypt. Hot a person down there to
help the Seleucids at all.

Question: Areyou aware of any harmonies of the prophecies
of Daniel that have been written along this line?

You mean dealing with this material? (Yes) Almost any
extensive commentary on Daniel will give a good bit of the material
I have been giving you. Of course any history will give it.

Question: Something that has been wirtten in the form of
a harmony, such as the harmony of the gospels?

No. I know of none like that. Well then, his plan won't
succeed or help him. Then v.18, He will turn his attention to the
coastland. KJV says islands. Neither of them is an exact translation.
There is no exact translation. This Hebrew word here which is trans
lated many times isles(KVJ) and coastlands(NIV) is a name that is
applied to the section, the lands and islands the Mediterranean
Sea to the west. If you look from Palestine off to the north, the
Mediterranean winds around there and across. Sometimes you can get
a glimpse of Cyprus. It goes on and in fact kt it covers everything
to the west actually. It can be small or great--the amount of territory
it covers. The isles, the coastlands.

So he turns his attention to the coastlands, and wilitake
many of them. He now took his army and proceeded northward and seized
all the territory in Asia Minor that I mean he held most of Asia
Minor aleeady, but there was some of itheld by the king of Macedonia.
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He seized those. He crossed the Hellespont. He seized Thrc just
across the Heliespont and started to go down into Greece.

Par to the west of him there was * new rising nation, tht
is the Republic of Rome. Rome had-- I don't know how much you know
abott ancient history; when I was a boy everybody nearly overybody
took ancient history. Now many don't even know who Julius Caesar
was. The details of ancient history I refer to if you don't know
anything about ancient history don't bother your head about- tliamq
except what specifically relates to Scripture here. If you do I
think it's of interest tomelise that the city cf Carthage n N.
Africa and Rome and come into colision inthe Mediterranean. They
had a series of wars. In one of them, their great gen!Iral. Han5bal
led a great army with elephants from Africe north to Spain, across
the alps, down into Italy, and even in Italy I guess for 20 years
fighting there, and almost destroyed the Roman army.

Thcy came veryclose to winning and it would have meant the
destruction of Rome and it becoming subject to Carthage. But he
did not quite succeed in that and had to go back to Carthage. Then
the Romans won the war and they demanded that Carthage turn him
over. But heescaped from Carthage, he escaped and took refuge with
Antiochus III. P!anibal urged Antiochus to try to conquer territories
to the west t of him, and Hanibal was with him for a time. Antiochus
had conquered most of the territories that Alexander had conquered
in Asia. He had an army there and had he stopped there he would
have been a very great conqueror. But he now, as we noted, he took
Hanibals advice and went westward.

Then he got .a message from Rome, and Rome in its battles against
Hanibal and against Carthagehtd developed a very powerful army
not a tremendously large army but extremely skilled and capable.
He got a message from this little place way way off to the west.
It would be as it we here oot a messaqe from someone in Singapore
saying you do so and sot He thought, Whets this little place at
Rome going to tell me what I ought to do! They said to him, Get
out of Europe; do not try to conquer any more in Europe. o back
to Asia. He sent them a note and said, I never interferred inItaly,
what right have you to interfere in Asia, in these eastern areas.
He got a pretty sharp note from them end' he returned iKxit in kind.

"But a commander will put an end to his insolence and will
turn this Ihis)insolence)back upon him." When he sent this word to
the R0mans telling they had no right to order him out of Greece,
they sent an army which met him at Thermopyle in Greece and de
feated him. So he had to leave Europe and return to Asia Minor
and there in Asia Minor a larger Roman army came against him,
utterly defeated him, made him turn over his entire fleet to
Rome, made him pay a tremendous indemnity to them, made him pro
mise to pay a large sum every year for the next 12 years, and
made him take 20 of his legion people whom they would select
to be taken to Rome a hostaqes that he would keep the peace.

So this says a commander will turn his insolence back upon
him; after this he will turn back to the fortress's of his own
country. He came back and he had all this he had to pey ¬ Rome.
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All this utter defeat. His great career of conquest shattered
by this. He has gone into debt heavily with all these wars
from which he expected to recoup by getting reparations from
the places he ccnquered. Now he's lost them all so can't
pay indemnity. So he goes back tothe fortresses of his own
country and says -I've got to recoup myself financially,

So he appointed his oldest son, Seleucus IV as co-king
with him, took a small force and went eastward into other parts
of Asia that he held, and there he would go into the templós
of the various deities of those areas and would take their
temple treasures in order to recoup his own financies! He came
into one of these little temples with only a handful of his
men with him never thinkingthere was anything to worry about
--He went in there, seized their treasury. The local people
were insensed and rushed at him and killed him.

- So after his tremendous career of conquest and grandeur
he will stumble and fall and be seen no more. That covers a
lot--his defeat by the -Romans, his death in this ptk petty
little skirmish there. Question, Mr. Buses?

Questthon: Yes, NASH translates v. 20 the last-part

20? No we're in 19. He will stumble and 'fell to be seen
no'more. So that's the end of this reat conqueror Antiochus
III who would probably not be mentioned in the Bible if it
were not for its leading up t step by step to his son,
Antiochus IV. Otherwise why is there any purpose in it? There
is a purpose in some predictions when people can see they are
fulfilled that this is what God ha,.,; predicted. But why do that
about him any more than about Napoleon or Hitler, or Julius
Caesar, expept that it is inadinic up to something of tremendous
importance. That s not nearly of the importance to the world
that Antochus III was, but of greater importance to the history
of God's chosen people.

So after he stumbles and falls to be seen no more, then
v. 20 says his successor will send out a tax collector to
maintain the royl splendor. His successor was generally thought
as not ruling very long. A few years it says and he will be
destroyed. His successor is thought of as not ruling bery long
because the 11 years that he ruled seemed very small in com
parrison with the over 40 years, or nearly 40 years that
AntIchus Ilihadruled. Antiochus III was so prominent. His son
realized the best thing he could do was to try to reestablish
fiscal responsibility In the land when they were in this
situation.

So he was known as u;t th:; taxcollector. People looked
down on him in corpar-ison with the aret srlendor of the con
quests of his father. But this was the only thin he could do
and sensible thing to do. He sent out a tax collector to maintain
the royal splcndor. But in a few yrs. he will bedestroyed not
in anger nor in battle. His chief minlstcr decided to seize the
throne and the name of the infant son. So he killed him.
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It was a conspiracy. Not an angry thing. Nobody got upset
angry and suddenly killed him. It was not in a battle. It
was not in anger nor in battle but he was destroyed. You
couldn't predict exactly when it was going to happen but
when it happened == you couldn't predict exactly what was
going to happen but when it happened it exactly fullfilèed
it. What's it leading up to?

Now we find that the next person in line has a much
longer account of his deeds because he is one of the most
important characters in the book of Daniel. He is the one
described at very considerable length in ch.8 where much
detail was given about him. and the way that he tried to
destroy the worship of God. So weread: He will be succeeded
by a contemptible person who had not been given the honor
of royalty. You see, Seleucus IV was the oldest son and he
reigned for 11 years. When Seleucus IV became king he was
required to send his own son to Rome as a hostage. So his
oldest son was in Rome as a hostage and this minister who
had killed him thought he could take over the power and rule
in the name of an infant son.

But when Antiochus III had had to send to Rome some of
his sons and other prominent people, one of them wa a man
named Antiochus. This man lived in Rome a number of years
and became very friendly with a number of Romans and then
he was released from Rome when his father died(his brother
succeeded) he was released from Rome. He went to Athens,
became a prominent citizen of Athens, he was actually
elected to the highest elective office! in Athens! But
there in Athens no one ever thoughtt of him ever becoming
king over here, but when he heard hew this man had assan
ated his brotherw assassinated his brother, instead of
saying, Well now, let's try to get rid of the assassin and'
get the rightful heir viz. his brother's son who was now in
Rome as a hostage installed as king, he immediately
decided to make himself king.

So we.aad, "He was will be sücceededby a contemptible
person who had not been given the honor of royalty. He will
invade the kingdom when his people feel seáure and he will
seize it thuough in An overwhelming army will be swept
away even before him and the prince of the covenant will be
destroyed.

He immediately got in touch with an area called Pergamum,
which haçl been a very minor kingdom in Asia Minor, until a
few years before that. When the Romans had overcome Antiochus
III they had given territory in Asia Minor-- most of this
territory inAsia Minor away from him--they gave it to this
king of Pergamum, O it became quite important to them for
just a few decades. But he got in touch with the leader there
and made him promises of what he would do if he he became king
and got them to give him a force to go in and s texa declare
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he was the son of Antiochus III and establish himself as king.
So he seized it through intrigue. When he gotit he no longer
helped ?ergarnum but he took the name Epiphanes which means the
great god i.e. the god whose glory shines out.

Now many previous kings called themselves god. It was a
rather common idea. It was a sort of fanciful thing to pretend
they were gods. But he took it very seriously and on the coins
he puthis name wIth the title Epiphanes after it. Antiochus
Eoiphanes -now exx we read in the next few ferses we read about
his accession and his character. "He invaded the kingdom when k*s
itsxe1v when its people felt secure. He seiz'd it through
intrigue. An overwhelming army was 3wept away before him. A prince
of the covenant will be destroyed."

There was a high priest named Onias who was not the one that
the previous king had wished to have whom he got rid of. He
appointed another man high priest. Eventually this prince of the
covenant was assassinated and where you read in ch. 9 that
the Messiah(anir.ted one) will e cut off, the modern crItics
say that points to Onias this hich priest. This describes how
he became king.

"After coming to an a;recment ht will act deceItfully arid
with only a few people he will rise to power. When the richest
provinces feel secure he will invade them, and will achieve what
neither his fathor nor hic forefathers did. He will distribute
ol.nnder and loot and wealth amonq his followers and will oot
the overthrow the fortrescs bt only for a time." Up to hre
(v.24) we've had general descriptionc of the things he did.
Of how he by intrigue and plotting, etc. established himeelf
here as king and he likes to call himself tpiphanes. He speaks
boastfully, raises himself against God in this way.

Then from v. 25 on we read about specific dethils of Ms
career. With a large army he will stirr up his strencth and
courage against the king of the south. The king of the south
will wage war with a very large and powerful army but he will
not be able to stand because of the plots devised against him.
Those who eat of the king's provisions will try to destroy
him, his army will be swept away and many will fall In battle."
So he succeeded in ovorcorning an army that was selit against him.
Cleopatra was dead. Her two young sons were both called Ptolemy.
Nearly everybody in that family was called Ptolemy. Both of
them, quite young, perhaps in their early teens. He seized,
managed to seize a considerable part of Egypt and he got the
oldest con into his possession, whom we call Ptolemy VI. Then
the Egyptian people got the next oldest son, Ptolemy VII. They
said, This man is the righiful king; the other fellow has been
taken prisoner. He has no right now to the throne. Se we now
have two men both called Ptolemy, both supposed to be the kings
of Egypt, but Ptolem'4' VI Is in the power of Antiochus who !s an
uncle because he was his mother's brother. Cleopatra's first
brother.
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In the next verse(v.27) we reads The two kings with

-

their hearts bent on evil will sit at the same table and
lie to each other but to no avail, because the end will
still come at the appointed time." He gives Ptolemy to
understand that he will help him and he's the right king of
Egypt. Ptolemy VI. He's got most of these in his hands
but not very strongly held. Ptolemy, his nephew is always
planning, Once my uncle gives away ('1) I'm going to throw
off any allegiance to him. So he two are sitting at table
lying to one another but to no avail for the end will come
at the appointed time.

"The king of the north"(this is Antiochus IV) will return
to his own country with great wealth, but his ak heart will
be set against the holy covenant. He will take action against
h3m nd then return to his own country. On his way back he
stops at his capital in Antioch and he stops at Judea and
he seizes a lot of property there and he rather misstreated
the Jews. He wanted to make all these people Greeks, in
thier culture, in their attitudes and the leaders-- many
of the leaders in Jerusalem were not willing to go along
that way.

So he returned to his own country. He began persecution
of-the Israelites. He took action against them but it was
only the beginning. Then at the appointed time he will invade
the south again. Ptolemy VI declared himself independent com
pletely of his uncle and the leaders of Egypt had already made
his brother king, so they say, Let the two of them rule to
gether. Notice their reigns overiapped-173-145 and 169-116.
They overlap. So they said, We'll have the two of them rule
together. Eventually they put in a thirds Cleopatra II who
ruled along with them.

Antiochus soon finds that while he had taken a great deal
of booty from Egypt and he'd left a garrison in one city, the
rest of Egypt fell away from him completely. So he takes an
army and goes to Egypt and he would have been able to conquer
Egypt completely if something had not happened. "At the
appointed time he will invade the south again, but this time
the outcome will be different from what it was before. Ships
from the western coastlands will oppose him and he will deperrt."
You would not know what's going to happen here except km there
are two ships(?) going to Come from the western coastlands.

What actually happened was he conquered nearly all of
Egypt. Then he heard that a ship had come from Rome, and he
goes out to the shore to meet the people from Rome. This
delegation from Rome arrives, and there is a man named Porn
pillious Laenas. This man was one he'd been friendly with.
in Rome. So Antiochus greets him and says, Pompillius, I'm
so glad to see you. Pompillius says, I have a message for you,
from the Roman senate. He says, I'm glad to hear what the
Senate has to say, but let's have dinner, remember old times
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and then we'll look at the matter. Pompillius says, You must
look at the message immediatelyl Oh well, he says, what is
the message? He handed it to him. He read; The Roman senate
requires you immediately to withdraw from Egypt and not to
make any further attempts to conquce Egypt. He already had
2/3 of Egypt in his possession. He easily could have taken
the test with the force he had. Ordeeed by the Roman senate.

Well he didn't like that. He said, I'll have to consider
that. Pompillius took his walking stick and he drew a circle
in the sand around Antiochus. He said, You may consider it just
as you stay standing within that circle. Well, Antiochus had
lived in Rome. He knew the power of Rome. He knew how his father's
whole career had been wrecked by Rome. Hesaid, Oh well, f that's
the way it is, Alricjht. He went and had dinner with him, with
drew his forces, went back from Egypt, feeling pretty disgusted
and upset.

When he got back to Antioch he put on some qraat games and
invited the people around him and did everything he could to
renew his oerstige and standing but he felt pretty sore about
it, He knew what the power of Rome was. This dramatic way in
which this man had shown the power of Rome against one of the
powerful kings of the east who had practicallyconquered Egypt
was something that Roman writers in later years liked to tell
about and to remember hew Rome had shown its power way off
there in the east against this great force. Antiochus te then
vented his feelings on the Jews. He couldn't do anything against
Egypt any more.

So he said, Here's this group of Jews here that refuses to
become Hellenized, Refuses to adopt all our customs. They won't
dress the way we do. They circmsize their children which
'a don't do. They don't like to engage in the games-- they
were nearly naked as they played these games, Hellenistic games.
The Jews didn't like to do that. They believed in their one
God who is the great power and they won't worship Zeus and
Apollos, etc. a nd so he took out his anger on the Jews. He
determined to compel the people to be uniform with the rest of
the people.

So we read: And vent his fury against theholy covenant.
He will return and show favor toward those who forsake the
holy covenant. They had been making progress already, this man
had in persuading the Jewish aex leaders to give up their
religion and to adopt Hellenistic customs, but they found
throuout the land many who would not give in. There were
many Je's, however, who were ready to abandon the religion of
their fathers.

So, his armed forces will rise up and desecrate the temple
fortress and will abolish the evening sacrifice. They will set
up the abomination that causes desolation and put up a statue
of Jppiter(whome the Greeks called Zeus) in the temple in
Jerusalem. They offered swines flesh upon the altar and they
ordered all the leading Jews to come and sacrifice to Zeus.
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Some t-f them did. nut many of them fled into the wilderness.
ThGr. he sent his soldiers all through the land of Judea and
in every town thy put up a little altar to Jupiter and told
them to sacrifice. If they didn't they were killed. If a woman
circumsIed her chtld she was apt to be killed, or at least
her child would be killed. So the soldiers there instituted a
regime o completely destoey desteoy the ancient religion of
7uciism

Iney set up the abomination which causes desolation, and
I guess you could say that most of what was said about his
career at (hat point because then the next v. could be con
sidered part of his career but could be considered part of the
faLe of the people of God. "With flattery he will x*kRtx
corrupt those who have violated the covenant, but the p.ople who
know tieir God will firmly resist him. Those who are wise will
instruct many though for a time they will fall, by the sword
These are the people who fled into the wilderness and were
gradually gathered together in bands under the leadership of
Judas Maccabeaus and attacked small detachments of Antiochus'
troops and then larger and larger ones, and eventually regained
their freedom. £ventually the whole land became free and they
made a treaty of alliance with Rome.

When tney wax a*1xtWe fall they shall receive a little
help and many who were not sincere will join them as they gain
for power othek. Jews who had been ready to sacrifice. Perhaps
they saw there was a chance to escip Antiochus' power and
went out and joined with them. . . Some of the wise will
stumble so that they may be refined, purified and made 3pot
less until the time of the end. For it will still comn at the
appointed time.

*hat happened was Antiochus went east to do as his father
did, tried to seize the treasuries of different temples. Held
taken the treasure of tho temple in Jerusalem. He went easL to
do this and met some resistance, out then h was taken with a
nervous disease and he suffered greatly fx from this disease
for a few weeks and then died. His successors tried to carry out
his policies but little by little they were drived back and
defeated. The next v. seems to describe th kings' chacter
again. There is the view of the higher critic(th Mccabean view)
that the whole book is to strengthen the Jows in their attempt
to resist Antiochus% in his attempt to destroy the worship of
God. Evangelical scholars believe that's one of the purposes of
the book. That is the purpose of ch. S and of what w've just
read. But at this point we believe it skips tc tell about some
one else similar but a different person. Not the little horn of
ch. or the little horn of cIt. 7 which the critics say are the
*a. same, but we can't go into that today. We'll have to con
tinue with this next time.
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(Explanation of willingness to discussion of papers with
students who may have questions)

We are still looking at ch. 11 and still have some
very important things in chs. 11-12. I anticipate a little
bitin looking ahead. Looking at the papers I realize this
assignment is very important not just for wak what's in those
two vv., but for certain principles that come out that are vital
in relation to our understanding of the Bible. The Bible in
any translation that is honestly made, and in most that are
dishonestly made, you can find the truth of salvation and the
great outstanding truths about God sufficiently well that a
person could be saved by them. A person does not have to know
Greek or Hebrew in order to be saved, or in order to live a
worthwhile life.

But if you're going to get into a precise understanding
of difficult things, in the Bible, it is very vital that you
have some understanding of the original. Whether you can figure
out exactly from the original what it means isn't half as important
in this regard as for you to be able to see what are the matters
on which you cannot tell as between two possibilities in the
original, and what are the possibilities in z- the matters in
which you can say it is this uxtkskx and not that.

I do not suppose that any two languages have many words in
them that are identical in meaning. Rarely is a word a point; a

- word is an area of meaning. These areas in different languages
don't correspond very much. When I was in Germany the other
American students used to laugh azxkka when a Germany would
describe me as a oscher schlanker herr, because the word
because the word gross in englIsh we would translate roughly
as "biq." The word schiank we would translate as "slender."
You wouldn't call a man a big slender man! Actually the word
gross which roughly means big is more apt to mean tall. The
tall slender man, and it fit me much better than than it does
nowt The word gross also corresponds to our English word Great.
I think few people in America would consider me as gross either
in the sense of being big or in the sense of being great. But
in the sense as used in Germanx of meaning "tall" you see the
sense would exactly fit.

Yet you would not speak of Frederick the tall. You speak
of Frederick the Great(der grosse). Thats an illustration of
how two words similar- you say that words means this -- actually
in some contexts it does and in others it doesn't because the
areas are different that are covered by these particular words.
These two vv, are an excellent illustration of that fact.

One thing that is very different in different languages
and that is very hard to explain is the use of the article. There
Latin has a great advantage. You don't have to worry about the
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use of the article because they don't have any. But when you
look at a Latin word whether it is the man, a man, or just man
-- you can't tell. In English there's a different between the
two. There's quite a difference between the anointed one, and
an anointed one. In Latin there would be absolutely no difference.
Pur English indefinite article (a) is one that is not used usually
found in other languages.

We had a student once who had lived in Spain most of his
life. He was telling me of an experience he had and he said
one girl was drowned. We immediately think, Isn't it good, only
one was drowned. You say a girl was drowned. You'd never think
of saying, Oh it is only on. Our English word (a) evidently
has nothing exactly corresponding to it. in Spanish and in fact
in most languages.

What does "the" mean2 "The" pothnts to it. That is the one
isn't it? The horse, the dog. You sat, I went for a walk in the
wx woods. I went for a swim in the ocean? Which woods? Which
ocean? You're not saying which. Just the one you happened to go
swiming in. That's the one that is the ocean. So you see what a
variety there is in the use of the article.

In Hebrew there is no indefinite article. The definite
article in Hebrew does not correspond exactly to ours. Conse
quently when you look at these different versions, and you find
that some say "the anointed one" and some say "that anointed one,"
and well, that may be a difference in the original, or it may
be simply a matter of interpretation. But I would say that if you
find two good versions and one say "the anointed one" and one
says "an anointed one", you can be pretty sure the original
Hebrew does not have a "the." Because if it did there would be
an indication they would translate it "the." But when it does
not have the arttcle with it, they might do it either way.

So the NIV is very proper in ch. 9:25 where it speaks about
"the anointed one." Incidentally it has it in capitals: capital
A and Capital 0. But we don't have capital letters in Hebrew! So
whether it should be capital or small is purely a matter of in
terpretation. And when you find it speaks of "the anointed one"
and you have a footnote under v. 25, "Or, an anointed one," and
also in v.26, you know then there Is no article in it in Hebrew.
Well, if there is no aritcle in Hebrew, how can they translate
it "the anointed one.!? They may think of it as a proper name.
That's what the KJV does. It says "the Messiah." Or does it say
"the Messiah"? I gorget. Anyway this word is used about 40 times
in the OT, and there are two of those where the KJV translates
it Messiah. These two are those two vv. Those are the only tim"s
it translates it Messiah. In every other case it translates it
"an anointed one" or "the anointed one."

So when you translate it "the Messiah", you are making a
determination as to what the v. means. Your determination may be
right; it may be wrong. But it is your determination. It is not
what the original necessarily says. So the difference between vv.
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that say "the" and "a" ibetween this word) is simply a matter of
your fitting it with the context and of your deciding which is the
correct way to interpret this. This word Messiah in Heb, is used
about half the time to refer to a king. David says, I will not lift
my hand against the Lord's anointed. It doesn't say, The Lord's
Messiah. We would be shocked if anyone said Saul was Messiah. But
it's exactly the same word. It means the anointed one.

About half of its uses or a little more than that, it refers
to a king. The Persian king even is called God's Messiah. God's
anointed one is the book of Isaiah. The word is used a few times
for a prince, and I believe twice for a prophet. So you see whether
it points definitely to Christ or whether it means just some
anointed one, that is a matter you must determine from context.
Therefore the difference between the versions, that particular
difference is not one of great importance. That is a matter of
interpretation.

Here let me say this: The RSV and the NEB whenever they have
a messianic statement in the OT, a specifically definite messianic
statement quoted as such in the NT, in most such cases they twist
it in some way. In such passages those two Versions are not at all
dependable. Their prejudice enters in. In a trans. like the NIV
and NASB, they will trans. such passages in the way the Scripture
of the NT uses them. But there may be passages where those trans
lators have a very definite idea. KJ in at least two instances
translates this word "Messiah."

Evangelical translators are quite apt to think now this must
refer to the Messiah. But if you translate it "an anointed one" which
is more literal, that leaves it to the reader to determine. Is it
talking about the Messiah or not. And if we are going to make care
ful investigation it is good as far as possible that we take a
translation that does not choose between two different meanings.
When it comes to the big Messianic prophecies of the OT, you can't
trust the RSV or NEB. But when it comes to passages which are not
in that category, you may find that the one that is made by strong
evangelicals may reflect their particular interpretation of that
passage. That made by modernists in such a case may not be a good
translation. On the other hand it may give you just what the
original says, Insteand of interpreting it to fit with their
particular interpretation.

In these two vv., the most important difference on the one
hand between the NIV and NASB on the one hand along with KJV and
with these other versions, comes in v. 25 where it says in NIV,
"Until the anointed one the ruler comes, there will be seven
sevens, and sixty-tw sevens." Now there is no period in the
original. In Heb. most sentences start with an "and" " It is
very common. So you can't say necessarily the two things are
part of the same sentence, if you have "and." But these other
versions, and the Jewish version say "there will be seven sevens."
Or seven weeks (period). Then they say, "and 62 sevens it will be
rebuilt." . " . This is a tremendously important difference, In
translation.
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I was particularly pleased with those of you wbo noticed
that. I was disappointed in those who did not notice it, because
it is a very great difference in meaning. But whether you call it
the anointed one or the messiah--what it says is an anointed on.
That's a matter of interpretation.

The other difference I was particularly interested in is
where it says in KJV that messiah will be cut off but not for
himself. If you did not use KJV you would not notice that because
NIV says "and will have nothing." That is nearer to what these
other versions say, since NIV is quite literal. And will have
nothing, except it could just as well be "hut will have nothina'

There is one other difference I would be happy if any of
you noticed. That is, these translations speak of the commandment
or decree, while some of the others simply speak of the word
going forth to rebuild Jerusalem. What is the difference between
command ard word? If I send you word to come tomorrow, what's the
difference between that and I send you a command to come tomorrow?
It's identical. But if I send you word that I'm not going to see
you tomorrow. That's quite different isn't it? In other words
our word can include commandment. It does not have to. The Heb.
word here is trans. "word" hundreds of times in Or. It's trans.
"edict" or "command" quite a few times. Word is wthde; command is
narrow. There is another Heb. word for command that is used a
great nrniher of times in CT. -

So edict or command is quite all right here, but it inserts
an idea which is not in the original, here. Tgls word is used 3 times
earlier in thech. to refer to God's message to satak Daniel. The
word that God sent to Daniel. Three times that way earlier in the
ch. Now all the sudden if we are to render it decree, or commandment
is Interpretation.

The important reason for knowtnq the original is that you
want it to understand a difficult passage like this. To know what
the possibilities are t and to avoid thextranstattvwxx making a
translation that is leaded in seizing one of two or more
possibilities. We'll look at that more later. I want to continue
with ch. 11 because we have some very important material yet to
look at. in ch. 11.

We noticed in ch. 11 how it told about the career of Antiochus
IV, and it describes a no. of specific instances in his life,
like his eating with his nephew with each of them making good
promises to each other but neither intending to carry them out.
It told about the ships of the western coastlands that would
oppose him and he would loose heart and he would turn back and
vent his fury aaainst the holy covenant. We noticed these matters
which are described so specifically about specific details of
his career. It exactly fits Antiochus' career. Now St. Jerome
in 400 A.D. said: In ch. 11 you have a description of Alexander
the Great and of Seleucus and his successors and how he points
to one after the other and he gets to v. 20 and it tells how
Seleucus Iv who tried to recoup the shattered finances of the kindom
and who was destroyed not in anger nor in battle.
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Then in v.21 we have a perfect description of Antiochus
for a few vv. and then we have an exact description of his
career. Jerome said with v.21 we jump forward from Seleucus IV
clear to Antichrist, at the very end of the age. There is a big.
space. Well there may be a big space. There are many places in
the Bible where there are small or big spaces between two vv.
tkuxzx There are--any of us might tell -- I might tell you of
something that happened 20 years ago. Tka I might say I met so
and- so first 20 years ago. Then I might say, The next time I
saw him he looked much older. I would not have to mention that
it was last week--many years later than the other. But there's
a space often in between the time.

But is it reasonable to think there is such a space after
describing these kings we're not much interested in, and then you
get right up to Antiochus IV who was the great persecutor of the
Jews who tried to completely wipe out the Jewish religion. He made
it a capital crime to circumsize their children. He tried to destroy
the temple of Jerusalem as a place for the worship of Gd by
putting up a statue of Jupiter and sacrificing swine's flesh on
the altar! To jump from him to antichrist. It seems silly. Why
tell all these things about the others? Why tell all this about
Antiochus III? They are not of interest to us. They are of interest
as leading up to Antiochus IV and pointing to

Jerome says, Here it jumps to antichrist. Then as he strikes
some of these things that so exactly fit Antiochus IV, you say
not of these fit Antlochus IV but its a type of Antichrist. To me
that's as if you'd write a life of Napoleon and then you would tell
of some terrible thing he did and thee you'd say, Here it's talking
about Napolwon as a type of Hitler. Though it xMakeR fits
Napoleon perfectly it's now a type of Nitler!

I believe it's a vital rule of interpretation that it's one
or the other. It Is Antlochus or Antichrist. It's not one as a
type of the other. We have many types of Christ but whether we
are justified in speaking of something as a type of something other
than Christ or the work of Christ, I seriously question. And I
certainly don't think we can pick out a v. or two in the middle
of the description of Antiochus and say it is a type of Christ.

Question: So Jerome did not deny Antlochus was in view here
but he wanted to make him a type of Christ xxxx of Antichrist?

Yes. Jerome was answering Porphyry who SC?) years before had
wirtten a great attack upon Christianity, and Prophry said the
book of Daniel so exactly describes the career of Antiochus that
it is clear it must have been wlrtten at that time. He said, When
it claims to tell you about past events thewriter is simply pre
tending he was writing at an earlier period and giving you pre
dictions which are really his knowledge of history. Then when he
gets beyond Antiochus he simply says what he hopes will happen!

141.1 His prediction up to Antiochus is true. Anything after that is his
guess and his guess didn't work out, because the great end of the
age he expected as shown in ch. 2 and in ch. 7 did not happen. They
are describing Antiochus, (he would say).
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In order to do that they run into certain historical
difficulties. But Jerome was trying to answer it and he said
No, this was written by Daniel. God enabled Daniel to predict
Antiochus, but he also enabled him to predict the antichrist.
I believe he is right in that but I believe he is wrong in making
one verse as applying to both of them, or in thinking it is mixed
up, that he talks about one and then sxakxk the other and
come back to the one. I believe you must find what in the book
of Daniel is about Antiochus. All interpreters of Daniel find
much in it about Antiochus.

In ch. 7 we have the picture of antichrist, the little
horn that comes out from ten horns before which three horns are
broken. Inch. 8 we have Antiochus pictured as a horn that comes
out of the kkKuxk four horns that are pictured in the third
kingdom. But we must have I believe either Antiochus or anti
christ in a particular verse. When you look at vv. 21ff you have
a perfect description of Antiochus' character. Antichrist may be
very similar, but here he's talking about Antiochus. Then we
have a description of many details of Antiochus' career. e
noticed some very unusual things described about Antiochus, like
this meeting with the Romans there . . . These are things in
Antiochus' career. God was preparinc the people for one of the
greatest crises because God called the Jewish people out xtR
to be His instruments to keep the knowledge of God alive when
the world had turned against Him.

The world wanted to forget God but He called the Jewish people
to be His instrument to keep alive the knowledgeof the true God,
and to be His instrument for giving us the Bible, and His instrument
through which he would bring Jesus Christ into the world. So
Antiochus' efforts to change the Jews into hellenists, the followers
of Greek culture and deniers of the Bible, was one of the greatest
crises that the knowledge of God ever experienced.

Under the Babylonians they let them worship however they
wanted to. They didn't care how they worshipped so long as they
were subject to them. The same was true of the Persians. But
Antiochus was the one real effort to destroy the worship of God.

Soe have the description of Antiochus' character and then
of his career. The description of his career runs on to the end
of v.32 or you could end it in the middle of that verse, because
the next section talks about the people of God. The situation of
the people of God at this time. There is a transition between
these two because in v. 32 we read with flattery he will corrupt
those who have violated the covenant." That of course is not a
description of the people of God, but it is true that Antiochus'
efforts had persuaded many of the Jews to forsake their re1gion
and adopt the Greekcustoms where and in athletic
competition naked, in the gymnasium and doing various things like
that. These people who have violated the covenant -- he corrupted
and led many astray with his flattery and his efforts. But then we
read "the people who know their God will firmly resist him. "There
is the description of many who stood true and died for their faith
and others fled into the wilderness.
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Then those who are wise will instruct many, though for
a time they will fall by the sword or be burned or be captured
or plundered When they fall they will receive a little help.
Many who were not sincere will join them." That isn't a strong
praise of the Maccabees is it? Many who are not sincere will join
them. After they go tgoing, and they began to show they could be
successful in the wilderness, there were people who joined them
who weren't so interested in standing true. Merely nationalists
interested in maintaining their national idendidy and upset over
the way Antiochus was treating them.

"Some of the wise will stumble so they may be purified,
refined and made spotless until the time of the end . . . at
the appointed time." In other words they end of the persecution
will come. God knows what is going to happen. At the appointed
time this persecution will come to an end. This little band did
succeed in growing larger and larger and gaining its independence
and they were independent for about a century after this time.
till the Romans took them over.

So we have these three divisions: the character, the career,
and then it tells about the people of God. Then we return in v.36
to the character of the king. Then a few vv. about the career, and
a few vv. about the situation of the people of God. We have this
repetition.

Question: Would you ay the career of Antiochus stops with
v. 21?




You could and include the next section under the careers.
But in those vv, there are a number of things that tell about
a number of things he does under one head. So I feel his
character is certainly brought out though (indistinct)

Question: (indis inct)
I would consider that as accession to Yes.

I have not noticed any commentary pointing out this: three
sections following three sections. I have not noticed this in any
commentary, but it seems to me the way the material is arranged.
It does not prove we now are talking about a different person, but
it certainly suggests it. You go back to the character and it
tells about things in general that he will do, what his general
attitude is, then it gives a description of his career. Then you
talk again about thesituation of the people of God.

The fact that it would say so little about these people who
resisted under the Maccabees, it seems to me points rather strongly
against the idea that the purpose of writing the book was simply
to encourage the Maccabees. I think the purpose was to prepare
people for this terrible crisis. That is one of the purposes of
the book. I think another purpose is to preparethem for the
Antichrist who would come at a much later time. At any rate con
servative commentaries--that is commentaries written by those who
believe that this is - that the a*k antichrist is in view and
that it was actually written by Daniel, these commentaries --some
follow Jerome in thinking it starts to speak about antichrist in v.21
but not many.
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Most recognize that it is Antiochus and only Antiochus it is talk
ing about in the vv. we have looked at up to this point. But there
is a difference among them as to whether the next few vv., from v.
36039 are continuing a description of Antiochus or whether it
switches to Antichrist. I don't understand why there should be that
difference of opinion, because it seems to me extremely difficult
to interpret vv. 36-39 as describing Antiochus. It just doesn't fit.
Those who insist that

The whole book was written at this time and that Antiochus
only in inview, they strive manfully to show how it fits Antiochus.
But I don't think they succeed. "The king will do as he pleases."
That's alright. It could be either one of those two. "He will exalt
and magnify himself above everyç god. and will say unheard of
things against the God of Gods."Antiochua did say unheard of things
against the God of Gods, but that he magnified himself above every
god when he built great temples to Zeus(the god of the Greeks) and
he aligned himself right up with Greek paganism-to say that fits
Antiochus is rather ridiculous.

The holders of the Maccabean view of the whole book have quite
a struggle trying to show how it fits here. Some conservative writers
kind of waver at this point. Then tend to say from v.40 on is Anti
christ. But it seems to me the change should be made at v. 36.

"He will be successful until the time of wrath is completed,
for what has been determined must take place." That is God will
do what he has determined to do. That is not a point of difference.
But now, "He will show no regard for the gods of his fathers."
But when he built temples to the Greek gods, how can you say he will
show no regard for the gods of his fathers? Well, the followers of
the Maccabean view say, His ancestral god was Apollo, and he built
great temples to Zeus. So he didn't show regard for the gods of
his fathers! They translate the god of be his fathers rather than
the God. But he certainly -- there is no evidence he showed any
isregard for Apollo at all. He simply magnified more than he
did Apollo the one who is generally considered the head of the
Greek pantheon--Zeus.

"Nor for the one desired by women." What does that mean? No
body knows what it means. Here is something said which we have
nothing to show that anything that Antiochus did. When Antichrist
comes we will see what it means. It takes a good deal of immagination
to say this describes Antiochus. Some of the writers say there
was a very licenteous cult in Syria somewhere, and Antiochus opposed
it. But there is no evidence for it whatever. It is purely immeginary.

"Now will he regard anay god." Why thendid he build temples to
Zeus-even a very expensive one way over in Athens. He lavished a
lot of noney on it. Wh! did he constandly worship the Greek gods
if he had not regarded any gods? Purely irnmaginary. "But will exalt
himself above them all" That does not fit anything we know about Antiochu5
It is purely immaginary to say it fits Antiochus. "Instead of it he
will honor a god of fortresses." What does that mean? I know what I
think it means. I think this word fortresses is lib what someone said
to Stalin: We should ask the Pope to enter into the peace conference.
Stalin said: How many divisions of troops does he have?
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In other words he had no interest in anything spiritual. Whether
you think the pope is a good illustration of thins spiritial
or not, it snows the attitude of the communist leaders. That

- there is no such tnino as a supernatural force. Or. of their
stronots said, I went up in the sky, looked all around an"" I

didn't see any tiodt It is one of the orirre claims of communism
that there is no God. But not only communism, it s what is
taught in most of our universities today that if you are so old
fashioned you want to worship a god thats w up to you. but we
can't mention it in the university. We are interstsd only in
science and what is oroven, So.

Some peo1e may have felt the same way in ancient times,
but they didn't express it if they did. Just about everyone. in
ancient times claimed to believe in supernatural forces. The'
miht believe in different ones, but they believed in super
natural forces. but "he will show no regard for any of these
god, but instead he will honor a god of forces or fortress''s."
It's hard to know exactly how to state it. It senms to rr'e it's
a description of a materialistic attitude. se A purely
materialistic attitude that horors the od of fortresses rather
than the gods of ancient (reece or Rome or worshippinq the true
God either.

A god unknown to his fathers he will honor with gold arid
silver and precious stones and costly gifts. There is no evidence
of any kind Antiochus was like or attituces he had."He will
attack the mightiest fortress with the help of a foreign god."
There is nothing in Antiochus' career that we know of that would
fit with this. "He will greatly honor those who acknowledge him
He will make them rulers over many peoples and will distribute
the land at a price." We do not know what some of these
prrases mean. When the time comes we will see further. Jesus
said to the apostles, when they were amazed at the stories that
he was raised from the dead and when they had been terribly
upset that he had been crucified, he did not say to them, Well
I told you all about this I told you it was comma.

He had on two or three occasions but they hadn't senss
it. It seemed so contrary to anythina they had in mind. He did
not rebuke them for not remembering what he'd said. He said, 0
fools and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have
spoken." It's in the prophets. They predicted the death and
resurrection of Christ but people did not understand it. He
said they should have studied it carefully and understood it.
These things we may not know exactly how they are going to be
fulfilled. I don't see any point in snaking a lot of guesses
about things we don't know.

but I think we can say dogmatically they describe some
thino that has not yet come to pass as far as we have anvv
evidence. There has been no ureat enemy of God who has fultilled
all of these statements. Hitler came nearer than Antiochus did

L
probably. Probably Napoleon came nearer than he did. I don't knew.
I don't know enough about Napoleon for that, but here we have the
description of a character that does not fit Antiochus.
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At this point everyone recognizes that there is a
problem because it goes on to give his career and it does
not fit Antiochus' career. So those who insist this book
was written entirely at the time of the Maccabees have to,
do some strange juggling to try to make this fit Antiochus'
career. "At the time of the end the king of the souh with
engage him in battle and the king of the north will storm
out against him with chariots and cavalry and a great fleet
of ships. He will invade many countries and sweep through
them like a flood."Antiochus did not do that.

They say well he made a third campaign against Egypt.
But after the second campaign when he was about to win and
conquer all of Egypt, the Romans said, Give it up and go
back. He did what they said. You'd think he would then have
attempted a third campaign? One of which there is no evidence
in history whatever? It's purely immaginary that he made a
third campaign. This describes something clearly that does
not fit Antiochus. Some try to aet around it by saying this
is summarizing his campaigns. But it just does not fit
Antiochus.

"He will also invade the Beautiful Land. Many countries
will fall, but Edom, Moab and the leaders of Ammon will be
delivered from his hand." We know nothing in the history of
Antiochus that would fit that statement. We don't know what
it will mean. Will Edom, Moab and the leaders of Ammon again
become vital forces in the world at time of Antichrist? Or
are the figures here for some other great forces that wIll
bd at that time? We dont know. But it doesn't fit Antlochus.

They will be delivered from his hand. "Hewill extend his
power over many countries; Egypt will not escape!" It did
escape from Antiochus because the Romans Interfered. This
does not fit Antiochus. 'He will gain control of the treasures
of gold and silver and all f the riches of Egypt, with the
Libyans and Nubians in submission. But reports from the east
and the north will alarm hir*." Antiochus was alarmed and gave
it up and went back because of reports from the west, not
from the east or north. "He will set out in a great rage to
destcoy and annihilate many. He will pitch his royal tents
between the seas at the beautiful holy mountain.? What does
that mean2 We dont know.

I don't see any point in making a lot of guesses. But
I think we can say positively it is something that is still
future. It does not fit Antiochus. "Yet he will come to his
end, and no one will help him." That could fit Antiochus
--he came to an end. Nobody could help him because he had.a
terrible nervous ailment. There was nothing anybody could do
for him. But that'snot the impression you get from this state
ment. 'He will come to his end, and no one will help him.?
Just what it means we don't know. But we can say, It is some
thing that is future.
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Then having thus had the character of another one who has
later a big space coming not before v. 20 but before v. 35, then
w have the third part; the faith of the true people of God. "At that
time Michael, the great prince who protects your people, will
arise. There will be a time of distress such as not happened from
the beginning of nations until then. But at that time your peoe-
everyone whose name is found wtitten in the book-will bedelivered.
Multitudes who sleep in thedust of the earth will awake: some to
everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt. Those
who are wise will shine like the brightness of the heavens, and those
who lead many to righteousness, like the stars for ever and ever."

So here we have corresponding to the account of the !U$
faith of God's people in the time of Antiochus, we have him tell
Inq about the faith of God's people at the time of antichrist
and leading up to the resurrection. So that we have a section
about Antlochus and then a section about Antichrist.

Then after these two separate sections we have the con
clusion of this section and of the book. '1Butyou Daniel, close
up and seal the words of the scroll until the time of the end.
Many will go here and there to increase knowledae? What's that
mean'? Many will go here and there. I believe it was Sir Isaac
Newton who wrote a commentary on Daniel and said this predicts
the time will come wh people will travel back and forth over
this world. They will even go as fast as 60 mph. Voltair, the
great French thist, declared that this statement shows you.
how a great scientist like Newton whenhe starts tudyinq the
Bible can get into such nonsensical things as to say that people
will ever travel as fast as 60 mph. He said they could not draw
their breat if they went that fast. They would immediately thdiet
Nonecnse! Yet the greatest scientist who ever lived when he starts
commenting on the Bible makes a foolish statement like that!

Unfortunately I don't think that's what the v. means at
all. I think Newton was wrong in his interpretation of the v.
"Many will go to and fro" is not the Hebrew word to oo or to
travel but it is the word to search. Many will search arid know
ledge will increase. I think it means, You øaniel close up and
seal the words of the scroll till the time to which it is look
ing forward. Many will go through this and search it and come
to understand it more, and as they see what happens to Seleucus
and to his descendants and these different details here, they
will. see this is what was predicted there, and their knowledge
will be increased and they will be prepared for the coming of
Antiochus. Arid as people at a later time study it, they will.
e what has been fulfilled in Antiochus arid what still awaits
to be fulfilled in antichrist and will get new understanding
as they search through it.

I believe it means to search back and forth in the Scripture
Rather than to search back and forth in the world(?) words(?)
But that is a matter of interpretation. You can take it in either

L way In that regard. He says to Daniel, You've been given these
things but the full understanding of them awaits a future time.
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We are still in the vision. "Then l,anie1 looked, and there
before me stood two others, one on this bank of the river

- and one on the opposite bank." It's still in this same vision.
But it goes on to give us the end of the book of Daniel. "One
of them said to the fran clothed in linen, . . . How long will
be before these astonishing things are fulfilled?" The man who
was above the waters of the river, lifted his right sand and
his left hand toward heaven, and I heard him swear by him who
lives forever, saying, "It will be for a time, times and half
a time. When the power of the holy people has beenfinally broken
all these things will be completed."

Just what does that mean? I don't think we know b.--cause
we haven't reached it yet, byt I don't think anyone can say
because it has not yet occurred. When the power of the holy
people has been finally broken. Perhaps it points back to ch.
7 where it tells us about the little horn and says that he will
fight against the saints and will subdue them and it will
look as if they will be completely destroyed until the Son of
Man comes, intervenes andputs and end to its cause.

When the power of the holy people has been finally broken.
Then all these things will come to pass. It does not say, When
the power of the wicked nations or of the Gentile kingdoms. It
is Lookinc to something else quite definitely. I believe that
in these vv. here he is looking forward to the coming of anti
christ. To that situation shortly before the resurrection. He
says, I heard but did not understand, so I asked,My bed,
what will the outcome of all this be?" He replied, Go your
way Daniel, because the words are closed up and sealed until
the time of the end." That means the time to which they looked
forward. The time of their fulfillment.

This word 'tend" has various meanings, both in the r and
in the NT. And in our usage today. We read in James: You have
seen the end of the Lord. When is that? Obviously it means the
purpose. Youv'e seen God's purpose. Here it means the fulfill
ment of His purpose. His purpose about antichrist, his urpose
about Antiochus. So he has spoken about antiehirst and now.
I think he returns to Antlochus.

He says, Go your way Daniel because the words are closed
up and sealed until the time of the end. Many will be purified,
made spotless and refined, but the wicked will continue to be
cked. None of the wicked will understand, but the wise will

understand. From the time that the daily sacrifice is abolished
and the abomination that causes delolation is set up, there
will be 1290 days." That is after the statue of Jupiter is
put up in the temple, there will be 1290 days. "Blessed is
the man who waits for and reaches the end of the 1335 days."
Now if you lived in the time of the Maccabees I think you
would have seen an exact fulfillment of it and seenhow tat
exactly fit. Looking back. I don't think you could have looked
forward to it, and seen exactly how it was going to be.
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-- You would see how it exactlyy fit. As for you go your N4&,y
to the end. You will rest, and then at the end of the days
you will rise to receive your allotted inheritance."

So we have the account of Antlochus. Then we have the
account of Antichrist. ?hen we have the statement that these
tis will be fulfilled with a statement of time relating to
antichrist and then we go back to a statement about Antiochus.
We don't have enough precise details to see exactly how it was
fulfilled,but I think people of that dayywould have exactly
seen it.

We'll look at ch. 9 next time.

- -
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(Assignment for next time . . . List vv. in Dan. that deal
with Antiochus IV. Then, list the vv. that deal with anti
christ. If absolutely clear, underline. If questionable put
? after it)

Look at the assignment for today. First question: What
is said about Cyrus in Is.44s24-45s1? We have him specifically
named in v.28. "He will accomplish all that I please . . .19
This does not say Cyrus is going to go and pick up stones with
his wn hands and lay them down and make a foundation for a
temple or city. But it says Cyrus is going to give the order
that will be carried out to build Jerusalem and the temple.
"This is what the Lord says to his anointed, to Cyrus." Thus
he calls Cyrus his Anointed. This is exactly the same word used
in Isa.9 where it *u speaks of Messiah the Prince, an anointed
one.(Should be Dan.9)

So here we have Isaiah clearly predicting that Cyrus is
going to send an order that will result in Jerusalem beng re
built and in the foundation of the temple being laid. There ar
some who say Cyrus gain the order and as a result the foundations
of the temple were laid, but the city was not hulit for 1t0 years
after that. That's not what this says. This says, Cyrus will
accomplish all that I please; he will say of Jersualer, Let it be
rebuilt." That's very specific and definite, isn't it? That
is what it says Cirus is going to do.

Then we find in 2 Chron. 36:22-23 that Cyrusthat 2 Chron
enis with the statement that Cyrus when he conquered Babylon sent
an order. He made a decree. A decree that God had appointed him
to build a temple in Jerusalem for him in Judh. We find this re
peated in Es. 1:1-4. Very seldom in the Bible do you find a decree
given once and repeated again. It goes to show the great im
portance that was attached to it. The cddceee decree was given
and repeated in £zra. When you turn to Ez.6 you find they had
difficulty completing the rebuilding. It was stopped before it
was finished. They sent and requested help from Darius. King D.
gave an order and they searched in the archives and found C's
decree, and we have the decree quoted again the third time.

Thus if you want to find the decree for the rebuilding of
Jerusalem, here is one which is specifically quoted three times
and which is predicted by Isa. Unless a person approaches this
passage with an idea already secured from some other source,fo
lead them to look for some other answer to the question: *ho
said the decree that Jerusalem be rebuilt? I don't know how he
can excape the fact it is stated end stressed that Cyrus is the
one God appointed to cause Jerusalem to be rebuilt, and that
Cyrus gave an edict commanding this be done.

Did Cyrus fulfill the prediction o Ieiah If not was
Isaiah a false prophet? Now Deut, does not say that a mar is
not bo be accepted a a prophet unless he gives a prediction

at is fulfilled. It even says in one place that if a prophet
makes a prediction and it is fulfilled and then a man gives
teaching that is contrary to what God has given, he is not a
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true prophet. Sn the oution of whether a ran gives a true pro-

prophecy dosnot prove he was a true prophet. But if a man claimed
to be a prophet of God and ho gave prophecy and the prophecy
was not fulfilled, then h is definitely to be considered a a
false rophet.

So X do not see how there is any way to get arour! it that if
Isaiah preiicted that Cyrus would send a decree to rebuild eru
salcr, ia this if there is later reference to the sending out
of a decree to rebuild rusalm, it must refer to the creti
by Cyrus. That is to say you don't have a whole series of decrees
like that. You might have a a repetition of the decree by rius.
There is no othr case in Scripture where a decree is ,,,uCtC-j
verbally, that this be done Lxcept this one which IS quoted 3 times.
This micht not seer so important ukx at our presnnt point in our
examination but I think it will appear as we go further.

I want to look back for a quick review with what we did with
Dan. 11. Oar. Ii hegn with a specific prediction of Xerxes who was
to attack Greece. Then went on to the answer m to that attack (you
miqht say which cme C yr..;. later when Alexander the Great from
Greece attacked Persia and conquered it, and it tells about the
break-up o Alexander's empire. You have definite predictions given
by DanIel and specifically and teraily fulfilled in history.

Then we have the account of how Alexander's empire was divided
and one portion of it had th s descriptIon of the becinninq of
the section that included most of Alexander's Asiatic territory,
and th'r, we ha%ie s if Ic details about a series of kings one
aster the other leading up to a rather long account of the activities
or Anticchus III, Ther, this ieie ric4ht into Antiochus IV, who was
the great persecutor, perhaps the greatest persecutor of the Jewish
relirion before Hitler. This points so specifically to that it seems
to me there is no question that the next vv.( a quite sizeable number
as you notice) relate to Antechus V and the' exactly [it with the
evts of his reign as they are known to us historically.

There are those who say the book
1
Dan. was not written in

the time of Nab, but written in the time of Anticchu ir.es.
I've called this the iaccabean interpretation and all liberals
present this : thair rmentartes ani i number that evangelical
on UT teachings also present this 10 discusslons of the ok of
Daniel, ikccordir to thts i1te?r at n the writer told as if
It was predicted events that he knew had already occurred. Than he
went on to i.keeueses about rut., what would hcen aflr
that. So according to that theory, most of Dan. is not prediction,
but It cIim to be dcr,tbinq thiç:. that ar krwn c the writer.

e must not react against that by saying, This isn't talking
about Anticchus IV. I don't believe we should follow erLToe in
say that all the sudden after leadiny u' to Antiocrius IV he 'umps
wv fcriard to Antichrist and then he has many events chat exactly
fit itth Antiochus and he's resl' takini about antichrist, or
that he's talking about the two of them at once. I think that kind
of double-talk gets you into a moras. I don't think it's reasonable
way to interpret anything, He's talking about on or the other.



There's no question in my mind the description of his career
and the statement about the people of God that follows it are

specifically Iêa)irç with Anttochus enó with nothing else. Lut
thcn we have ç'ai a description of the King's characteL, and this

description of the kr's character does not posaibl# fit the
character of Antiochus. It's exactly opposite in many regards,
to anything known of Ant lochus IV and those who hold the 4accabean
view o some strange twisting in trying to aks this kPkx talk

stout Articcus.

Sadly sorn even of tvangelioal interpreters who think that the
accovnt of the career that follows is the career of tichirst,
take the positior that the account of the character is still talk

ing about Anticchus. But it does not fit him at all. Imagine a

lot of things for which we have no historical evidence an even

beyond that that sharply contre.ict much that is known about him,
But if it scr1es the character of Antichrist it then is still

future. Between these two we have a big jump forward in time.
with no stat:ent that thore is a space but we have ouite a number

of thics in Daniel where there are intervals with no specific
mention about them. So that is no great problem.

But it certainly is i much more reasonable approach to talk
about o matter up to a crtaln point, then you make a jump
then you talk about this other than to seex th,m as Intermixed,
Then we have an account of events that do not fit Antiochus, or a
career that does not fit Antiochus, and of the fate o. the people
of God which actually includes the resurrection of tha dead which
certainly bas not occurred yet. So I would think th-sre is absolutely
no question that this is talkir about Antichrist an what follows.

Then in ch. 12 we have Dan, twice told to close up the book
because it is for the futre, for a time later on. wic w a: told
that and by certain statements made about each of these situations.
Up to ch, 11 I ee1 we can be absolutely what relates to Antichrist
and at relates to Antiochus. In regard to oh. 12 1 would insist
that everything it it that deals with either one of them ceals with
one and not both! But I would not be aocmatic as to which is referred
to in oh. 12. Comparina the sections in cfl. 12 with what goes before
in my wind it is most reasonable to say the first part of ch 12 is
still dealing with antichrist, the subj. he's been talking about
rather than going back he continues to talk about that. He is say
ing eventually people will study this through and search through
and there will, be new understanding as the time approaches just
as there have been many predictions in the OT of the life of Christ
it was very difficult to know in advance exactly what they meant,
but when they occurred it was easy to see how Jesus had precisely
fulfilled whet had been predicted.

So this about antichrist I think most likely is the first half.
Then we have again the commend to close u the book, the vision is
for a a later time. Then statements to be ready font which seem
to me most likely to refer to Antiochus. If we were to take 3 or 4
weeks to examine every verse and study It very carefully, I miaht
possibly come to a different conviction on that. I don't think in
a short time any of us would find any revision of that. I don't think
it's anyway near s certain how you divide oh. 12 as how you divide
Ch, 11. On ch.11 I feel I can be dogmatic; on oh. 12 1 express my
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nyzne who UCS s muon time in it as I have and as a result
conies to a different opinion on ch. 12 I will fully respect his
righL to give his opinion on it. Ch 12 is mostly exhortation. Many
of the exhortations naturally would fit either one. It might be that
is the way cn. 12 divides.

Most of y ur evangelical interpreters agree the last part
of oh. 11 is abouc Antichrist. IT is interetino that there are
evangelical interpreters o Daniel who become very excited about
the idea of ffnding anything about antichrist in certain other
part. of the Eih1e, but who agree this much be antichrist. It
seems to me the emphasis is very strong there and there is a
very conbiderable concensus, excpet for those who take the

ccabean view.

ihes ohs, we've looked at--ch. 2, the 4 kingdoms, and then
the complete destruction of them. There's nothing about dtails
of the destruction. Simply the store comes. The whole thirg is
destroyed, and the stone fills the whole earth. An entirely new
situation here on earth. That is certainly not a picture of
heaven. Thót is certainly not a picture of what some might call
the eternal state. That Is a phrase that some botk of prophecy use
rather freely, for which I see no warrant whatever. I've looked
in several books on Systematic Theologyf looked up "eternal state"
in the index, and found no reference to any such thing in most of
them. God enables us to pierce the future to a cetin extent,
thru the word of God. But what is beyond that He has not told us.

I've heard people say there will be one evelasting now no
motion, no thought, it's like a silent picture. That's no my picture
of God. God we're told in S0rtoture feels. thinks, He has emotion.
He is sad, he rejoices. He is a living person. Mostt remarkably he
has planned all things from the beginning. He controls all things,
Yet he is a person and there is such thing as succes.ion.s we
look forward I believe the Scrpturs clearly teach that theres
coming a time when the knowledge of the Lord will cover the earth
as the waters cover the sea. When there will ho no more violence
and no one will say to hineighbor, know the Lord for all will
know the Lord* In my booklet A Glorious Future, I've gone into
some of the leading 01 passaçes giving evidence of this which I
believe to be a fact, that s clearly taught in the OT.

The NT book of Revelation I don't think is the proof of it,
but it takes the various OT and NT teachings arid shows the order
of them. I tell a little of that in that little pamphlet. But some
people have the idea there will be no millennium. Christ will
slmplycome back and that's the end. Some have the idea tnt Christ
will come back and establish his reign of righteousness for 1000
years aria have the judgment of the wicked dead and that's the end.
I do not think there's any scriotural evidence for such an idea.
Time continues, I believe. Events continue. God knows that will be,
When God says, I will establish a kingdom that will never be destroyed
--Mt the end of the millennium he makes certain chances, but that
he destroys it, I think we have no evidence. It is an everlasting
kingdom. One that cannot be destroyed. After 1000 yrs, certain events
take place. God makes a certain change.
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But that he destroys it. We have no evidence. It is an everlasting
kingdom. A kingdom that cannot 1e destroyed. After 1000 years
certain events take place. God makes certan changes.

But the way this phrae cern& state is flung aroun by
sre It to me urforturte, because it seems to me pury
immaciinary. If God wishes he could cause in five minutes from
now we all com fro7n n our rent condItion with no fruthr
thouciht or movement, on and on that way forever. But I see no
Scrintur vdence he wfll do that 5 vin. from no' or ever do it.

Ch. 2 elves us this wonerfu1 picture of the course' of events
on this earth. Then it stops with the establishment of the universal
k.tncdom when the stone f5fl tht whole crt. We notIced in ch.7
what a remarkable parallel there is to ch. 2 in the four kingdoms
again. We nticod n ch.7 the added itt1e horn. The little horn
speaks against God and is a part of the fourth beast. We are not
told of his destruction. We're told o the destructon of the br'sst,
which of course Irciuddes the little horn. Then 10 ch.8 we have the
kincdoms specifically named We talked about two kingdoms. Those who
hold the Maccabean view say this must be the fourth kIrAgdoi because
Art.iochus is n r:h.7. It doesn't work because this is thn third
klnqdoç, not the fourth. So to make it the fourth they put In a
median knqdom b'tween the hylonian and Persian kingdoms.

But there is no historical evIdence of such a thing. It was
Cyrus the Persian who conquerd Babylon. When Daniel gave the
prophecy to elshazzar he said, Your kingdom is taken and given to
the Medos and Persians. So the empire of the Modes end Persians Is
one empIre--the third empire.

the end of the age
Ch. S deals not with/antichrist, but deasi dais with these

two kingdoms and leads up to a rather lengthy description of many
aspects of the life and deeds of &ntiochus. We did not go into detail
on that. I am not going to ask you to do it. I thInk we have all we
can cover in one semester in what w- have done. Lometine in the
future if you would take the vision Dan. had in ch. 8 and list each
phrase separately, one after the other. Then if you would take the
interpretation he was given in ch.8 and list phrase after phrase
putting them parallel to the phrases in the vision, you will find
it quite an interesting study. It throws further light on the facts
about Antlochus but we did not have time to go into that.

We skipped from ch. 8 to ch. 12 because ch. 12 deals so
specifically with the second and third kingdom. Then jumps for
ward to antichrist. o we have these chs. all fitting together.
It. Is remarkable the picture they dye. But when you turn to ch.9
--the other prophetic portion--we find that it does not have a
cloz parallel to anything. I think once one could break the con
tinuity of examining these passages which no parallel one another
by looking at it at this time.

In fact we will not go into ch. 9 with anything like the
detail I would like tr because It deals with ? and the
others all paralleling one another and having so much relation to
history there is a great deal which throws light on them that we
do not have in relation to oh. 9. In fact In ch.9 there are cnly
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four vv, that we can say are prophecy. These 4 vv. of prophecy are
more or less isolated as le¬ far a thy dal with events that
have occurred up to this tlm. They have very little parallel with
the ether parts of Dar).

Ch.9 hg.trs with a reference to th bDck oif Jeremiah. He aays
"In the first year of Darii.s, son of Xerxes . . . I Daniel :understood
from the Scripture yen to Jereri2h 'ch prophet tt th desolation
of Jerusalem was to last 70 y&ars." There are two passaea.. in Jer.
that speak of 70 years. These passages do not speak specifically of
the eolation of Jerusalem. They speak rather of the power of the
Babylrnian king over the n&on. They y that fr still another
70 yrs. this pown will continue, and then it will come t an end.
Those prophecies were given about in 605 B.C. In 53 B.C., about
64 yrs. later--66 I guess- Cyrus put. an. end to the Babylonian kgdm.
Then It took a year or two hf'Dre th popic got back Lo Jerusalem.
When this happened Daniel said, Jeremiah's prophecy is reaching the
end of it time. Did h: say, That's ;onerfil; God ias promised this
-...the t.-"we has come for Jerusalem to be rebuilt. Let us rejoice and
be glad!

He turned to the Lord In pray of ptiion. He fasted in sack
cloth and ashes. lie confessed the great 3m of the nation. He orayed
for the Lord to hear his prayer and to return his favor to Jerusalem
and to Israel. After his wonderful prayer confessing his sins and
praying that God will not dlay, that God will seedlv give themhis
blessing again, it must have been a terrible disappointment to
Daniel to get the message he not,

Because he said,WMIe I was sneaking and prayinç and confessing
my sins arid the sin of my people, abriel came t.. me. He said, An
anwer was given as soon you began to pray. A word was given -- the
me word we have later or. It istranslated, an answer, a prophecy,

a word, etc. In v.25 It is translated decree in NIV. It may be a
decree, but it is more frequently used for a prophetic word, a are
diction, somethnglike that. tiord was givCri. He says, Seventy sevens
are decreed for your ç¬ople ar.d your holy city.-to finish transçessios,
to make an end of sin, to atone for wickedness, to bring in everlast
ing righteousness, to seal up vision and prophecy and to anoint the
Most Holy. Those are all rather vague. All but one, are vague. There
have been many interpretations suggested as to the meaning of those
statements of purpose.

He continues with telling about th coming cf isry, suffering,
desolation. He ends with saying one who causes solatIri will place
abomination on the win"rif the temole until the and that is decreed
$ poured out on him. So we have a staternrit to niel not your prayer
is granted. an&e1. i helc'e$ of ed. D,ntel de.arved to receive God's
favor but his ?Y for his people i simply given a picture of what
follows. A sort of summary 'ictun which thtrcduces sc;ia things not
mentioned ariywhcre else in the book. This xke3 it difficult and it
is rather vaue. The tst v. f it (w,i.h I just reaU) is particu
larly vequc. There w artIcle wrItt.n by a vary fine and qodly
evangelical scholar just b-fora his death a few years ago, in which
he tried to show how everyone of these purposes was Eulfiiled com
pletely in the earthly ministry of Christ. For Instances when it says
he will put an end to sin, finish transgression, --that is Jesus going
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into the temple and driving out the money changers. That way he
makes this v. completely fulfilled in the first coming of Christ.
I must confess that seems rather nonsensical, to me.

But as to what exactly what it does mean, these words are
rather vague. That's not all. W have in the case of a couple of
them keres. Now for you who have not yet had a full year of Heb.
what we call a kere is a case where evidently the Massoretes who
in the 10th cent. A.D. made up from the NSS they. had a definite
text of Scripture. They felt there were certain places whore the
MSS disagreedxwktxkk sufficiently that they felt they must
keep the reading that was in the MS but they felt that a slightly
different reading was the correct one. I do not think they based
this purely upon their own interpretation. I think that as the
Scrthture u was passed on' in a text which had only consonants
the vowels were put in at that time. But it was passed on by word
of mouth. The Rabbis heard it read over and over and over and over
in their youth. So the words were passed ont

You may say, How can you tell the meaning if there are no
vowels? The fact is you could write a page in English.nd leave
out the vowels and the probability is you could read it fairly
well. It's not so difficult, to read. There are cases zhereyou
would ot be sure, but even in cases where vowels are put in there
may be difficulty. If you say = write read. What does that mean?
I read the book, or I read the book You have to guess by context.
I read, you read, he read. If it has he before it you would say it
must have an s on it. Must be he reads. Put the word will == will
I read, will you read, will he read? Then it's airight. Often
ourvowels are not very clear, in writing in English. In Heb. the
consonants carry a great part of the rnaning anyway. These vowels
were passed on by word of mouth, and probably accurately in at
least 9% of the cases.

We don't have quite the certainty about them that we do about
the consonants. But where the Massoretes found that most of the
MSS they had containcd one consonant and they felt a different
ansonant was what people were reading there, they kept the con
sonants they found in their M**xsMSS and they put the t other in
the footnote. They called it kere, because that in Aramaic means
read. So when they would come to this they would read this, instead
of that. In such cases I .Eeèl that instead of spending a lot of
time t trying to decide which is what, I say let's take the two
interpretations and see wak whether they fit in with what is else
where and let's not try to build on one or the other.

In this v. we have two cases of that. W have one or twc cases
where they

'
are used in a very unusual way not used

elsewhere. So this is a difficult phrase in v. 24. Personally I feel
it points to the time when all wickedness is brought to an end. Not
simply to the time when Jesus destroyed the 'power of wickedness by
His death, a Calvary. I feel it is hard to escape that conclusion.
The only one of these I feel is absolutely clear and certain is the
one the KJV kaka mixed up. That I find very exasperating. I believe
it is given here correctly in NIV a the third one: to atone for
wickedness. The word trans. atone there is trans..atone many times

the OT. It is the word regularly used for the sacrifices as an
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atonement. I believe it *sxKss points speefically to what Jesus did
at Calvary. To atone for wickedness. I believe that's theclearest

, thing in the statement of purposes.

But in KJV unfortunately it translates that particular purpose
"to make reconciliation for inqiuity." There are only two tkem times
when it translates th verb a "make reconciliation." There are
dozens where it translates it "atone." I don't know why they trans
lated it tmake reconcliation." But I believe that is one of these
purposes that is absolutely certain. Therefore I feel convinced
that we must find in what follows a reference to the atonement of
Christ. 2 I think we can get that definitely from v. 24. I don't
there is anything else except that 70 weeks are decreed for thy
people and your holy city. I don't think there is anything else we
can get with absolutely certainty from v. 24, tho we can naturally
get quite a hit else.

That's the thing I believe we ca get with certainty. Then in
v. 25 he says, Know and understadd this, from the issuing of the
decree to restore and rebuilt Jerusalem . . . there will be seven
sevens and sixty two sevens." Wkv We've had 70 weeks. Then we've
had seven sevens. We've had 62 sevens. It wouldseem when he speaks
of seven and 62 there is another one to make up the 70. But what
abeat are the seven? Or was it a week rather? Certain it was not a
week of days. He's not telling what's going to happen in 490 days.
We can be sure of that. So I believe we can say there are two
possibilities: this may be weeks of years. If that fits we may be
sure that is correct. If it fits clear throq

But f it doesn't fit 1 think we are justified in saying they
are qeneral periods. That these weeks are general periods rather
than specific lengths of time. If they are general peorids and not
specific lengths of time, I believe they must be more or less pro
portionate. Whatever the seven weeks descrihe,the 62 weeks should
be about 9 times as org1 The one week about a seventh as long. I
so nbt think you can rule out the possibility that they are qeneral
periods. But also I do not feel you can rule out as some very dogmatically
do(vanqeiicai scholars) the idea that they can he periods of seven
years each.

The first week is from the issuing of the decree to restore
and rebuild Jerusalem Until the anointeo one the ruler comes there
will be sver sevnes. The issuing-- notit isn't decrcc. The original
is "the word", nd there is another woru for decree or command that
doesn't look a bit like this word. This is dabar. The other is
mitswah th.t s is used dozens of times to mean decree or command. If
he had used mitswah it would be clear it is a command. He uses dabar
which means word, which it means as he used it three times earlier
in the oh., it means n ordinarily a prophetic word, or information,
max a essaqe. But it can mean a command as our English worth I
sent 'iou word to come tomorrow, I sent you word that I would see you
tommrrow. They are quite different. In awma one case it i command,
in the other it is information. In either case it speaks about the
ti me from the issuing of the decree(or the coruirsq forth of the word)
to restore end rebuIld Jerusalem till the anointed one, the ruir.
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We saw that in Isaiah there is an anointed one. It is the only

,
time in the Bible that any non-Israelite is called a Messiah, an
anointed one. It is usually used of an Israeflte king. But it is
there used of the one who i God's anointed for the rebuilding of
Jerusalem. So you might say these hasps phrases belong together.
It is the anointed one, the ruler, namely Cyrus who sends out the
decree to restore and rebuild Jerusalem. But unfortunately it says
there are seven weeks between these two things! So they can't both
refer to Cyrus. But I believe we can dogmatically say at least one
of them must refer to Cyrus. I do not see any possible way to get
around that, unless you are going to get some ideas elsewhere either
out of your head or out of some other part of Scripture and then
bred them into the passage. There is a real temptation to everyone
to do that, not only here but in many places where you interpret
Scripture.

I think one of the most Important things in interpreting the
Bible is to get out ideas, not to bring our previous ideas from
elsewhere into our interpretation of the passage. Bring in your
idea as a possibility, yes, but think of other possibilities and
see what the passage fits with.

When I was a student in seminry(on a subject entirely
different from this) time after time I would hear the professor
say, Here i our be1If. This is what we hold. And I believe he
was corrctly stati.ne what the Scripture holds on some point. Then
he would say, But here i this v. which people say contradicts that.
Then he would say, Look at the verse, and then he would procede to
twist the verse o that it would mean absolutely nothino. It might
just a w1l not be I the Bible! I used to get very irritated. Be
cause it cms to that every v. in the Bible God put there for
a purpose. It will not ortradict what it clearly taught somewhere
e1e in the Bible. But 1t may be that we are carrying too far some
thing we çet from somewhere else, or that there is some phase we
have not properly uriertood.

Or it may be that this is dealing with some different matter
altothcr. o to go to Scripture without brinaing into it ideas
from elsewhere to see what it says, then bring in the ideas to
see how they fit together, not in order to say this must mean that
because I found that taught elsewhere. So we have this period of
seven weks whIch runs fromthe issuing of the word(whether it
means decree or message) about the restoring of Jerusalem until
the rioIntcd one comes. In it looking forward to the coming
of the anointed one, uys2 Cyrus? Certainly it exactly fits him.
Is itlookIn;fcrward to that time, or is it starting with that time
because he Issued a decree that Jerusalem be rebuilt and then it
looks forward from that time until a different anointed onewho
is to be a ruler comes? There are the two possibilities at this
pcint.

I would say a word here about the LXXX The LXX is tie Greek
translation, the early Gk. trans. of the OT. According to tradition
Ptolemy II asked the Hirih Priest in Jerusalem to send him some
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scholars to make a translation of the Pentateuch into Greek.
According to this tradition there came 6 from each of the 12
tribes. So there were 72 people. These 72 were put into 72
different rooms and they worked for 72 days separately and when
they had finished they all had written exactly the same thing
as the Greek translation of the five Books of Moses! That is
only a story. Very interesting but I believe an immagiriary story.

There is an element of truth in it that at a very early
time the 5 books of Moses were translated into Greek. It was an
excellent translation. Which means the work of the 70, tho it
i probably purely imrnaginary that there were 70 who did it, or
that they all came out the same separately word for word! But
then as different people trans. other books of the OT, eventually
they were all translated and the whole thing we call the LXX.
The earlyy Greek Translation,

Jerome in his commentary on Daniel, c.400 A.D. says that
all the copiesof the LXX he was able to find did not have in
them the LXX of Daniel, but instead had a different trans. of
Daniel into Greek made by Theodotian, made aftter the time of
Christ. And when you come to Daniel it is not the LXXX, it is
Theodotian.'s translation. There has been found one MSS which
it is believed has the original LXX of Daniel, But .t has been
very much corrupted, It i3 not a veryy good M53. Then another
has been df.scovered that has only a few parts to it.

So scholars speak of the LXX of Daniel which they find
in those one or two MSS and they speak of Theodotian generally
when they refer to the Greek. People said In those early days,
Look here it speaks about the anointed one coming. That must be
Christ. Especially whn it spˆaks before of atoning for wicked
flCS:. That must be Christ. There is an anointed one in the next
verse. That in KJV is "thc anointed one will be cut off but
not for himself." If yu take KYV of the second anointed one it
must be Christ. And I believe it is Christ. But that does not
prove the first use of the word here is Christ,

They thought here is the prediction of Christ. It is the
only prediction of his first coming in Daniel. We've noted
several predictions of his second coming, If it is Christ,
then from when Cyrus issued the decree until Christ comes must
be seven weeks. But if you take seven weeks that is only 49
years and from 538 B.C. to the time of Christ is a lot more
than 49 years. In Theodotians translation it says there will be
seven sevens arid 62 sevenks and it will be rebuilt with streets
and meats but in times of trouble. Thus they take the 62 weeks
which should go with"72 weeks it will be rebuilt in times of
trouble" and they put it on to the first one because seven weeks
is too short! So Theodotian made it "it will be seven weeks and
62 weeks". There we have 69 weeks. And 69 weeks would be 483 years,
but it's a lot more than 438 years from =z more than 434 years
from the time Cyrus sent out his decree to the time of Chrkst! S
So it doesn't fIt that way either. But it comes a lot nearer
fitting than if you have only seven.
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In Theodotians translation he says "and it will be built."
llakinq a sparation and putting that time"seven weeks and 62
weeks." But did you ever speak of a period of time of any
number as 7 and 62? You might say 7 and 60. You might say 9 and
60. But would you say 7 and 62? I never heard of such an
expression in any languae anywhere. I do not think we have a
right to assume that the time that goes with the second period
is part of the first if the second has no time connected with It!

Modern translations have followed Theodotiar1 in putting
peridd after 62 weeks. That is the modern evangelical trans
lations* So they make it 7 weeks and 62 weeks period. But then
they . don't do like Thaodotian did and put in an "and" because
that's not in the Hebrew. They simply say, "it shall be rebuilt."
As you know most sentences in Heb. begin with "and." Whole books
begin with and in Hebrew. Just to say 6. weeks stop, and U-en say
"it shall be rebuilt" is quite contrary to ordinary English usage
and It is in line with Heb. usage to say the first period is
seven weeks which will be from that to that, and the second period-
it doesn't say what It's from or what it's to-.- but it says it is
the time during which there will be a rebuilt city but a time of
difficulty and trouble.

I believe we must stop here. We could easily take a month
on ch. 9. It is much less clear than the other prophecies. The
others all fit together so I think it is much wise to have a
clear understanding of them. But I have stressed several rather
important things, andd w still have the question: Does this
period begin when Cy'us issues his decree, and run to an anointed
one, a ruler? Or does it run to the time c4! Cyrus who is called
an anointed one ruler and start when God
that Jerusalem t. going to b' rebuilt as one of the prophecies
that was given to (Jeremiah?). We'll start there next time.
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I fear this is the last time I will have the opportunity
to address you about the prophecies of Daniel. There will be one
more gathering. That is a week from Friday. . . "(exam)

In a school of lower standing(that is to say high school
or college) in most classes you go and the professor tells
you something. You wixkR write it down and memorize it.
I have often thought in much of our American education, the
professor's task is to take the big job, the memorizing of
a big book bydividing it into sections and saying, This is
the section for tomorrow you will study and this is the
section for the next day. It seems to me his main task is
just the subject for will power.

At this stage my idea of what we are trying to do is some
thing entirely different. I'm not particularly interested in my
telling you what I think the book of Daniel means. But I am very
much interested in helping you to develop the method of going to
the Bible and finding what it says. Finding out for yourself. The
reason that is important is that any writing whatever.-whetber it
is in prophecy, whether it is in ordinary Biblical writing, whether
it is any other writing, there are certain things that are definite
and there are many things that are not so certain. That's true in
the nature of language.

I may say to you, Last summer I made a trip to California.
Well, that is a definite statement but it ±eaves many many
questions unanswered. Did I go to S. Calif. or N. Calif? How did
I go? Did I fly? Did I take the train? Did I take a boat via the
Panarnax canal? Did I make a walking trip? How did I get there? Did
I use the same method or did I use a different method for different
parts of it? Did I stop over on tie way?Did I go straight through?
There are many many questions that are just unanswered. And the
person kkatx has to combine the sentence with what he finds else
where and try to reach conclusions that certainthings are deftthlte,
$ome might say, I left here; I got there and you would say
I came back. But that's all you could tell. I said, Last summer.
I did it says what month. I did not say how long.

In the nature of language a word is not a point but an area.
Consequently you have to use context to determine how big or how
small the area is. Therefore from anything you have to gather
from it what is definite and also try to become alert to possi
bilities on that which is not definite. I think it's important
that we distinguish between our tasks. The expounder of God's
Word has two distinct tasks; and I believe we should keep them
separate. He has the task of determining for himself what the
Bible says and what there is that perhaps it says--that goes
further to be sure, and what we can definitely rule out as not
being contained in it, And he has the task of conveying the ideas
to people. When it comes to the two tasks there are very great
differences between them. You get God's truth from the Word and
you give it to people. You don't go to them necessarily. In most
casbsnot at all to explain how you arrived at it, and what the things
are that are certain, & what the things are that are questionable.
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Emphasize the things that are certain* You try to avoid
making statements that can be interpreted as conveying something
that is not certain. They are two entirely different tasks, and
w must keep them separate. If what we give is going to be dependa
ble, it is important that we learn not only to get fromthe Scripture
what 'n need to stand upon, and to find out the points are where
this is probably what it Is or perhaps it is, or if you combine
this with other things It most likely means this, but let's.avold
being dogmatic.

So my purpose has not been to tell you what Daniel means,
but to try to develop in you methods of study. That'S been the
purpose of my assignments. They have been in no sense an attempt
to udqe you, but they have been an attempt to give you practice
in this and then prepare you to get mor. value out of our dis
custhr ¬octh'r. Urcidentally, any of you who would like t,o have
your assignments back I've asked you to give me a note to that
effect. If you haven't done so you can still do so . . " If you
would like to have bhem before the exam, say that and we will
get them to you before the exam . . .If you don't I will keep
them a few weeks and then throw them away or use the backs for
my wn notes perhapsl

I would wish almost that we could just skip Dan.9. Because
in Dan. 9 there have been 100 different interpretations of it.
There hav¬. been many interpretations of it and most of these in
terpretations have been given very dogmatically. People declare
this is what it means and they have tried to fit It into other
things. Thereisrio interpretations of it that I have found any
where that does not have serious flaws. I have studied it care
fully from the approach that I believe is the correct one, and I
have reached a conclusion as to what I think is he correct in
terpretation, But I do not wish to be dogmatic on that because I
have not found it presented anywhere else.

y uruosc in this class is not to e1l you what Daniel means
but to develop methods of interpretation. So I'm more interested
as far as Dan. 9 Is concerned in your knowing what is positive and
definite in it, and where the points are at which we must reserve
judgment than I am In giving you a full interpretation of it. I
am far more interested in the other chs. as far as this class is
concerned than in Dan. 9 because there are certain things we have
found absolutely clear in the other chs., and I think that they
being so clear and definite are vital for our understanding of the
Bible. Like in Dan. 2 we found definitely the 4 kingdoms that re
fulfilled in history. Tt's a marvellous evidence for the truth of
the Scripture, the way some of those details were fulftl)ed.

We don't want to imagine details fulfilled that aren't as
many do. But there are details that are definitely fulfilled in

history over a period of many aenturies, and it points to a time
when the entire image will be destroyed and the stone will grow
to fill the whole earth. Some people talk about it as the it had

already occurred, which of course is nonsense. Almost anybody who
does that that attitude, if you read their book as a whole you will
find somewhere in it an admission that this means the time will come



S
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all hu4an government and eterything that is imperfect will
and Christ alone rules. You will find much

talk as if it was already fulfilled. We might find some alaloqies
to prs.k present conditions and that is valuable, but that it
is already fulfilled should not be assumed because it definitely
does not fit the picture.

Then Dan. 7 again has the 4 kingdoms and it introduces
a figure of a great anti-God figures who persecutes the saints
and is about to overcethem, but the Son of man comes and puts
an end to his power and completely destroys him and that king
dom and that certainly has not yet occureed. All interpreters
(evangelical) agree that this represents something that has not
yet happened. While those who hold the Maccabean view hold it is
a picture of Antiochus IV, a picture of what the writer foolishly
thought would happen. Of course the Christian rules out the
Maceabean view because it infers the book was the outcome of some
body's immagination, rather than a true prophecy. The principal
features of these are tremendously important and you should have
them in mind.

In Can. 8, there is much clear. There are some things
that are obscure. But this is certain that it is talking about
a greatanti-God figure that comes out of the third kingdom, not
the fourth. It is definitely not the horn described in ch. 7.
That is absolutely clear. Many writers will admit it, but some
go on and talk as if they had not done so. Others say, This is a
figure of antichirst, a type of picture of antichirst. It would
be just as sensible to say that Napoleon was a type of Hitler.
Then we might have a great arguments Which is the better type of
Hitler? Napoleon or Mousileni? Y ou can find similarities in--between
almost any two characters inxhistory. But in the Bible we have
one meaning. It is either antichrist or it is Antiochus. Rarely
do we find themb blended.

There could be bledding. Someone could say, There will
come great conquerers who will try to destroy God's people and
will cover great areas. Now that covers many. That's not saying
one is the type of the other.

Then in Dan. 11 we found must that was very definite. A
definite picture of history and of many ddetails which are some
what vague but which tell what was going to happen. If you saw
it happen you coèd see it was being fulfilled. If you looked back
you could see it definitely had been fulfilled, and it traces
many details one after the other until it leads right up to the
figure of Antiochus. That all the sudden there is a jump to
antichirat is nonsensel Or to talk about Antiochus and to say this
is a type of antichirst and some of it is Antiochus and someof
it is antichrist, well that reduces it so that you can make most

anything mean most anything. It is a definite picture of that great
crisis that the Israelites met. A great crisis that threatened to

destroy the Bible completely, and to ddestroy all belief in God.
One Qf the gçeast crises in the history of true religion. It is

f tf details applying specifically to Antiochus, and
most of it we can see exactly how it was fulfilled until we get u
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Then all the sudden you have a few vv, that definitely don't fit
Antiochus at all. Some interpreters try to make them fit and it
is absolutely impossible. It clearly moves to another figure. And
although thefact is not mentioned, it is obvious that one of two
things is true: after giving as the Meccabean interpreters would
say giving fact after fact that was true, then the writer let
hs trnmagination run and gave a lot of stuff that isn't true but
thought might happen in the future, or else there is a big jump
in time. He discussed this figure and then jumps forward to a
different one.

Question: Does that change at V. 39 or v.36?
I did not write down the exact figure. It begins but the king

will rule"--v.36. From v.36-39 it describes the character and it
does not fit Antiochus' character. Those who try to make it fit
do an awful lot of imagining and twisting, nevertheless there are
some good commentators who try to make that section on the character
fit Antiochus and they have a stvuggle to do so. It doesn't fit.

But from v. 40 where it starts describing his career--from there
on all svangelical .tnterperters agree it is talking about anti-
christ. And all non-evangelical interpreters----no, I guess.
because there are some evangelical interpreters who take the
Maccabean view and say *tj*s it's still Antiochus. But when it
describes his career it definitely does not fit Antiochus' career.

We have the character of Antiochus, his ascession and his character
--we have his career and then we have the situation of the people of
God described. Then again we have the character of a man, an account
of his career neither of which fit * Antiochus at all. Then we
have the situationof the people of God including the resurrection
from the dead which clearly did not happen in the time of Antiochus.
So we must have a breat somewhere in time. It is best in my opinion
to make it after the of the people of God in Antiochus'
time and before the character of the king. But if somebody wants to
make it a fw vv. later between his character and his career, I
would not fight with him about it, I would just say it was rather
illogical, to try to twist the vv. to make them fit. Yes?

Question: Something I've been concerned about. How do you
the similarity in terminology either Antiochus or
Antichrist? (Indistinct)

But you do not have exactly those words used in four.(tndistincb)

Question: What about the king of the south?

Yest, the king of the south, and later on you have another
reference to the king of the south. But I believe the logical
structure from this fact tht

x°
haye he cracr

gesio 8d¬ r v he fate :f the people of God.
Then again he talks about the character, again about the career,
again about the fate of the people of God. I think that makes a
logical structure. Then you ask the questions Is it the same one
or a different, end you find it doesn't fit the same one, you are
justified in saying this whole secton deals with a different o ne.
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Now you can take the Maccabean approach and say the writer
was mistaken. Or you can take the approach that those take who say
this is antichrist, of saying there is the jump forward in time.
Just as there was inch.2 where it says that Nebuchadnezzar is the
head of gold and then it jumps tothe Persian empire . . . There is
a jump. There's no question about that.

The last time I taught this, the assignment I was was to take
each subject right straight through where it says she' or the "king
of the south" and it's my impression that just about everyone
thought that made a definite break. Have three
subjects and then the same three subjects again along with
the fact that the three new ones just don't fit. (Thank you for the
question . . .) What's onyour mind?

Is it true that Antiochus but when you get to v. 36
and when you get to v. 40 both the king of the north and
the king of the south so it's obviously a different
person?

Yes, but there's a textual question there in that particular
place. Whether it is the two together or whether it is the one
aaainst the other. Difficult.

I think we've noticed a good many things that are definite in
this ch. Now I'd like to say a word about the Macceban view. Not
only do all modernists hold the Maccabeanssz view, but there are
some good conservatives interpreters wk. during the last century
and a half, like take Canon Farrar, who wrote the Life of Christ-
a book that has been highly regarded--he wrote a book on Daniel in
which he took the Maccabean view, and I don't see how it is possible
how he could because Christ definitely referred to Him
self as the Son of man, who is going to come from heaven. But he
took it all as the imagination of a wrèter in the time of Antiochus.
Cpiphanes. That view makes Daniel a fraud. It claims to have been
written by Daniel, but it was written by an unknown writer at a
later time. He claims to be writing prophecy but instead is looking
back andddescribes past history and looking forward with imagination
describing what he thought would happen, but none of which did happenL
as he thought.

I don't see personally how any Christian can hold the Macca
bean view, but there are some who have. I personally think they
are illogical at that point. I think we should be aware of that
fact. We have not gone into it a great deal.

For the critical point (of view) is the problem of Darius
the Mede. We don't know exactly who is meant by Darius the Mede
because we have Cyrus the Persian conquering the land. Some con
servatives say Darius the Mede was an officer. Darius was
under Cambyses, king over Babyèon(?) Others say Darius the
Mede is another name for Cyrus. It's a problem on which we're not
sure of the answer. But I think we can be sure there is an answer
that the facts. But that is one of the most difficult
points for us. One the other hand, those who hold the Maccabeen
view, they have to hold that the Greek empire was the 4th empire
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because the little horn comes out of the 4th empire. The only way
they can do that is to say that there was an intermediate empire
(Median) between the Babylonian and Persian empires. And when Bel
shazzar is told his empire is given to the Medes and Persians, it
destroys that whole idea. It destroys that idea of a Median empire
in between. They have to say that the writer was mistaken in his
knowledge of the history "t.tbat point which he was presentèdg as
prophecy.

So I think simply on the grounds of the evidence that the
Maccabean view does not stand up. From the view that it was written
in the time of Daniel there have been minor problems that have been
raised mostix of which have been answered by new evidences. But
we have not gone into that in this class. In this class our interest
is in interpretation of prophecy. We have to go into it a little
bit because in interpreting it we have to set how those who hold
the Maccabean view interpret it. But our purpose has been to find
the meaning.

Now Dan. 9 again. I believe it is vital that we notice that
in Dan. 9 there are certain things that are not definite. On these
things we have to say it is open. We take the possibilites and see
tich fit. There are certain things which are definite. The one point
which has been overlooked by Christians time after time is that there
are three segments. From the going forth of the word to build Jeru
salem unto Messiah the prince is seven weeks It is not 69 weeks,
it is seven(ty)? It is definitely what the Hebrew ways. If he
meant to say 69 weeks he would said have said 69 weeks. Some have
said it is a period of seven weeks when the temple was being re
built, and this is separate from the 62 weeks which follow it.
But that's not what the Scripture says.

Some try to put the 62 weeks first and then find the seven
weeks afterwards somewhere. A].1 kinds of but what it
says is, Seven weeks and in the second segment is 62 weeks,
In which the city will be rebuilt, but in troublous times. That to
my mind is the most definite in the

Studentz Can The ?IIV tries to make it

All the modern evangelical interpreters link them together.
As I mentioned last time and it's well worth repeating, the LXX-
not the LXX because the LXX of this part is hopelessly confused-
but the trans. of Theodotian, put in the word "and." It says from
the going forth of the word to Messiah the prince( and they make
word decree, but what it says is to Messiah the prince will
be seven weeks, and 62 weeks, and the city will be built in troubious
times. That word and" was put in the LXX. It is not in the Heb.
and no modern translation inserts the word "and" but instead they
use a semi-colon which does the same thing, It is seven weeks find
62 weeks and nobody ever anywhere that I ever heard of says 7
weeks and 62 wek to mean 69. It is 7 weeks in the first section,
and to imagine something that happened in the seven separate from
the 62 weeks that puts the whole together into 69, 1 don't say
that's impossible but its purely im'agination. But it's done by
most evangelical interpreters today. I think it is best to lay this
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aside and say we don't know what it means, or to recognize the
fact that the first segment is seven and then 62 weeks.

Questions Will you answer the statement that the decree
came not from Cyrus but from Artaxerxes and the temple
was not but the whole city?

Tbele not but the whole city? What's that about?

Question? About Cyrus being the anointed one, seems to have
more to do with having the temple rebuilt tather than having the
whole city rebuilt. Some hold the decree is for the city to be
restored, and not just the temple, therefore they move to 445 B.C.

Yes. I think that is very important. I don't want to be

dogmatic on what it means, but I want to be clear as to what it

says. What it says is from the going forth of a word . . . It
does not say a command, it does not say a decree. It says a
word. The word may be a command, or a decree, or it may be a

prophetic message. The word is used 3 times earlier in the ch. to
mean a prophetic message. Same word. That doesn't prove it here
means a rophetic message, but it proves it may be a prophetic
message.

"The going forth of a word to build a city." From then,when
God said it would be done? When God ordered it to be done? Or
when some man ordered it to be done.? Whèchever, it is from then
to the anointed one is seven bweeks. There is a decree to allow
the people to go back to rebuild the temple. If those people for
the next 100 years lived in tents you might say it was
for you have heard of tent cities often enough.

In fact long before the temple was rebuilt, Haggat rebuked
the people for living in their fine houses and leaving the temple
unfinished. So I don't see how you get around that there was a
city there when the people went back, even though the great mention
is made of the temple. There was a city from the time when the
people went back. A city can be 100 people gathered around in
one place living in tittle shacks, or a city can be a great
metropolis with two or three million people living in fine brick
houses.

To say there was no city for over 100 years is something
which just isn't reasonable. If it refers to a decree, it is
mentioned at the end of Chronicles that Cyrus gave a decree per..
mittinci the people to go back and build a temple, and they
certainly would build a city around the temple. They would not
build the temple and then go off and live somewhere else and
come down to it is rather rediculous. It would seem definitely
that Cyrus gave a decree quoted in Chronicles, again quoted at
length at the beginning of the book of Ezra, and again quoted
at length when Darius cave it. So here is a decree given twice
and quoted a third time. There is no quotation of any decree
given by Artaxerxes. A man came to Artaxerxes whom Artaxerxes
liked, and A.rtaxerxes said, Why are you so sad? He said, Because
the tombs of my ancestors are in dissary. Artaxerxes said, What
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would you like? He said, I'd like to have permission to go back
there and build them up end improve conditions there. He said, How
long would it take? He replied, I'd like-a letter to your officers
there to give me some materials. Artaxerxes said, Fine but hurry
back, I'd like to have you here.

There is no quotation of any decree. There is no order.that
Artaxerxes desired a city to be built. There is merely the statement
that Artaxerxes gave permission to a favor to something he felt like
doing. If that was the only mention of any permission of any king
to go back,(I think) that would be one thing. But when you have a
decree by Cyrus given three times, if this is a decree it seems to
me it must be his decree.

Question: So you are faced with two possibilities: one is
that God gave it, and the other is that Cyrus gave it and you are
saying you cannot be certain which one is meant Is that right?

I'd say, If it is a human decree it is Cyrus. If it is a
word from God, that wand could be a prediction, a promise, a decree,
whatever, but those it seems to me are the only possibilities. Now
there was an article written recentlyy in a book of theological
articles. A man wrote me and said, You gave a paper on this at the
ETS, would you mind sending me a copy. I sent it to him. In his
article he wrote he said, (something like this) The word "word"
usually means a prophetic statement or declaration, and then he
had a footnote where he referrs to my paper to the very place
where I said that is what the word usually means. Then he said:
There are four possibilities: first, the decree of Cyrus; second,
the decree of Cyrus in reaffirming his decree; third, a decree of
Artaxerxes permitting Ezra to go back; and asking him to offer
for him at the temple, and fourth a decree of Artaxerxes permitting
Nehet!tiah to go back.

After just saying what I said that it is and then saying
there are four possibilities with and four decrees I thought it
a bit illogical. But if it is a decree Ithink there is only one
possibility--that is the decree of Cyrus. I do not see any
evidence that Artaxerxea gave any decree to rebuild the temple.
If, like Cyrus, Artaxerxes had given a decree, "You are to go back
and build the city of Jerusalem and put walls around the city,"-
a city doesn't have to have walls, but it may have walls. Nehemiah
wanted it to have walls and he went back and built walls. But if
that contained a decree from him, you can be sure that with the
complete Persian autocratic control of their territory, that Nehemiah
would have gone back and gotten immediately in touch with their
officers who represented Artaxerxea there and he would have said,
"Here is the decree, sealed with Artaxerxes signature that Nehemiah
is to build a walled city here for me. You are to give him the
materials and help, They would have given help and it would have
been done. But what happened?

Nehemiah got there and went out at night rind made plans and
started building furtively lest the local officers should know what
he was doing. If he had a decree from Artaxerxes to build a city,
he certainly would not have had to do anything secretlyy or privately.
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They would not hav dared lift a hand against hinIf he had an
order frou Art.axerxes to do this. he went becas Artexerxeper-
mitted him to go and Artaxerxes was glad to help him, but that
Arttxerxes eve decre to build the city there is the
cortext.

There are rnenttors who say tU wa Artaxer,ce;'t second
decree, the one he gave to Nehemiah. Others say, it came 10 yosra
after the life of Chrst(7) so it can't be that, so they say it
must b thi, he gave in the eighth year of reign, whi
is quoted in Sc!'iptur hut go to the temple a.,-,d offer
somethLn, on his behalf, ut that's no dre to build a
$0 I don't se how anyone can logically take it au cre In
the eighth year. As to the 20th year one might make an argument,
but I do not think it is an argument that will not stand up.

When y,u consider the number of years it does not reach to
the Uf of Chret. Dr. Newman has advanced a suggestion that like
the 3 days in the tomb of Christ who was there the last two hours
of th. fir3t day, and he was there the second day, and he was there
the first twelve hours of the third day, so he was there parts of
3 days and that is what is rneant by* three days in the tomb. I
think he i right in that, but that therefore that is a ?ehrew wv
of sayir.g end that therefore these sever'wecks car in
clude the last week or two of the first week and the first k or
two of the last week, meklnç, it e little over 68 week, end thus
take it from Ptxere3 cree Inhis 29thc year, and that it seems
to in is t.-,y far Lh best way of figuring it If it were not for the
fact that h also starts n the 2Cth year of rtaxerxes. There is
absolutely no evidence or it. *cause if it is a decree it has
to start from Cyrus.

Lut I aw far more Interested In your seeing what in clear
in th previous hs., than in your having a definite idea what these
4 vv, mean, But I do believe it is vital that we do not read into
Scripture our own ideas. In Scripture there is no case I know of
where it ever says 532 years after this that will happen. He says in
400 th children of Israel ,ill come back. It is general* In the
4th generation* But a precise term for a long number of years like
that In the future we have no other instance of it an. no on to
think that Cod would want to o it hze, and tht dates don't fit
here.




uion: Are w teklnn the position that the anoInted one
i certalrly pirc of Chrtst

No. I would ay that definitely the anointed one here-- the
sec3J one is definitely Christ. I'm glad you asked that because
there is up poInt !think it vital. I Would ay th18 is either Is
from soii loing fettvc forth of a word that Jerusalem will be built
to Cyrus, or that this is a human command from Cyrus to Christ. I
would y j j:3 i one of the two, end you find that exactly 49 yrs,
before hla that '-*1d Jeremiah to buy field and to oal up the
docunsnt bcaus the time will cone when again nere will he
in this place* In other words there will be a city again here.
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We have that word from God to him. Ch. 9 begins with Daniel
telling how he r9ad Jeremiah's prophecy and how interested he was
in what Jeremiah had said. He read the prophecy of Jeremiah and
he says the power of Babylon will, only last another 70 years ....
Now we find that 49 years after this prophecy of Jeremiah that
said it would be rebuilt, exactly that length of time Cyrus came.
So my personal opinion is that when Daniel heard it he wu1d say,
Yes, the past history was exactly fulfilled and gives assurance
that the future history will be fulfilled the way God says, but
we don'tknow when the 62 weeks will start.

The first period is fromthis to that. Now it says that for
62 weeks it will be rebuilt. When it starts exactly is not told.
You take a period of 62 weeks and there is an approximation of
it.




Questions Do we have any justification though in thinking
that the two anointed ones might be different peopèe? So close
together

It would be most logical to say, There will come an anointed
one and to say The Anointed one will be . . . but to say again
the anointed one suggests but does not prove they were (two ? )
I don't think there is any reason they have to be the same. The
term could be used of different people or of the same. But there
is one other thing I want to get in.

A space of time -- we don't know when the 62 weeks starts.
(indistinct) But after the 62 weeks . . . Messiah will
be cut off, and KJV says "but not for himself," and no other
translation I know of at least Into English, renders it "but not
for himself." I think that is a marvellous phrase. It is a lax
marvellous picture of what Christ did. He was cut off but not for
himself. But NIV says, he will be cut off and will have nothing.
That's altogether different! Is there any justification in the KJV
rendering "but not for himself"?

Wch
would make it definitely

apply to the atonement. Is there? think there is.

It says, And will have nothing. As that stands in English it
gives the idea that the result of his being cut off is that he
will have nothing. I know of one Interpretation(by a great evan
gelical scholar) which says that he will be cut off and have nothing
means that kk. when antichrist comes the power of Christ in the
world will be so cut off that he will have absolutely no power
whatever on earth. "He will be cut off and will have nothing." That
is a view that is presented by a very fine commentator.

That makes us today being in the 62 week period, which I think
is ridiculous, because the city is not now in that condition--I
mean it hasn't been in all these years till now. I don't think it
fits. But that he would be cut off to that extent that would give
antichrist power that would even exceed the power Satan ever had!
I don't think that fits. He will be cut off and (lit) to him nothing.
But "and to him nothing" does not necessarily mean that after his
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being cut off he will hae;.tothin. It may mean that whp he is cut
off he will have nothinq. Z think it that but h will have nothing
i0 just 5 reasonable as (indistinct) This may be the con
dition of his being cut off,or it may be the result. tther 1'
possible...i it means "he will have nothing" it leaves the question
"he will have nothing of whetV Will he have nothing of success?
Will he have nothing of owr? Will h have. nothing of what He
must have semething. What does He have

There i one ancient Creek rendering which says "but will have
no 3ud ent."." It. may be that h is cut off but there will be to him.

will have no.judgwent. No reason that he should be cut off
$0 :IfC1t personally that KV "but not for hirself! while it i
note literal renderinç of the Heb., can e a p sentation of the
ezact so th-rig, 1ht- tlw iiay propetTy weào
I believe, he will be cut off end have nothing.-. is have no guilt
of his own. Our quilt was laid upon him. So at that point I believe
the KJV is the better translation. In any case I believe the "cut
off" is a reference to the atonement. I believe that definitely!.
That the two have to be the same. I don't say they can't be the same
but they may but 'they don't have to be.

I personally think that th3 first refers to Cyrus . . . and the
next is the atonement and then there is a space (indistinct). I
have not spent a 13t of time in this class on this ch. because I've
been interested in our seeing what is definite, In the 9th ch. I
would say that what is definite is that. this is the word which may
be command(not necessarily) but if it is the command of Cyrus; then
1 wou1 say definitely there are three pertodsi seven weeks, and
62 weeks. And then it says seven weeks, and after
62 weeks he will be cut off. That could be (indistinct) but it
could be (indistinct)

You could say there will be a conquerer. $omebody could say
in the 18009s thero will be a conqueror who will conquer europe
add there will be a space of a century and a quarter and there will be

conqueror Europe. Ohe could b
N*poleon( indistinct)

The thing I am interested in is what is positive, and .were it
is uncertain there are always in human language there are possibilities.
Some things are certain; some things are possibilities.(indtstinct)
I'm anxious that we get the of not taking a theory; this
must point to the exact number of years to Christ, and then try to
fit it in. well, the decree of doesn't fit, so let's look
for awe other decrea. Well, he gave t4eherniah permission, so let's
assume this was a decree. Well, Isaiah said, it was Cyrus who was
going to give the decree to rebuilt the temple. We;* Well, all we
have is that Artaxerxes gave permission to a good friend to go.
Nehemish started at night. evidently he didn't have the decree that
would tell them you've got to (indistinct). But these other things
in the previous cns. I believe you care be on, ano I believe
you can be dogmatic on them.

(Question about the final exam . . , Study the things I have
stressed).
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